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flare lurescscane

Multiplayer Tip #1
Don't deplete your afterburners
cruising around. You'll need
them when someone locks on a

homer, or when you're trying
to catch that guy in front of
you. Keep itat 50% or more for
that burst when you REALLY
need it.
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ACTUAL AUTOMAP - POLARIS

MuUiplavcr Tip #2
Use napalm to herd players into
traps. Players have a tendency to
back off from napalm bursts (with
good reason). Herd them into
wall or corner and launch a frag
missile into the wall next to them.

The result is quick death for your
opponent.
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D E S C E IM T ^"V

□ ,□□□ CHAMPIONSHIP
Back in 1995, Descent set the standard for multiplayer gaming. It was the first game of it's kind to allow more
THAN 4 PLAYERS TO BATTLE ONLINE IN 36o° 3D DEATHMATCHES. CONTINUING THE TRADITION, DESCENT 3'S MULTIPLAYER
action TAKES THE EXPERIENCE TO A NEW LEVEL, FOB TIIE LAUNCH OF DESCENT 3, WE ARE LOOKING FOB THE WORLD'S BEST
Descent pilot. With a gr.and prize of $50,000 cash and The Ultimate Gaming PC from Gateway!"

r:.

Have WhatDa Yau THINK You

Fon MORE DET.ULED (NFORMATIOS' AND TO REGISTER
VISIT WWW.INTERPLAY.OOM/DESCeNT3/FTOUR.HTML

the all-in-o*"
^^tHe Unleashes s

. /«^4«land5 9
even full sh\e

D E S C E IM T 3
Multiplaver Tip #3
Use Vauss as much as possible in outdoor battles so you can
keep a good distance from your opponent. Use Napalm indoors
whenever possible and use super lasers against opponents in

-small tunnels since the lasers are harder to avoid.

,
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ww\v.ouTUA(;i:.coM SO WHAT IF YOU
KILL YOUR FRIENDS

WITH $50,aDD,
YOU CAN BUY SOME NEW ONEB.

SoftwareForFCs.cmn

Oncem 8: e 1899 ODIPW BnenakneaL Ik. U riilitt peseml. ODtnoB. the Oitnge toga an
FoMb are n-"*-"""** ol Gotraga EntertainoniL he. Detcan, htarglat the toteriaay lega,
bDtnmi. the intno logs, ti Gaoiapt. For Bobbk.' «tpadamrka ol bitarplav Pradnctien.
Ml ether copyrigins and tpademarks ve the progerti ol tMr reetmctive owners.

To FINDOIT' HOW Vtli: CAN WIN 350.<M«) DINCKM) NOW ID

vvww.interplay.com/descentS/ftour.litinl

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 93
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UNDGRCOVGR
Our roaming private eye and his hot young

secretary spot the hottest games you've
never heard of — until now, that is. Also,

check out the great games from years past

that just didn't sell

NOT WITHOUT
MY FRAG
What do you get when you take three lazy edi

tors, one now-disgruntled graphic artist, and
an overdue feature? One hell of a comic book

rip-off, that's what

STOP The

PRGSSeS
Quake III Test is out and we've got all the

goods. Plus, we've always wanted to say "stop
the presses"

DEPARTMENTS

leCHPHILGS
TNT2 reviewed! Find out how (oriQ it compares to the Voodoos. Plus, it's Panther versus

Cyborg in a joystick duel to the death, while Goofus & Gallant show the best (and worst)

way to install a 3D card

^ PLAy By PLAy
The next wave of millennial baseball games arrive as Microsoft Baseball 2000 and

Baseball Edition 2000 get batted around by the staff. Also, Extreme Rodeo is here -

can Extreme Cockpghting be far behind?

ONLINE ARENA m
More gratuitous cheerleader shots in our ongoing look at the college gaming leagues

and Chapter 6 of PCXL's i8-part strategy guide to Everquest (Subtitled: Ed's Weak

Excuse For Missing Deadlines)

X-TRA FOR MEN bii
Redesigned for the amino-chugging, ab-toning gaming guy, this magazine-inside-a-mag-
azine has dating tips, the Gamescan Forum, the PCXL glossary, a very special woman
we'd like to play, and much more



ON THE COVER

How much is too much? That's the question we asked ourselves when deciding which cover image should be used. Originally, our

cover model was going to be a sexy nurse. Then she became a sexy P.I. investigating games (to match the lead Feature], but it quickly
degenerated Into a game of "hide the nipple" when the pictures came back (Photographer: Ed fox. Hair/Make-up: josefSaunders)

49 MESSIAH
Praise the Lord! And pass
the ammunition

54 KINGDOMS
It would be so easy to make
an Elvis joke here, but we're
not Chat desperate

se OUTCAST
Them voxels shore are

purty. Put away your accel
erator for this "voxelicious"

new game

REUIGUS

59 DUNGEON

KEEPER 11
The sequel that makes it
feel so good to be so bad

64 STREET WARS
IF Pulp Fiction were turned
into a Claymatlon game, it
still wouldn't be this weird

67 PCXL reviews are not for the tame of heart, weak
of stomach, or those who wear their hearts on their
sleeves (especialtyifyou've spent the last three years
of your life developing a game made entirely of "ass")

68 MECHWARRIOR

III
The game that comes
between Mechworriorll and
MechwariiorlV

n

s
r>

O
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83 LANDS OF

LORE 111
just one score point away
from actually rating Itself
an industry first!

as CIVIUZATION:

CALL TO POWER
More Civ action, without
Chat pesky Meier guy getting
in the way

80 FLEET

COMMAND

Like the "Love Boat" with
weapons arrd no wacky
love triangles

78 ROLLER-

COASTER

TYCOON
Learn theups and downs
of the theme park bi2

76 WORMS

ARMAGEDDON
Classic Worms gameplay
meets Bruce Willis

74 ALIENS VS

PREDATOR
Three races all beating the
holy crap out of each other

P Jk COLUMNb

88 BARE

ESSENTIALS
A look at expansions for
Blood II and The Settlers III

plus Team Fortress Classic

86 LANDER
We hoped it was about '60s
sex-bomb Judy Landers, but
no such luck

Quake III;Arena -' You'll wonder if Dan's been

smoking Rob's crack pipe, as he compares the

mightv Quake lino Police Academy 4 — huh?

TFRIENOTWOPAMELA LEE: APIMALTRIRIITF
THe DISCS

sounds' like the PCXL office on deadline night. '70s

pot band Fieetwood Mac comes out of the rest

home to rock you with a new cover of an old clas

sic, in tribute to our disc

CELEBRITY APPEARANCES
Bili Clinlon (he feels your pain... and pleasure). Catherine Zeta Jones" trull (5000 tasty). Tiger Wooes (bom to
putt). Rebecca Gayheart (mmm. clean pores). Katie Holmes (60.60.60I). Shannon Doherty(witchy but kitsch-y).
Dennis Rodman (dribbles for food). Heidi Fieiss (dribbles for money). Fabio Qust dribbles blood), Rebecca Romijn-
Slamos (Full Blouse), iklie Newmar (purrrrrfect). Shania Twain (Tangy STsyangy), Judgeludy (Harpy in the court).
Start Jones (rude with a View), and a special tribute to Pamela Lee and her lost assets
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eoiTOR's LeTieR

FUTURAMA

Once a year us editor types hop on a plane and visit the Mecca of gaming, better known as E3 (or

to the extremely lucky ones, "E3-some"). This year, as we drove to the airport, we optimisti

cally thought of all the great new games, industry friends, and new selection of booth babes.

On Day 1 (after a night of power drinking) we woke up early (10:30 is pretty damn early) and

cabbed over to the show. Every 15 minutes we rushed to appointments with a publisher or devel

oper who claimed to have the "best games of the show." Being jaded (not to mention hung-

over) we cautiously analyzed each game. Some were behind closed doors, some were gloriously

displayed at the front of the booth, and some (like Daikatana) were hidden in a corner where,

hopefully, no one would notice. Day 2, Day 3, and Day 4 were all repeats of Day 1 (although the

hangover got increasingly worse). When It was all over, despite the achy backs and general

feeling of nausea, we walked away feeling pretty damn good about the future of games.

Team Fortress 2, Black & White, Vampire, Soldier OfFortune, Giants, Freelancer, Amen, Tribes

2, and a host of others were jaw-droppingly amazing. We are truly excited about the coming year.

It has never been a better time to be a

{DITOI INCHJEFf*

MIKE SALMON^ EMAIL —> mik«4i>cil.com
SHINING £3 MOMENT He doesn't
remember, but we're sure It was grand
FAVORITE E3 8ABE -> My Eancec didn't
goto Eg.soltiere were nane(7riirt)

FAVORITE Eg GAME -> Ttam Fortress a;
'II may never come out. buIwHen It does,

it will be incredibie*

NOW PLAYING Tribes, Quake III. Red

Alert, TFC Classic, and E^rsmack

gamer, and PCXL will be here to give you

the scoop, and hopefully have a little fun In

the process. -

MIKE SALMON, Editor in Chief

EXCUIIVL EOllOR J

ROB SMITHS

SENIOI EDITOR [>

DAN EGGER^

0
How wtn
It End?

EMAIL-> rob9pui.com
SHiNiNG E3 MOMENT.4 At tbe Playboy
Mansion he called his girlfriend and said,
-i'm with a Playmate, the Rynn model, and
a bottle of'shower mllk"

FAVORiTE Eg BABE Rynn
FAVORITE Eg GAME Gi'dniS; 'nie hall-
marcsof a quirky classic*
NOW PUYING EuersmacK Aliens Ver

sus Predator, Quake III. EvercracK leer-
crank, Everass, and Quake II

EMAIL —> danOpai.com

SHINING Eg MOMENT-> Calling his girl
friend In an advanced state of inebriation,

commenting on her beauty and -physical
assets" (Llarl)
FAVORITE Eg BABE Apparantly his girl
friend and her -physical assets'

FAVORITE Eg GAME -> Tribes i-. -A few
months in and It already looks incredible'

NOW PIAVING -> Way. way. way too
much fversmac*

PHILIP MAYARD^

I ASSOCUTC EDITOa

EMAIL phiiipepul.com
SHINING -HOT AT Eg- MOMENT-4 Adis-
lu'bing late night call from Dan (when he
dialed the wrong number, we hope)

FAVORITE -NOT AT Eg- BABE -} Leah
Reich from The DEN at our "Antl Eg" party
FAVORITE Eg GAME ->-The one whereall

theedhors disappear and Icanenloy
sorne peace and qulel*

NOW PLAYING -i With the Idea of becom

ing a fulMlme Subway store manager

EMAIL edGpcxI.com
SHINING Eg MOMENT-4 Staying home
and buying Phonrcpm Menace tU for the

test of the staff

FAVORITE Eg BASE Dan's girlfriend
and her "physical assets*

FAVORITE Eg GAME -4 It was the one
that was shown last year, but one mile
stone ahead (read.'off o/r/ie above)
NOW PLAYING ->fverpuest, MecbWar-
riot3, Team Fortress Classic, Tribes

ASSisrAyTCDiToal- iNTCta/Hooct/rASHioN cooaoiaAToaL

CHUCK OSBORN^ EMAIL chuck9pul.com
SHINING Eg MOMENT-> Pushing my
way Ino the Eidos party and coveting John
Romero's trophy gfrlfriend
FAVORITE Eg BABE -^The Harley David
son model who consented to have her

picture taken with him

FAVORITE liUkMl-t Soldier Of
Fortune: "Just watching it made me feel
giddy asaschoolglil'
NOW PLAYING -4 Euerspank. Quake III

GIA DECARLO^ EMAIL-4gla9pu1.com
SHINING Eg MOMENT-4 When she was
mistaken for a booth babe, then pro
ceeded toslapTodd Porter silly
FAVORITE Eg BABE -The bartender at

Etdcs can serve my drink anytime*
FAVORITE Eg GAME -> Slack a White:
"The liitie creatures were so cute, and

you can make 'em poop. Kind of gross,
but definitely a game i want to play*
NCW PUYING -> Clam Bake Extreme

KYLE LEBOUF 0- EMAIL—) kyle9RUl.com
SHINING -NOT AT Eg* MOMENT-) He
scored three phone numbers, more than
the whole geeky crew got in LA
FAVORITE "NOT ATEg- BABE -) Dana,
the hoi girl that lives In L.A., who he was
going to see at Eg - ifhe had gone
FAVORITE Eg GAME -) "That one where
the PR girls get naked. I forget the name"
NOW PUYING -4 Tribes, Quake Hi-

Arena, Diablo I, and anything for the Mac

-| ASSOCIATtASTOIStCTOa

ERIC SMITHS EMAIL —) csmith@pccl.CQm
SHiNiNG-HOT ATEg- MOMENT-4 Get-
ling in practice at sniping in TK Classic
FAVORITE "NOTAT Eg" BABE -) I'll also
take the safe road and go vrilh my beauti
ful girlfriend, Anna ILIotf)
FAVORITE Eg GAME -) Well, I heard TFa
and Tribes i both looked great, but I
wouldn't know since I wasn't there

NOWPUYING Team Fortress Classic,
Tribes, and more Team Fortress Classic

mmBr,Msr,l3slerg2ms
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Mike Salmon

Rob Smith
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Dan Egger
Ed "Slash" Lee
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Gla DeCarlo
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managing editor
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associate editor

assistant editor

lifestyle editor

Contributing writers: Jason D'Aprile, Enid Burns. Bill Harms. Chris Hudak,
Daniel Morris, Steve Klett, Dick E. Wrecked

ART
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Eric Smith

Gerry Serrano
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Do it alone, It's weird. Do it with others, it's a club.

Yahoo! Clubs

iImi i^ g

Got something you like to

do? Then join a club. Can't

find any you like? Go start

your own. You rebel. But

beware. Anybody can Join.

www.yahoo.com

-1^-1 f in-nirn~nhi"liiftfMi-'' T ' -i • ■■ ■ I
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DONT STOP THINKING ABOUT DISC,

N€V€R BRGAK THG DISC

T
his month's featured artist is

'70s dinosaur band Fieet-

wood Mac, who holds the

dubious distinction of being

named the most drinkin',

druggin', incestuous band in music his

tory. Three couples with oniy five mem

bers? How does that work?

Mmm... incest.

Rock on Gold Disc Woman

Take your sliver spoon

Dig yourgrave
Well it's one less challenge
Pick yourgame and now play

Wake up in the morning
See your hard drive lost and gone down
Lousy gamers pick their prey
But they never cry out loud

Welt did disc make you cry?
Make you break down?
Shatter your Illusions ofdemos?
IVc///s/f over now?

Do you know how to pick up the discs and go home?

if you haven't gotten your discs or they're not working in some
way, visit our website at www.pal.com and click on the customer

service button, or call 800-333-3890.

Our disc comes with a scioliing inter-
r<irc. which is operated by moving the
mouse over (he screen. IF this is too

complicated or you lack the motor skills,
then the bar on the left can be used as

well. Click left on the mouse to select

items and click left again (on the image)
to return to the previous screen. If
you've ever installed a game, then the
rest should be elemenlary.

REQUmEMLNTS; WINDOWS 9S/98. PEN
TIUM t33MH2.31MB RAM. DIRECTX J.o,
MOUSE. 100% SOUND BLASTER COMPATI-

THE DISC MINI-FAQ

Q: Who's the disc babe forthe month?
A: That would be Sarah Michelle Cellar.

Q: Where did you say you found the
people on last month's disc?

A: Again, don't ask.

Q: What's a hcnway?
At About 5 pounds.

Q: I subscribe lo PC Gomes, now I gel.
PCXL, which is a far superior publi

cation in every way. shape and form,

bul now I gel no disc, what gives?
A; Call 1-800-333-389O lo get your

double disc goodies

LEGeND

DEMO

PATCHES

DRAKAN - eXCLUSIUe

MECHUARRIOR 3

TRIPLE PLAy 3000

STARSIEGE

MyTHn

EXPENDABLE

HOMM 3

TOMB RAIDER II

MICROSOFT BASEBALL 2080

DESCENT 3

eUIL CORE

SPACE BUNNIES MUST DIE

X-UING ALQANCE

TEAM FORTRESS CLASSIC

OUAKE III: ARENA

TRIBES

SHADOU COMPANy

UNREAL

QUAKE II

RAILROAD TyCDON II

HERETIC II

STREET UARS

UORMS; ARMAGEDDON

ULTIMATE RACE PRO

LANDS OF LORE m

REDLINE

GAMESPy

HIDDEN 6 DANGEROUS

ULTIMATE 8-BALL

KILLER TANK

HELL COPTER

BCATnni-iN
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Earthdiirsprinr launches you into the Weh with UnI^ID

IHTERHET RCCE8S at speeds up to 56K,
and mo ess points nationwide than any other ISP.

AND NOW PC GAMERS CAN TRY EARTHLINK SPRINT ^
i

FOR THE INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE OF FREE! A

FREESETUP
$25 SAVINGS

FREE

GET ROCKETFAST INTERNET ACCESS WITH ALLTHE PERKS:

• Unlimited Internet access at speeds up to 56K

• Local access nationwide and international roaming capabilities

• Free, reliable email

Free 6MB of webspace for your own Web site
.>j.earth>/o^

I-888-EARTHLINK, ext.3177

*S 19.9$ per month themfter

©1999 EerthUnk Network. Inc. end Sprint Communlestloni Compiny UTndemarks ire property
oftheir respective owners. Sprint and the Sprint logo ere tnderrurks of Sprint Communications
Company Ut ̂rthUnk and Che Earthlink lego art trademarks of Earthlink Network. Inc.AO righcs reserved

•A fully customizable Personal StartPage^

• 24/7 toll-free customer service and tech support

• Free subscription to bLlnk~, EarthLlnk's member magazine

• Free software like QuickTime"', RealPlayer®, and Shockwave®

And much more!

www.pcgamer.com/request (Product #179)

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gamlng411: Product Number 23
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nt wasn't too unusual to find a
scrawled note on my desk —

broads had a habit of leaving

them in suspicious circumstances, then

vanishing into thin air. With a casual non

chalance gained from years of practice, I spin

the fedora onto the hat rack, pull out the Large,

beaten leather chair, settle into its well-worn shape, and

lift the chaps onto the desk. I pick up the tattered parchment and inspect

the hand-scrawled note. Surprise, it's another case.

Some old lady's missing cat? No. An ancient relic supposedly sporting

wierdo powers gone amiss? Thankfully not. Marital infidelity, a furious

dame ready to brow beat her errant husband? Ah, no. But It's not so dif

ferent — just a simple investigation into the top ten PC games coming

down this year. "Piece of cake," I think, smugly kicking back from the

desk and letting images of Quake III: Arena, Diablo II, C&C: Tlberian Sun,

and Unreal Tournament swim through my mind. Easy money, just a few

days work and I'll make the broad pay through the nose. Of course, I'll

tell her it's the toughest assignment I've ever had. She'll buy it. The

suckers always do.

I look back at the flowing script on the note and read further. So she

wants me to do some digging, but not for just the plain old top ten.

There's something else going on here. I lean over and pour scotch from

the cracked decanter into a stained glass. (No ice, this job calls for

something a bit... stiffen)

"No sequels allowed?" Huh? "No franchises, no licenses." What could

that mean? Let's face it, everyone in this town thrived on the franchises.

My pigeon tells me that they're all the rage these days — Franchise IV,

PopularMovie: The License. My case is to go undercover and unearth

those games that aren't sequels. My God, this broad even suggested I

find games that are original, even ones that JoeSchmo LePublic hasn't

been getting the beat down on for the last few months. Hell, this is

gonna be tougher than I first thought. I'd better pour myself another

large scotch... , ,
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DEVELOPER •••> Bungle West

PUBLISHER-4 Bungle

RELEASE October '99

the

LEHD
I started digging and one of the first names to surface through my stool

pigeons was Bungie. Sure they'd had previous titles — Marathon, Myth,

and Myth II — but nothing had really set the cash registers dinging,

though the boys down at the papers sure did like what they saw. This

Chicago-based outfit had expanded west, and their new operation was

working on something new. I had to check it out. Despite failing to ignite
mainstream passions, there was no doubt that Myth was a bona Hde orig

inal concept. Whatever these guys worked on was worth investigation.

the
EUIDEHCE

Seems there's a new action hero in town — a mere slip of a thing called

Konoko. Sure, she looks like a couple 0' meals would do her a world of

good, but she's got some sweet moves. One throw implements her talent

for leaping forward, using her opponents' heads to spin around, thus

twisting their necks into an unnatural position. These Japanese anime-

inspired characters also wield weapons, and something meatier than the

Luger I keep in the desk drawer. Technology has advanced in the year

2032, with multi-rocket launcher's firing guided missiles, while laser tar

geting (either a solid red line, or a pinpoint cursor) makes hitting your tar

get much, much easier.

OnFs levels are highly detailed and are reused in a continuing plot pro

gression. After taking over one HQ, the bad guys rally, take it back, and

leave Konoko to come back to the same place, this time bullet-riddled
and body-strewn. But hey, there had to be a twist, and here it is: Konoko

begins as an agent of the Tech Crimes Task Force (TCTF), on the tail of a

bad guy organization. When the investigations start to unearth some

thing fishy, Konoko quits, goes rogue, and becomes more deadly.

the
HHIILYSIS

Sure, I've seen this kind of thing before, but not quite like this — that's

the stamp of Bungie. This sweet young thing has a couple of friends to

help out, armed with nasty moves of their own, including a back-breaking
slam. We all know that fighting games and the PC haven't been the clos

est of friends over the years, but On/could bridge that gap with the
adventure and anime-stylized setting thrown in.

The level designs are taking shape (including a 15 floor HQ building)
with plenty of environmental effects, characters casting shadows and

detailed enemy Al routines that assess risk and damage amounts before
deciding on attacking and running. Scripted events within the game
engine should keep the action pacing fast and furious.

I gotta say I like the look of this kid. She's got all the right moves, the

right shape, and if those levels turn out to have real style and purpose,
the adventure could be a winner. Let's face it. if the dame's such a bomb

shell, who's not going to take notice?

Tv/o trained architects give

OnP'i Inratinn 3 realistic look.

Seemingly complex moves (jumping into a roll, then leaping with a
roundhouse kick) are pulled off with simple, but precise keystrokes.



Concept renders (top) gave
the artists a target to aim for.

I

Kickboxing cows and benevolent King Kongs... you gotta love
that zany Brit humor.

Black and White

DEVELOPER •»> Llonhead Studios

PUBLISHER -P Electronic Arts

RELEASE •••)• December'99

LEAD
Well, picking up this lead was easy. One name always crops up in this
kind of case. Peter Molyneux is the boss man. His MO fits the focus of this

case perfectly. He founded an organization called Bullfrog in the United
Kingdom and created Populous, Magic Carpet, and Dungeon Keeper
among others. He's the main man, who set out on his own with a new

outfit called Llonhead Studios. Whether this job could live up to the

grandeur that he was prone to spout was open to question. But in

Molyneux's case, even if he didn't deliver what he promised, what he did
deliver would make a serious impact. He couldn't be ignored.

EUIDEHCE
A title like Black and White sounds right up my alley. At the offset,

Molyneux released to the public a hi-res image that he suggested was the
target quality for the in-game graphics. I picked up these latest screen-
shots, and boy, does it seem like he's hit the bullseye. But let's clear up

the gameplay aspect: BS W is a realtime strategy game where you take
the role of a powerful sorcerer who's discovered the land of Eden, a place

of happy little people ready to answer your every whim. Separated into
tribes that represent familiar cultures, such as Japanese, Egyptian, Greek,
Zulu, Cossack, and Aztec, these happy campers are your playthings.

Encourage them to worship you and it increases your lifeforce. That

power lets you cast spells, and since it seems there are other sorcerers in
this land, taking out those rivals becomes the focus of attention.

It's all a balancing act. Different tribes supply different types of life-

force, thus allowing different types of magic to be cast. Choose for your

self whether to be good or evil - protecting your flock and harvesting

their faith, or terrifying them into a fearful worship. Also at your disposal

are Titans. Time to play daddy as you pick any random creature from the

world (cow, sheep, bird, etc.) and drop it into your citadel. It's gonna

grow, and grow big. When fully grown, these beasts will ensure your
tribes are well-behaved, either through Intimidation (should it decide to

do some careless stomping of civilians), or reverence (if it aids the people
with their chores and wards off any threat).

RHRLYSIS
I kinda get the sense I've seen elements of this before — call it the
Molyneux MO. Take the God-sim style of Populous, the citadel-building
and spellcasting of Magic Carpet, throw in Dungeon Keeper's fostering a
balanced, strategically viable stronghold, then finish with a splash of

bizarre humor, and you've got an intriguing concept. The mammoth

Titans are the wild card. The tribal, ahem. Populous lives out a proper

existence — they do chores, play games, and even marry. But the real
gameplay kicker is in the casting of spells requiring you to sketch out the
correct pattern using the mouse. Etch out that perfect recreation of the

spell symbol and its eftect is more powerful. What a concept.

I gotta tell you that every Molyneux game should be investigated. B&W
ain't no different, and in fact offers even more potential as the online

component allows you to train up yourTitan offline and take it online for
multiplayer showdowns. A guaranteed smash hit in Molyneux's native
UK, it's about time his creativity got the deserved commercial success on

these shores.
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Choose unit types^
fleet formations

and flight tactics
to create the

best combat group
for each tactical

situation-

r An advanced research^
tree lets you construct'

S*4 ships between two
distinct racesi from

lightly armored fighter
class interceptors

to gigantic carriers
that can build

and transport up to SSD
<  ships into battle- J

fDetailed weapon systems
— including mass driversi

guided nissilesi
ion cannons and mines —
operate automatically
to track multiple

\  or single targets- .

Find detailed gameplay and ship specifications at uuu>hoineworld<net
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LOCATION: The Great ulasteiand

DESTINATION: Galactic Core-

lilARNING:

Enemy Taiidan Strike; forc^f sighted-

ildthership" under :attack;- '■

Taiidan Carrier with Hissile
Destroyer ahd Assault Frigate Fleet
rearing striking distance-

Dispatching Kushah Scout squadrpn'
in Delta Formation. '

Time to intercept--., '

Winner of UGO's Best Real-Time Strategy Game of E3

Command the smallest
scout ship or

your entire armada in
an unrestricted 3]>
world for pinpoint

control-

Explore super-detailed
galactic regions^ from

asteroid fields to
^nebulae to dust clouds-.

Lead your Armada through^
lb single-player

missions- or play against
seven opponents over

the Internet or LAN in
multiplayer scenarios-

A robust mission
editor lets you create

your own maps for i
V  online campaigns- J
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Ashercn's Call
DEVELOPER •••> Turbine Entertainment

PUBLISHER •••:« Microsoft

RELEASE •••)■ November '99

the LEAD
I wasn't expecting this case to turn up a run-in with the main organization.
They're dealing in the big leagues, but when they dip their toe in my pad
dling pool, I guess I gotta take notice. A massively muitiplayer roleplaying
game ain't that original. Ultima Online has done the business, and I hear
that Verant Interactive's EverQuest should be investigated by the AFT
(Dept. of Alcohol, Firearms, and Tobacco) as being dangerously addictive.
Anything following that MO should be tracked. I was on the case in a flash,
and what I found was frightening. It was hard to believe that another epi
demic could be heading our way so fast. But here it was. in closed beta
format, and all the danger signs were there.

the EUIDEHCE
A whole new fantasy fiction is unveiled with some schmoe named
Asheron, "calling" adventurers to his land of Dereth for some hm and
games with mystical creatures. But this isn't your traditional high fantasy.
AC doesn't have elves, halflings, rangers, or druids. Instead, it's built
around a skill-based system — more akin to the Rolemaster table-top RPG
format, than fQ's more traditional AD&D influence.

Three humanoid "races" — Aluvian, Gharu'ndin and Sho — are all
that's available, and while character "classes" can be selected, they only
represent how the pool of skill points has been divided among the numer
ous skill options, rather than limiting each character to one direction that
they must follow. This gives you freedom to be anyone you choose. A com
bat-focused character can decide to invest new skill points to healing, or
magic, but your abilities are based around six familiar stats with unfamil
iar names (Focus and Self, instead of Wisdom and Intelligence).

This world you'll be traipsing around is huge, covering some 500 square
miles, and inhabited by bizarre creatures. No goblins or ores, but drudge
workers and others not taken from popular fantasy lore (there are rats to
accommodate all the pest control freaks out there). Portals act as save
points (binding to an area) and let you flit around to different dungeons.

The current dying plan is that you lose your most expensive item and
some gold (and temporarily take a skill point hit), so there's no corpse
searching — it still sucks when it happens.

the RHHLYSIS
Sources tell me that ACs been in development for quite some time, and
they've got the advantage of learning from both UO and EQ. What they
learn is another matter — there's no point in being different for the sake of
being different, especially if your "different" isn't as much fun. One major
gameplay issue sure to make a difference to the game world politics is the
allegiance. Sign up with a higher level character and your allegiance to
them can get you a leg up. And then there's the power of politics. Faction
alism will no doubt run rampant, as power blocks trade off numbers, with
high level characters acting as monarchs. It's an intriguing concept and
method of getting characters to create the thrust for their own in-game
quests and adventures. I did more digging and turned up some seeds.
Seems Origin's UO has about 130,000 people coughing up their $10 a
month. EverQuest is adding more people to that. How many more of these
crowds are out there? Guess that depends whether they like their fantasy
high and traditional, or skill-based and potentially more flexible.

ACS dungeons don't have the same polygon look of EQ, using
D3D exclusively, natch.

iM

11
A radar gives all the characters a tracking skill. And, more oppor
tunity to kill rats.
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One out of left field: Sanity dazzled with LithTech z's good looks.
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the

LEAD

DEVELOPER •••> Surreal Software

PUBLISHER -> Psygnosis

RELEASE ■■■'}■ September *99

I'd already heard about this kid. Feisty little number, make no mistake.
Sure, people were throwing slanderous comment that the style might be
reminiscent of a franchise queen, but what did they know? The dame
here, a kid called Rynn, had a fresher smile and plenty of smarts. Not only
that, but she had company, the kind you don't see around these parts too
often: A dragon named Arokh at her beck and call. I'd like that kinda side
kick (and a piece of that broad), so 1 was on the case in a jiffy.

the EUIDEHCE

DEVELOPER Monolith

PUBLISHER •"> Monolith
RELEASE December '99

This came out of leh field and caught me in the eyes. Dammit, I shoulda
been expecting it. Let's face it, this game kinda has a license — that
LithTech engine is already on the streets. But Monolith created it, and
they're using it. 5amYy was easy on the eyes in the way that a perfect
stocking line goes straight up the back of a broad's leg, heading to
heaven, it needs to be checked out more thoroughly — as did Sanity.

EUIDEHCE
Our story here heads in to the future (no surprise). Humans have discov
ered that they have Psionic "Talents" and as these powers come out,
they drive the Psionics nuts, it's a society on the verge of total collapse.

Nathaniel Cain is a Psionic and a good guy. His pyro-kinetic powers
are incredible, but every time they are used, it drains both health and
sanity. But Sanity's kicker is that the combat goes deeper than straight
brain-fry on brain-fry. You can slam a perp with a lightning strike, but you
can also set mechanisms, whereby your response is preprogrammed. He
tries this, and you've got the right reaction ready to fire back. The style is
taken from the collectible card game Magic: The Gathering. Who knows
what your enemy (or multiplayer opponent) has in store.

the HHRLYSIS
LithTech 3D is maturing into an extremely flexible tool. High-quality
graphics lend themselves to some incredible physical interpretations of
the Psionic Talents. So long as the action remains intense, Monolith
could be looking at a breakout hit.

I've seen this sort before, too. All looks and little substance usually, but
this broad not only had a panache, a sylph-like frame likely to draw atten
tion from any hot-blooded type, and a swift range of athletic maneuvers,
she also had a dragon sidekick. Throwing a young dame into this kind of
vengeful mission is dangerous, but those combat moves, strafing, slicing,
hacking, rolling, jumping, and slashing showed that she was up to the
task, leaving many enemies limbless in the process. And when she stra-
dles Arokh (the dragon, remember?), it brings a tear to the eye.

the

She's got the moves, she's got the look, she's got the muscle sidekick,
and she's got the challenge. 1 thought her voice might have been too
weak, but it belied her talents, with a range of different weapons, from
sword to axe, and many more. Whether she's on that dragon, pitted
against the fantasy denizens running rampage through her homeland, or
up against other dragons in "deathmatch" aerial combat, the controls are
showing to be tight and the action frantic in crowded skies. The dragon is
a thing of beauty, and the lady ain't too bad either — ample reason to
keep them safe. 1 just hope that her enemies show a little guile of their
own, or there won't be much more to her than just a pretty face. lii> lUSDragons and feisty yo
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DEVELOPER •••>• Infogrames

PUBLISHER -J-Infogrames

RELEASE September '99

the

LEND
There's always a question when johnny Foreigner hits these shores.
Nothing major, just a chill that you can never quite place. So when these

French guys hit U.S. soil, I had to keep my eyes open. Word was that this

S/lverthat they're hawking did the kind of things that final fantasy VII
did. Sure, ffVII was only a small-time console operator, but it made its

mark. That's instant credibility if it can be recreated in my town.

the
EUIDEHCE

Damn foreigners always seem to have an eye for the artsy side of things.
When I scoped out this RPG, its origins from across the water were evi
dent. Lush backgrounds, color, and a storyline to boot — and it was play
ing surprisingly well. This case has the hallmarks of classic high fantasy.
A mythical world Oarrah), a young, talented hero (David) and his

tutor/grandfather, and an evil overlord (Silver) supply all the necessary
ingredients. So when Fuge, Silver's henchman, kidnaps David's young
wife Jennifer, a young man's gotta do what a young man's gotta do.

the

flHRLYSIS
it's an RPG where you control just one character when fighting, while the
Al takes over the others. That realty lends itself to comparisons with

ffVII, which Is no bad thing. So your guys are tiny at times, and there may
be too much linear handholding, detracting from the adventure elements.

But there is plenty of style. Not a neat jacket and polished chaps, but
rounded 3D characters on beautifully drawn backdrops. And Silver's tale
is right out of the familiar top draw of high fantasy: Good guys against
bad, with vast numbers of side characters to unearth, mini-quests to ful
fill, and an ultimate evil to confront.

s I!;!! (ir-lv:;5ira, scoi-l'

Max Payne
DEVELOPER Remedy Entertainment

PUBLISHER -KOD

RELEASE Spring 2000

the

IHD

L

Max-an industry barometer for iiow gamers react to storylines?

Who hasn't heard of Maxl He's been shooting his mouth off for a while,
but all of a sudden gone quiet. It's usually a sign of a one-way trip to
the morgue, but not this time. Max has the support of the biggest big
guy of them all — in name at least. I'm still waiting on the miracles, but
Max can probably stand all on his own.

EUIDEHCE

Now here's a concept I can sink my PI teeth into. New York, a new drug
called Valkyr, an epidemic of dependency, the mob — the ingredients
are all there for a gritty thriller. Max Payne was a victim — his family
slaughtered Charles Bronson Death W/sh-style. After going deep
undercover, where the mobsters look all the more menacing, your best
friend (and only witness to your being undercover) is murdered. And,
the finger is pointed at you.

Finnish outfit Remedy impressed 3D Realms enough for them to get
involved in the project, and the newer screenshots are the best Scan-

danavian import since ABBA, uhh... I mean the Swedish Bikini Team.

HHflLYSiS

Max's third-person perspective is designed to get you involved in the
deep, comic book-style plot line. Remedy's aiming for a high-end look,
meaning Max is 3D-accelerated only. It's going to be open-ended to
some degree, with elements of the Afox-FX engine released after ship
ping. Remedy is aiming for a fully interactive world (in the vein of 3D
Realms' Duke Nukem). The plot is so compelling that the movie rights
are being pitched in Hollywood. Let's hope the game gets finished first.
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The resident evil in Nocturne move with highly detailed motion.

thelERD

Btddis
DEVELOPER •••> Rebel Act

PUBLISHER Infogrames

RELEASE ■■■'<■ December '9$

Most relationships {so my years of experience tell me) begin with a fleet
ing glance, if something sparkles in the eye, then you know you've got to
look closer. That's what happened when I stumbled on Blade. Spanish
outfit Rebel Act has been working on their 3O technology for some time
now. shaping it to fit a third person combat-based RPG. It looked tike a
beauty, with shadows cast from numerous glowing light sources, bring
ing an ominous style to the dungeon environments. But like every good
investigator, you have to look under the surface.

the EUIDEHCE
A Story steeped in high fantasy concepts certainly ain't gonna win any
originality awards, but it's a decent premise. An ancient hero. Blade, had
a sword that wounded a mighty dragon. Whoever owns the sword con
trols the dragon, and the evil mage Dal Gurak is on the case, discovering
one of the five hidden keys that keep the sword locked away.

Now you must, in the guise of an Amazon, Dwarf, Barbarian, or Knight,
survive 17 grueling missions that encompass wide outdoor areas, castles
and dungeons, to thwart the mage's plans to seize the sword and control
the dragon, due to wake from its healing slumber.

the

Numerous weapons for the four different character classes can be used in
five different offensive and defensive movements. They each sport a wild
class-specific special ability. That's in addition to being able to pick up
and use any of some 300 different objects ranging from barrels to tables,
and clubs to lamps. That variation could go a long way to providing a
unique, immersive adventure.

the LEND

Nocturne
DEVELOPER -;%• Terminal Reality

PUBLISHER ->GOD
RELEASE —^ Halloween '99

When the massive Microsoft Corp. banged on the door of TRl to work on
their fi rst major gaming projects, 1 took notice. Those first jobs didn't
score them the kind of respect they'd hoped, but there was obviously
plenty more talent than those initial offerings (including Hellbender) sug
gested. Now, armed with a new engine, and a concept lending itself to
similarities with horror classic Resident Evil, it seems time for TRl to
stand up and be counted among the elite of the development world.

the EUIDEHCE
Exhibit A: The technology. A vastly impressive engine, sporting amazing
mirroring techniques, as well as an animation system that let a flowing
coat sway gently in any breeze. Exhibit B; The gameplay. A bit more diffi
cult to unearth, but as Nocturne approaches its planned Halloween
launch, the evidence is beginning to surface.

There are four missions, each dominated by either vampires, were
wolves, zombies, or the reanimated dead. It's not an action-based
slaughterfest, as many of the creature specific weapons are well hidden,
requiring careful manipulation of the environments to set traps, and the
use of guile to make progress, it's also dark — each weapon has a torch
attachment — with eerie shadows setting the scene for a variety of heart-
pounding moments. 1 can feel the hairs on the back of my neck rising.

the HHOmiS
My concerns about how the technology would be used in gameplay are
subsiding. These kids have been putting in the hours setting the scene
for a frightening horror game experience. Even the use of FMV for the
opening movies can't dampen the sense of foreboding that the supernat
ural creatures exude. This is a genuine spine-chiller In the making.

to be asleeper hu.VVitii a strong p-'blisher, din
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Shiver me timbers me old scrawny matey sea dog types. Let's

swash a buckle and buckle up the swashes for there's some gold
to be found, and just me 'n' thee to find it. Yes. Indeed.

LERD

Gallecn
DEVELOPER Confounding Factor

PUBLISHER "•> Interplay

RELEASE —'{r Spring 2000

Let me tell you a little story. Once upon a time there was a little developer

called Core Design. They were small time — no major successes, no
major catastrophes, just a bit player. Then they launched a little number
called Tomb Raider, starring a delectable dame called Lara Croft. And a

phenomenon was born. The two characters responsible for that game,

lead artist and designer Toby Gard and lead programmer Paul Douglas,

then bailed out to do their own thing. They didn't give this Pi the slip — I

discovered them living it large as the head honchos of.a new outfit called

Confounding Factor.

EUIDEKCE
Let's face it, we all know that Lara needs a facelift On the engine depart

ment, not the plastic surgery). Well, seems these boys are heading in that
direction with another third-person action adventure. Archaeology has

been dumped in favor of sea-faring, following the adventures of a leg
endary mariner by the name of Captain Rhama Sabrier. These boys can
do 3D, and, unrestricted by the confines of stringent marketeers protec

tive of their hottest commodity, there's the real chance for some adven

ture to shine. So across the oceans Rhama will travel as he tries to

unravel the mystery of a ship discovered by a famous Healer.

the
IIHRLYSIS

Hey, no doubt Lara's a tough act to follow, but nobody's more aware of it
than Confounding Factor. Lush 3D environments and a highly detailed

control scheme that lets the Captain pull off a wide array of stunts, while

fighting enemies that exhibit a keen sense of self-preservation, it's cer
tainly gonna be tough to top the games industry's wet dream of the last
four years, but in gameplay terms, Galleor^ should certainly eclipse its
famous forebear.

TJ
n

1
70

It was a tough case, but 1 knew 1 could find ten games that weren't part

of some larger franchise. Seems like the marketers have the toughest

job now: Selling "good game" concepts Instead of sequel numbers,

names, and mainstream licenses. So why did I dig these ten out? Just to

show that there are good games out there that Johnny Gamesplayer

should be aware of which aren't Quake HI: Arena, C&C2, or Diablo II.

Sure, they're gonna be hot titles, but how 'bout this: If you buy one

game this fail, buy Quake HI: Arena. But If you buy two, think about

some of the options I dug up here.

Hey, I'll let you know if they live up to their potential In the hnal

assessment, but there's a fair to middling chance that you ain't gonna

be disappointed with any of them.

■4^
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The first subject,

System Shock, was

the direct ancestor

of games like//af/-
Life and Unreal.

Incubation follows

the exploits of space
marines — further f
proof that alien life

exists and should be {g ""
cruelly destroyed at If'-' ; ; S f<

allcosts. Ik

m-

,L,
.  r .:«!r •

0att/e^one is one of

' the few classic

^ remakes that can
^ stand alone on its

own merits.

Uprising is another
example of being the f j
right game released ' l.''
at the wrong time. J M
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Let's face It... if a

gun this size won't

sell 5/1090. then

nothing will.

28

WASHINGTON D.C.

11:27AM THURSDAY

The manila folder dropped on my
desk with a thud. "The higher-ups

want you to check this out,"

intoned FBI Assistant Director

Smith mysteriously. "Watch your

back and trust no one."

The folder contained pictures of

games... good ones, too. They
each vanished From the sales

charts without a trace. What hap

pened to them? The events of

human history are filled with

moments of surprise — random

acts of unpredictability — but

nobody could anticipate the

abduction of critical favorites from

retail shelves, only to see them

reappear in bargain bins mere

months later.

My mission is clear: To know

the unknown. If you see any of

these suspects at large, they are

still worth approaching with cau

tion. As they say on TV, the truth is

out there.

WASHINGTON D.C.

11:36 AM THURSDAY

X/L-FILE5 OPENED...

SVSTEN SHOCK
DEVELOPER -}■ Looking Glass
PUBLISHER •••> Origin
INTELLIGENCE Picture Ihe sce

nario: Amidst the mindless 3D shoot
ing game invasion of 1994 comes Ihe
thinking man's shooter. 11 was the
first of its kind, allowing you to look
up and down, solve complex puzzles,
analyze targeted foes, and generally
do things that are taken for granted
In modern games.
DEBUNKED—.<- Origin was known for
its Ultima series, not 3D shooters.
And while the graphics were some of
the best seen that year, the game's
sci-fi sterile look may have turned off
gamers used to Ihe rough and rowdy
play of Doom II and its ilk.

IHCOBHTIOH
DEVELOPER Blue Byte
PUBLISHER Blue Byte
INTELLIGENCE -> Very loosely
based on the Battle Isle universe,
Incubation is a turn-based strategy
game of tactical combat In which the
player controls a squad of space
marines attempting to suppress an
alien Invasion. Considering its rich
graphics and good reviews, the game
should have flown off the shelves.

DEBUNKED-^ The only thing that

Hew was the chance for a sequel
(although there is an expansion pack
available). Blame Incubation's lack
of name recognition or similarity to
X-Com Apocalypse, but most likely
the realtime strategy craze had over
shadowed Its turn-based cousin,
leaving this game unexplored.

BftlTLEZOHE
DEVELOPER —V Actlvlsion
PUBLISHER -Mctivislon
INTELLIGENCE A pseudo-remake
of the classic arcade game, Battle-
zone puzzled critics by being
astoundingly good, yet almost uni
versally ignored by the gaming pub
lic. Tank action games are popular,
so why not this game?
DEBUNKED -i:- Even working the
nostalgia angle couldn't save this
game from the bargain rack. White
consumers expected (and got)
updated, but simple gameplay, pre
dictions of Battlezone repeating
Froggei's success hurt its chances
with serious gamers. Word of mouth
may help the upcoming sequel.

DFBISIBG
DEVELOPER —J- Cyclone Studios
PUBLISHER 3DO
INTELLIGENCE •••> It would be easy
to say "see Battlezone" and leave it
at that. After all, they both bridge the
action and strategy genres and were
released around the same time. But

Uprising emphasized realtime strat
egy such as managing resources,
building structures, and deploying
troops, as much as it did action.
DEBUNKED-yAt least Battlezone
had name recognition. The truth is
that Uprising was released when
several other tank and mech games
were also released, many of them to
good reviews. Not being a sequel or
license-based property may have
doomed it to be an also-ran, when it
should have been a frontrunner.

DEVELOPER-> Monolith
PUBLISHER -{-Monolith

INTELLIGENCE -<• Based on the
Lithtech engine, Shogo was a first-
person shooler/mech hybrid, highly
anticipated and hyped by Ihe critics,
which totally fizzled. It had an
anime-insplred storyline and original
gameplay. What happened?
DEBUNKED—Shogo bombed
because it stood out a little too

much. Is it a mech game or a first-
person shooter? it's neither and
both, and the confusion was enough
to ward off fans of both camps.

.1 -'' i''f



0-60 (off a skyscraper)? Yes,
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Racers, starf your mayhem. Grab hold of one of 10 wild vehicles and race through the
windy streets of Chicago, where you'll have to deal with tough opponents, alleyways,
drawbridges, newspaper racks, tunnels, and the police. Throw in five race modes and
over 50 city landmarks, and there are plenty of sights to see. Just don't drive like a tourist.

MiDTOUIN

See more action at

www.mieresoft.com/gantes/midtown
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If your game were

' ignored, you would
.  look as unhappy as

the Terra Nova guy.

ri npinim
ri rictui
f] iNticenuiT
rt ikMitmtt

Die By The Sword ■

could have done bet-

used the "Monty
Python's The ■iS'

This may be the
cutest, most
adorable hanging
scene in all of

Ecstatica.

Playing Myth is a lit
tle like spending a

week in William ^
Wallace's Fantasy ' fii

Camp. ..

7>* -t»^l

-

Worms and warfare
make almost as
much sense as Lem
mings and puzzles ...
oh, nevermind.

Gabriel Knight has it !!:| jt i«| S' El
all — voodoo and [^'•7? C? Q ^ <'''1 +

zombies. What more A'TT V,.
could you need?

TERDIIHOUfl
DEVELOPER Looking Glass
PUBLISHER ••■> Looking Glass
INTELLIGENCE •••> System Shock
may gel its oirtdal sequel, but Terra
Nova is its first spiritual one. Basic
design and controls are similar, but
its futuristic story of an elite group
of soldiers defending against pirate
attacks, along with CaC-ish strat-
esVi give it 3 distinct personality.
DEBUNKED —y Besides the burden
of a tough learning curve. Terra
Nova required a high-end system
(circa 1996) and failed to ship with
multiplayer support. Looking Glass
made games that critics loved, but
left most of the game-buying public
saying a collective, "Huh?"

DIE BY THE SMO
DEVELOPER Treyarch
PUBLISHER -Hnterplay
INTELLIGENCE -'}■ Innovation does
n't guarantee success, as Interplay
learned with Die By The Sword. This
3D dungeon crawler sports a control
mechanism that allows complete
freedom of weapon movement and
location-specific damage. To put it
another way, the player could hack
off an opponent's arm or leg and
then beat them senseless with their

own appendage. That's gameplayl
DEBUNKED-"!:- The terrible title and
initially awkward control scheme
reminded potential buyers that this
game was not set in a tomb and
most certainly did not star a hopping
harlot with more cleavage than
clothes. Not wholly original and not
quite a clone, DBTS unfortunately
never found an audience.

ECSTHTICH
DEVELOPER Psygnosis
PUBLISHER ->/Psygnosis
INTELLIGENCE -> Using 3D charac
ters composed of ellipses, this
action/adventure's deceptively col
orful look belies its dark and violent
subject matter. The nightmares of a
young girl come to life and your job
is to wake her up before they get out
of hand... or die trying.
DEBUNKED-!;- Ecstotica's look and
subject matter had the stench of
"quirky European game," which may
have scared off the American audi

ence. With its cutesy graphics.
Ecstatica looked more like a kid's

game than a macabre horror title.

DEVELOPER -> Bungie
PUBLISHER Bungie
INTELLIGENCE —!:- Myth is a fantasy

realtime strategy game about the
age-old epic struggle between
good and evil. As commander of
the forces of Light, you lead your
troops into some of the bloodiest
battles ever seen in an RT5. Gore

and strategy should've been a
match made in gaming heaven.
DEBUNKED—!> Ironically, having a
name similar to the best-selling
game on the planet may have been
a strike against Myth even before
its release. And those not confused
by the Mylh/Myst parallel were
probably dissuaded by the ultra-
high difficulty and clunky interface.
While the problems were corrected
in a patch, it came too late to make
a difference in sales.

UI01IHS
DEVELOPER-!:-Team 17
PUBLISHER -!:• Ocean
INTELLIGENCE -}• An action/strat
egy/puzzle hybrid, Worms has
developed a strong cult following.
You assemble platoons of worms,
arm them, and then let them battle

it out against other worms in a 2D
landscape. While it may sound
silly, fans swear by it.
DEBUNKED—y Console gamers
may have developed a high toler
ance for anthropomorphic animal
games, but PC aficionados like to
think they're above that kind of
kiddy fare, even if their perception
doesn't match reality. And let's
face it, any game starring cartoony
grenade-launching nightcrawlers
would never be taken seriously by
"mature" PC gamers.

GHBDIELKHIGHi:
SIHS OF THE FHTHER
DEVELOPER-^ Sierra
PUBLISHER-!> Sierra
INTELLIGENCE Famous for its

King's Quest and Space Quest
series. Sierra took a chance by
releasing a gothic title about a
New Orleans-based bookstore

owner whose family lineage des
tines him to become an occult war

rior. While popular enough to war
rant two sequels, the original is
often overlooked as a trailblazer in

horror games.
DEBUNKED-^ A scary game from
the same guys that make the
Leisure Suit Larry series? That's
what confused gamers asked back
in 1994. Luckily, the character sur
vived to appear in a highly
regarded sequel that cemented the
Gabriel Knight series as a force
that could not be ignored.

r . .



Game reviewers can cry, beg, and plead, but sometimes the most well-intentioned
warnings oF extreme asstitude fall on deaF ears. Here are the most craptacular
games ever to become fixtures on the top ten sales charts.

The Seventh Guest

i

OEVHLOPER-> Trilobyte
PUBLISHER: Trilobyte

If you purchased a CD-ROM drive when they were first released, it's likely that
you've played this game. T/ieSevenfh Guest was the first true killer appfor the
new-fangled storage device, actually prompting people to buy one just to play it.
Grainy video of terrible actors? Yowza! Base-io logic puzzles with pretty graphics?

Woo-hool This game was like taking an SAT while watching the Zopnider film.

Rebel Assault

OEVELOPER-^ LucasArts

PUBU5KER: LucasArts

Speaking of buying CD-ROM drives just to play a game. Rebel Assault capitalized on
its fans' hunger for fresh Star Wars footage and gave it to them. But CD technology

gave game developers the idea that the convergence of movies and games meant
that FMV would be the wave of the future. It wasn't, and this game is a shining
example why.

Myst/Riven

DEVELOPER-? Cyan

PUBLISHER: Broderbund . t'
While Seventh Guest and Rebel Assault sold a lot of CD-ROM drives, Myst became
the ultimate "multimedia" application. Staying in the top ten for years, when most
rise and foil in a matter of months, Myst became the Zsa-Zsa Gabor of games -

famous for being famous and nothing else. It's the equivalent of a coffee-table book
that people buy to appear sophisticated, but never read for enjoyment.

Redneck Games

DEVELOPER--^ Xatrix

PUBLISHER: Interplay

Covering the gamut of the Redneck Rompo^e series and its evil twin. Redneck Deer
Huntin', this series may have seemed like a funny idea way back in the day. But
without a decent game to back it up, even the most novel Ideas can fall flat on its
face. We hope we've seen the last of this series, but a small twinge of apprehension
goes through us whenever a new Interplay press release arrives.

DEVELOPER"^ TNT Team

PUBLISHER: GT Interactive

What do you get when you take a DOS-based, three-year old game engine (read:
ancient) and make a budget title based on one of the most painful and embar
rassing conflicts in American history? A top seller! As unbelievable as it sounds,

discount store Rambos bought this game in droves, while ignoring far superior,
better designed shooters.

Rebeliton

DEVELOPER--^ LucasArtS

PUBLISHER: LucasArts

It's hard to blame gamers For this one. Rebellion, a realtime/tum-based strategy

game set in the Star Wars universe, was a long-overdue concept, and should've
been great. But ham-handed execution and one of the worst interfaces seen any

where dashed the hopes of all but the most loyal and patient young jedis. However,
we do blame gamers for buying more copies of Rebellion than/ed/ Knight.

Deer Hunter

DEVELOPER-? Sun storm

PUBLISHER: Wizard Works

What began as a novelty title for good ol' boys single-handedly created its own
genre juggernaut. Nobody seemed to notice or care that waiting hours for a tiny pix-
elated deer to shove an antier your way was an experience that only an orange-

vested drunks could appreciate. Oh wait, that's who bought the game. That
explains everything.

fross^t^
DEVELOPER-? Hasbro
PUBLISHER: Hasbro

Last, but certainly least, a game that defines how mediocrity is the source of all evil.
Not content to be an updated remake to one of the most popular videogames of all
time, Frogger acXuaWy made us appreciate the original even more, because of its
excruciating control and tedious level design. Doesn't one of the signs of the com
ing apocalypse have something to do with frogs?

WAR
ISN'T

HELL-
IT'S

ARMY MEN II

wargasm"

cScc: RED alert"

total

ANNIHILATiaN"

WARCRAFT ii"

OVER MORE

HIT THE FRONT

LINES AT

WWW.HEAT.NET
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ungie Soitware, the car^pany that rewrote the rules for strategy games with'^yth and Myth II,
introduces Dni, an actinn game that will redefine the ̂ enre. As KDnokn, you'll fight through huge

futuristic 3D environments using a ground-breaking combination of gunplay and hand-to-hand
combat to defeat hundreds of devious opponents. From your first bullet to your last kick, surviving
Dni's high-tech world of crime and deception will take everything you've got.
Coming this Fall for Windows"' and Mac'OS. '

For screen shots and additional information visit oni.bungie.com I
Dm 5 j IfsiJoriafl ol flun^ie Softest PraJiits r.-iiSM;:'jl W K.- 'i-ii''!.-.- i.tI'c "I &•' rc,v:;..r iSH SoWfe PrudiKtj Ccrporsiioii All hqMs nsentd.

Go to http://pcxl.ign.(y>m/gaming411; Product Number 96



WE PUT THE T & A

IN STRATEGY

"Better than sex,

not that we'd know"

— PC Gamer

"A new paradigm in
sexploitation gaming"
— Next Generation

"Girls scare us"

— Strategy Games
Pamphlet Plus

"Put Russ Meyer's
name on a box of crap
and we'd still buy it.
Then again, we buy a
lot of crap."

— Computer
Gaming Planet

"Civilization meets

Deep Throat"
— TIME Magazine

Control Is crucial in making your
turn last - try thinking of baseball

or Madeline Albright

MULTIPLAYER MADNESS ON

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gamlng411: Product Number 44DD-24-34 EXPLOITATION ARTS

01999 Geared for the Bmej, Run Meyer's films wield the double-bladed 4*e of satire, cutting and haclring their way to the very borw of society; iaying bare and exposing, with great candor, the fmiiBet weaknesses, and strengths of Its eilijens
These are pictures bom to entertain — shocking In their frankness, yet hilariously funny In their delivery. They are a cinematic smorgasbord of eroUc fantasy, wiBi the most fiOLIKTifUL vromw, see^ up from the lusty table of Russ Meyer,
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QUAKE MARINE IN: "NOT WITHOUT MY FRAG!"

COUeH, C0U(3H...
you m/ KILL m now

BUT I'LL ONLX

IN THE lAHP
OF PIXELATEP WHAT'5
CIN05AUK6 W WRONS WITH

YOU, ONE ARMEP
eiRL?

PAMN

THEM apmcK
IS C?BAPi

WONPS^
WHERE THAT
peazweNT?

THS?E eoeS THE
PEER THROUSH
THAT portal!

WAR 15
HAHL... A<5H

UUUeSOHHHl

FOLLOWING THE TT^L
OF PEER POO-POO...

AAAAAeHHH

THAT

Z-<
HO

OHAEINS

/WJ5rA
THEM

AAR. /WARINE LANP5
IN THE /WPPLE OF
A OLAN BATTLE...

OJITXER
JIBBER-JABB/N', I NBBP
TO FINP THAT PES?!

5HAZB0T!
SOJ^ AAE,

NEEP TO BORROW

youR plane!

WE NEH?
/WORE iPBFeNSB!

NOW
TO FINP THAT
PEER ANP SAVE

THE PREZ!

ENEMY GENERATOR
PE6TR0yEP

NEEP AN AFC
FICK-UPl
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Action Game

of the Year

CGW and

PC Games

BIFAWSSTIin

ft g»

fantastic

gaming
experi
ence."

CGW

mi

93%
Editor's

Choice

Award

PC Gamer

HIGAMER
EDITORS'

CHOICE

Action Game

of the Year

Runner-Up

Strategy Game
I of the Year

\Runner-Up

I Game of the
Year Runner-Up

PC Gamer

Coming Soon TO

Activision is s registered tradema^ ofActMaion. tnc, C 1993,1999 Aetfvisiop. inc. BaWexone is a trademark of Atari tmeractive inc.,
a Hast>ro company. Ail rights reserved. AH other trademarks and trade names are the properties of their dwners.



„  ige of vehicles
'fn'spedl^el' rnlssfons including night,
sniper, infiltration and paradrop combat,
plus fast-paced out-of-tank warfare.

of attack

as Inteiiigent A.I. learns, as it racks up
kills. Risk it all in highiy-evolved Instant
Action and Instant Strategy modes.

rnorphing
3-D units, destructiblia terrain, and
incredible explosion and weapon effects
ntensify the killer gameplay.

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 95



THE QUAKE MARINE IN: "NOT WITHOUT MY FRAG!"
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THE SERVER IS NOT RESPONDING

PAMN
YOU'RE LOOi<lN

fine woman

TRY 0ARBIB
FASHION PESI6NER BY
MATTEL ELECTRONICS

HMM, THI5
REMINCP6ME
Of THE Tl/WE.

TESTOSVeRONE BOY

SiOWlY WAKES UP
AN OIP UBRAf^...

SOLVE THIS
PUZZLE TO OET OUTUKE

OAVOfOlNO WITH
MY PET PEER ^ (X-4)5

WHY IS
HER PET PEBZ

SAYING "BAAA"?

YOU HAVE
5 MINUTESBAAAA

K
HEY, /5NT THAT

\ «m. THE NOXEMA Gll^t
WHERE AM IT

L

BACK AT THE
WHITE HOUSE

SO BARBIE

CAN I INTERE^
YOU IN A
OGARTMATH

IS HARP

UKE
SHOPPING

WHAT POES
THIS HAVE TO PO
WITH GAMES?



THE QUAKE MARINE IN: "NOT WITHOUT MY FRAG!"
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FRAG

IF YOU WANT TO

U 16.7 MILLION COLORS

"ATI totally proved 3Dfx

wrong by showing 32-blt

rendering can be done

iiirithout a performance hrt.i

viniinii/.gamersdepot.com

I

*5^

Why play with only 64,000
colors when incredible 32-bit

color rendering delivers 16.7
million colors without

compromising 3D frame rate
performance

Packing either IBMB or

32MB of memory,
RAGE FURY has the

fastest 128-bit 3D graphics
available for an incredible

3D visual experience

Featuring hardware DVD

video acceleration and

TV-out for big screen
gaming (optional feature)

Supports ATI-TV WONDER,
the TV tuner add-on board

Check out www.atitech.com

for history-making news on
RAGE FURY and the latest

32-bit true color 3D games

THE

'^QUAKEII FRAME RATES ̂

P^fWER
□ F SPEED

32-blt COLOR 800x600

ATI RACE FURY (RAGE 128 GU

STB VELOCnV 4400 nifVA TNn

STB VOODOO 3 3000

Not Supported
DIAMOND MONSTER FUSION (BANSHEE)

Not Supported

Fastest 32-bit color performance

M-'

http://www.atitech.com/ad/pcacc

-C Cutiyrigfil 1999. ATI Tncfinologies Inc. AT], RAG£ 128, RAGE FURV
and ATI-TV WONDER nre trademarks and/or registered tradamarks of
ATI Ti'dmologies Inc. All ntiier company artd'ar product namrrs are
iradama'ks and'pr registered traderriarks of tlielr respective
manuiactorers. Please refer to ^vww.atilech.ccmionltn&'fineprini lor
periotmence benchmark nardvvare and soltware infcwtaito.-i

Go to http://pcxl.lgn.com/gaming411; Product Number 19



JOYFUL STICKS
^wb n€w joysticks get manhandied by the staff

if you thought we were talking about anything else, you're one sick puppy

MAD CATZ

PANTH€R DX

The Cat with 2 Hats

PRICE S49.00 5RP

BUNDLE-^ Full version of Red Soren 30

If you remember the review of last

month's trackball/flight stick

combo, the Panther XL, we consid

ered It to be extremely well-built

and functional, but as a plain joy

stick. not very useful in flight sims.

Since the DX is the XL sans track

ball, that was a bit of an uninten

tional foreshadowing.

The DX Isn't a bad stick. It's just

not an exceptionally good one.

And the worst thing Is that It really

seems like it ought to be really

great. The plastic body feels solid,

the heavy metal base gives good

support (though with the same big

footprint as Its XL brother). The
buttons are responsive

and plentiful (four on

the stick and five on

the base), but overall

this stick disappoints.

The trouble is with Its

so-called ergonomic

design. You really need to have a

fat meaty paw to get the most out

of this stick. Normal-sized people

may find themselves reaching for

the top buttons, and so the shape

becomes uncomfortable after

extended play, with the fourth but

ton unnaturally located in the pit

of the pinkie. The dual hats are

interesting, but redundant, unless

you are playing a game with built-

in support (like, say, the bundled

copy of Red Baron 3D), though

each direction can be programmed

to perform any other in-game func

tion. But without Its trackball, the

DX is just a neutered kitty.

•4 Ergo-painful
Two hands a must

-4 Stealth pinkie button

SAITGK CYBORG

STICK 5000

A stick for all seasons

PRICE "4 $29-95 SRP

BUNDLE-> None

RUH-ROHI

MAY GIVE YOU PAWS

SC008Y000

EQUIV-\LENT-->SCOOby

build

Plenty 0' buttons
Dual USB; joystick port connector

Minuses i|S

If The Sharper Image sold joy

sticks, this would be the one

clogging Its shelves. Its high-tech
look has "gadget" written all over

it. From Its futuristic head right

down to the gleaming

metal spring at its

base, the stick does

its best to live up

to its cyborg

moniker.

Lefties have a real reason to eel

ebrate: A mini-wrench that snaps

onto the base allows you to swivel

the head, move the location of the

throttle handle, and convert the

handle grip from right-handed to

southpaw. Even if you're not left-

handed, the ability to customize

your own ergonomic comfort zone

is an attractive feature.

Except for one glaring flaw, the
stick Is well-designed and comfort
able, regardless of your hand-ual

orientation. The buttons have a

crisp feel and, though the body is

lightweight, you won't have to

tape It down when in use. But

here's the thing... there just aren't

enough buttons. Four buttons (all

on top, none on the base) are not

enough for many games, espe

cially flight sims — though there is

a comfortable hat switch. A few

more buttons on the base

(to the side of the level-

style throttle) would've

added functionality without

taking away Its adjusta

bility (though you can

find those buttons on

Its sibling, the

Cyborg 3D stick). But

for action-gaming left

ies, the Cyborg

^ 2000 is the stick
to beat.

RATING

> Unique design
Works for lefties

Customizable

COOL, BUT

GOOFY LOOKIN'

SCOOBYDOO

EQUIVALENT •-j- Shaggy

Minuses

Only four buttons
No handle rotation

-> Looks like an avant garde sex toy

HElQjSfflaEW
LONG BEFORE BART AND LISA SIMPSON, THERE

WAS GOOFUS AND GALLANT. OUR FAVORITE

HIGHLIGHTS FOR CHILDREN ROLE MODELS MAY

HAVEGROWNUP.BUTTHErRESTlLLWILLINGTO Gallant carefully opens the box. making sure that
SHOW US THE RIGHTS AND WRONGS OF 3D CARD instructions, installation CD, and 3D card are
INSTALLATION. COURTESY OFTHE PCXL PLAYERS, prudently separated from the discarded packaging.

A

Goofus rips open his box, and throws everything
away except the 3D card. What a foolish boyi
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NEWS
The Hardware News That Affects Gamers...

...and Their Porn Download Times

WiCK€D3D0A

In what may be a domino effect

Inspired by sDfx's decision to mar

ket its own hardware, Metabyte

has discontinued its line of

Wicked3D graphics accelerator

boards, choosing to focus on soft

ware development instead.

"We feel that it would be much

more beneficial for the industry,

and for us, if we concentrate on

doing what we do best — and that

is to deveiop software technology

and allow others to bring it to mar

ket," said WickedsD General Man

ager, Steve Gleitsmann.

Maybe Metabyte's PGC technol

ogy, allowing parallel processing

between any two 3D cards, has

finally found a sugar daddy.

Metabyte assures WickedsD own

ers that their boards will be sup

ported, but this might be a good

time to start shopping for an

upgrade anyway.

3df}

M€RG€ THIS

Speaking ofsDficand hardware,

the planned merger between 3Dfe

and SIB seems to have run into a

brick wall. Originally scheduled for

completion by April, both compa

nies decided to take the issue

back to their stockholders before

moving forward.

The 3Dbc/STB marriage will not

only allow 3Dfx a way to manufac

ture its own hardware boards

Indefinitely, but also give them an

opportunity to enter the financially

sweet OEM market. Though at the

same time, this merger will limit

the chipsets use to their own

boards, preventing companies

such as Diamond and Creative

from beating the 3Dfx drum, as

happened with the original itera
tions of the Voodoo chipset.

The issue almost certainly will

be resolved by the time you read

this, but if the merger doesn't go

through, look for 3D6C to be on the

prowl for a new hardware partner.

SAVAGE SUPPORT

Bouncing back from their rep as a

3D card joke (courtesy of the Virge
chip), S3 is getting widespread

industry support for its new S3

texture compres

sion technology.

Over 50 develop

ers have plans to

use S3TC in their upcoming

games, including Quake III: Arena

and Unreal Tournament.

S3TC compresses graphical data

up to one-sixth of its original size,

allowing for higher resolution tex

tures and better image quality.

And since Microsoft has decided

to use S3TC as the basis for its

DXTn technology in DirectX, licens

ing it to other 3D card manufactur

ers may become more than a pipe

dream for S3.

If you want to try out S3TC now,

the Savage4 chip should be out in

stores by the time you read this.

JARGONATOR UPDATE

Have you ever read a hardware
review and wondered what the hell

they were talking about? We do all

the time, but that hasn't stopped us
from making a few guesses

BUNDLED SOFTWARE -'f- An assort

ment of games and applications that

you would never ever consider buy
ing yourself unless they came "free"
with a piece of hardware that you
really do want

ERCONOMIC->A

_  buzzword that every
peripheral maker

' " quotes to make their
product sound com

fortable even if It actually feels like
you're playing with an ancient Chi
nese torture device

FORCED FEEDBACK •••> The awkward

response given to hardware menu-

focturers who demand to know why
your magazine has just compared
their "innovative, revolutionary new
peripheral" to a steaming pile of
hyena feces

HAT-J-The multi

directional switch on

the top of a flightstlck
that is often pro
grammed to change

viewpoints on the fly. Also, some
thing that bald men wear to change a
hot chick's viewpoint on getting into

their fly

OEfVI —^ Acronym for Original Equip
ment Manufacturer. OEM deals per
mit one company to sell another

company's product as part of their
package. Not to be confused with
'8os-era synth-rock band OMD

TNA—^ Originated in

the late '70s by shows
like "Charlie's Angels"
and "Three's Com

pany." the genre has
spread to electronic entertainment in

games like Tomb Raider ani Sin.'ies,

it means just what you think it does

TV OUTPUT Allows your maxed-
out gaming rig to turn into a S2000
console system by playing games on
the low-res family TV

After reading the instructions. Gallant turns his

computer off and unplugs it before gingerly
removing its cover.

Goofus drinks a six-pack of beer before drunkenly
prying the cover off with an old sword. Why, that

naughty boy left his computer plugged in!

Gallant makes sure he grounds himself by touching
the metal frame of his PC before removing the 3D
card from its anti-static bag.



DEMONSTRATION #2=

jl Tear out your old sound card

'ii Smash into pieces.

Toss over your shoulder.

► The sound those pieces make when they hit the ground all around you is the power
of A3D from Aureai. the only audio that works the way your ears do.

That's why leading sound card vendors, such as Diamond, TerraTec. Turtle Beach,
and Xitel. are using Vortex audio technology from Aureai. the only 3D audio
accelerator that supports industry Leading A3D positional audio technology.

You can also find A3D positional audio on computer models from the industry's
leading PC manufacturers.

Audio based on Aureai technology is awesome. But don't take our word for it.
Believe Your Ears. Check out A3D at your local retailer.

3D
BELIEVE YOUR EARS'

Visit us at www.A3D.com

ei998Aui«alSemlanduclor. Inc. A3D and Aureai are Irademarks of Aureai Semiconductor Inc. Other trademarks are properties oflheir respaclive otfmers.

Go to http://pcxl.lgn.coni/gaming411: Product Number 20
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LET THE BATTLE COMMENCE

adies and gentlemen, boys and girls (why are you reading
this, it's not For you), welcome to the PC hardware industry's

latest main attraction: The second generation 3D graphic

accelerator war. It's fair to say that the first war was won at a

canter by sDfx for their Voodoo and Voodoo 2 chipset. It not

only performed fabulously on the games you really care about [Quake

and Quake If) but also hit the market faster than it's nearest rival, the

Nvidia TNT.

This time around the lay of the land has changed. First, sDfx's decision

to merge with STB has limited the number of other companies banging

the drum of the Voodoo 3 chipset. Not so for TNT2, as Nvidia's continuing

policy to remain a chip manufacturer alone means that heavyweights

such as Diamond and Creative are extoliing its virtues to all and sundry.

We assume 3Dfe believes their work was done with the success of the ini

tial Voodoos, and now it's time to sit back and reap the rewards of a

multi-million dollar marketing campaign targeting the mainstream audi

ence, as well as established brand recognition with hardcore gamers.

Other players who barely made an impact in the first round could offer
sterner competition now. S3 is coming back from the dirge of the Virge

with the S4 (or more importantly, the S3TC function that's going to help
all those textures in the newest games). PowerVR has disappeared from

the radar, but Matrox is continuing to make inroads (its G200 made up

slightly for the disgrace that was the Mystique), while the G400 Max is

sporting some impressive features.

But, while the players in this battle may have changed ever so slightly
in recent months, the playing field remains the same — littered with early

releases, driver malfunctions, marketing schpeel, deiayed releases, fur

ther driver malfunctions, and an overall sense of apprehension. In this

first, tentative, but comprehensive, head-to-head look at the second gen

eration 3D card battlefield, the most striking issue in this race is that of

compatibility and drivers.

The race to get out first isn't necessarily the one to win — the race to

win is in scoring universal acclaim as the next card of choice. And the jury

is still out...

BGNCHMARKS

Our testing was limited to some of

the applications that we could reli

ably get to work with all the cards — i

that was the crux of the issue —

since we experienced many prob

lems with the Expendable demo, for

example. The mair» issue with com

patibility is with the drivers of the •

two TNT2 boards we received. They

are shipping versions, but were a bit|
buggy and didn't deliver the

promised numbers.

TEST MACHINE We tried our four|
options on a Pil 400 (Celeron),
128MB RAM, looMKz 440BX mother-|
board, running WinpS and Direct X6.|

10 fps

ofps

THE QUAKE II SCORES

80 fps

70 fps

80 fps

50 fps

40 fps

30 fps

20 fps

1024 X 768

WinFast

S3SOIi

(TNTB)

MaxI

Xentor

(TNTH)

STB Viper
Voodoo 3 550

3000 (TNT)

Boo X 600

running
tlmedemoi,
demomap,
demoi.dmz

THE RESULTS

The Voodoo 3 outscored the TNT in

Quake II, which is not much of a

surprise given the OpenGL
; performance ofthe3DFX mini-
driver. What is surprising, and evi-

; dence of the shakiness of the early
1TNT2 driver releases, was Lead
tek's WinFast TNT2. It came in

last, and that was after using
glsetup.exe to get a driver

. (version 0122) that would

' actually run OpenGL since the one
: shipping in the boxed CD failed to '
; run any OpenGL

I application. This particular board
I boasts many features, and is
I newly targeted at the gaming mar
I ket, but the shaky driver
I support Is a real hamstring to
i what should be a speedy card.
:  U

Goofus slices open his bag with a rusty razorblade
and rubs the 3D card on a shag carpet. That could

be dangerous!

Gallant finds an opening and firmly presses his 3D
card into the slot, using a Phillips screwdriver to
tighten the screws.

Goofus pounds his card Into the PC with a baseball

bat before vomiting 72 ounces of Shiitz onto the
motherboard.
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TH€ 3D MARKS™
We ran the four cards under the default settings of Futuremark's Gamer's
Benchmarking utility. 3D Mark (vv.vw.-^Dmai k.com). Here are the results:

3500

3000

2500

1500

500

WinFast MaxI

S3S0ii Xentor

(TNTH) (TNT2)

5TB Vip€r

Voodoo 3 550

3000 (TNT)

SDFx UoodoeS

3dFx32v3.dll (4.11.ei.M«1>

16blt color. (4M1I-RGBA)

3DHdrh quolltg Test S

1
Hdxl Gdaer Xentor

nuXddaz (X.11.*1.eiF2>

I6bit color. (••••-ReBA)

SDRork Qudlltg Test S

WinFast

S3501i

(TNTH)

MaxI

Xentor

(TNTH)

5TB

Voodoo 3

3000

Race

First Person

8MB Texture

Rendering

16MB Texture

Rendering

32MB Texture

Rendering

TH€ RESULTS

In the game tests (both racing and

first-person) the Voodoo 3 shone

through. Of course, when the

going got heavy in the texture ren

dering, the Voodoo 3's inability to

deal with 32-bit textures gave the

TNT2 some breathing space.

Again, it's important to note that

the drivers used for each of these

cards were the shipping versions,

and driver updates for each has

already seen improved perfor

mance across the board.

And that really is the issue: Dia

mond has yet to get its feet wet in

the TNT2 market, likely aiming to

ensure its market position for

trustworthy driver support, and

therefore not shipping a card until

the software is there to match. For

3Dbc/STB, they have another head

start, with impressive scores

posted. But the really high-end

texture limitations mean that the

TNT2's potential is far from being

realized by the early, and perhaps

quite rushed release of the Guille

mot Maxi Xentor drivers (some

thing that's certainty the case with

Leadtek's high-end positioned

WinFast, too).

Right now our recommendation

has to be the Voodoo 3 if you just

have to get that next generation

accelerator, lust remember for

games like Quake III: Arena all the

frame rates are nice, but it's the

TNT2 people who will be witness

ing it in full 32-bit color and with

excellent Image clarity. The fact

remains that both the Voodoo 3

and TNT2 chipsets harness some

Impressive power and features

that really won't do you wrong, no

matter which way you choose. The

facts, as much as we have right

now anyway, are here for you to

make the decision.(TNT)

After replacing the cover and plugging in his PC, Gallant reboots and installs
the drivers off the bundled CD. Gallant's PC works perfectly!

Goofus hits him over the head with his baseball bat and steals Gallant's com

puter. Way to go. Goofus!
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The ̂ orld will end in a firestorm of destruction.

.  Have fun.

f

ExP^^ding sheep, mad c°ws fgjjing from the sky, j^Q]_g bombs^ detonating old ladies —
this Can only mean one thing, worms Armageddoni in the latest chapter of the Woinns series,

following Worms u, pc Gamer's 1998 Turn-Based Strategy Game of the Year, yOu'U
get more features and more weapons fOr more strategy, it's i^ever the same thi^g twice,

and aow you can do battle with up to six teams on one machine, or on-line.

But there's still only o^e way to win. Destroy all your enemiesl

worms. teaml7. com
July '99

www.microproBe.com
@1999 Hasbro Inieraclive, Inc. All Rights Reserved. @1999 Team 17 Software Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Original Concept by Andy Davidson.

Go to http://pcxl.ign.coiii/gaming411: Product Number 50



DEVELOPER'S TRACK RECORD

■q
PREVIOUSLY ON MESSIAH

The last time we looked at Messiah. In
our preview Issue, we were excited by
the new graphics technology. The
folio filler, "Charles Manson's mother
traded him for a pitcher of beer — she
got the better end of the deal." set a
precedent for all those that would fol
low. Since then, nothing has really
happened with Messiah, until now.

"Messiah
A religious-free strapiine for Messiah

A
fter all this time it's

really a bit tough to
get excited about
Messiah. We've

heard plenty about new graphic
technology and four billion polys
per character and whatnot, but
that was all last year's news. Vup.
We're past that. So Shiny, Where's
the damn game already? C'mon,
you've given us a technology
taster, now show us that it's fun.

INFO BOX
DEVELOPER-^ Shiny
PUBLISHER -'■> Interplay
RELEASE DATE Q4 '99
3D SUPPORT-> DirectjD. Glide

INT6R6ST GAUGE

TH€ HYP€
A plethora of early hype has since died
down. But. the game is "supposed" to
have those great graphics.

TH€ HURDLG
Among the many — living up to the
interest generated by the technology.

THe HIT
Though we're still doubtful, you never
know what this game might play like.

Let's go over the basics again
for those new to this. You're this

cherubic angel named Bob roam
ing the world in a third-person per
spective situation, who can pos
sess the body of any character in
the game, primarily to do dirty
work like killing enemies (since an
angel can't do much more than
flap around). Need to kill lots of
bad guys? Possess the body of the
biggest, meanest character stand
ing around, then take out his for
mer buddies. A somewhat inter

esting idea, or at least it sounds
that way when it's being explained
to you.

Hmm... so, Shiny, why should
PCXL readers still be excited about

this game? You've got a complex
concept, a year-old engine, and
it's been a disconcertingly long
time without any new Information.

Shiny rep Scott Herrington
seems completely unruffled by
these accusations. "The technol

ogy is cool, the characters are
bad-ass, the weapons rock, the
game runs great on just about any
system, its got some of the most
ambitious A! that's ever been put
In a game, and the list goes on and
on," he enthused. It's good to
know that they haven't lost their
propensity to talk big over there.
Now let's take a look at the head
line elements in the order Shiny
mentions them.

The modefs in these shots are about 80.000 polys each.

These monsters aren't wearing any pants

The technology: There's some
thing called the RT-DAT (Real Time
Deformation and Tesselation)
engine, which can deal out most, if
not all, of the big buzzwords like
specular lighting, portals, stream
ing video, etc. But its main claim
to fame is its super- ^ p. 52

Five QUESTIONS

WE SAT DOWN WITH SHINY'S

SCOTT HERRINGTON TO DISCUSS

THE LITTLE THINGS THAT MAKE

LIFE WORTH LIVING, AND WE
WERE HAPPY TO FIND THAT

OTHER PEOPLE ENJOY USING THE
WORD "PANTS" AS MUCH AS US.

CL So do you think the real Messiah
will return to Earth before your Afes-
slah ships?
A We'll win by a few years, actually.
We've already secured an exclusive
endorsement agreement for Messiah
Vill in 2012 though.

Q; Does anyone on the development
team look like Jesus?
A No, but one of the guys looks a lot
like Wiliem Dafoe. does that count?

Oi: Which "Simpsons" character do
you Identify wdth most?
A Maggie. Quiet, clueless, carehee,
and pants-less.

Q: VR Baseball 2000 was suppos
edly using the Messiah engine, what
did you think about how this game
turned out?
A Actually, VR Baseball 2000 was a
secret level In Messiah that we turned

into a full game. Play as the Anaheim
Angels for a regulation season and
win the World Series and you'll see
what I mean!

Q; If there's something Strange in
your neighborhood, who you gonna
calt?

A You mean, if I've got ghosts?
Freaky ghosts? I'd call Stephanie Sey
mour. Then again, any excuse to call
her is okay with me.



PRGUieU Messiah

MESsiah Gallery

Shiny has shown only a
half-dozen of the more than

150 locations in the game,
so there's really a heck of a

lot more to Messiah than

what's been on display
thus far.
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Messiah
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To a flying baby, the need for pants Is negli^ble. A diaper, how
ever, is a definite plus.

HZ

^P-49 scalability, such that it
will push as many polys as your

CPU can handle, up to a theoreti

cal limit of 80,000 polys per char

acter. Says Herrington, "People

think that because we introduced

the technology a year ago [in the

Some essential calchphrases you need
to become a smug, seir-salisried mem
ber of GenX

TALK TO TH6 HAND"

Used to convey mocking dismissal in a
smug way. Accompanied by raised hand
at levet of face of recipient. Sometimes
preceded by, "I shun you"

■AT THe END OF THE DAY"
Precedes pointed commentary, and
delivered "Sportsnighl'-style

■QONT GO THERE"
Used to convey wry amusement at con
textual territory not meant to be
explored. Accent first word for empha
sis, followed by slight pause

TOUVE GOT ISSUES'
Conveys the belief that the recipient
should enter therapy for some child
hood trauma — in a smug way

-WHAT ARE YOU SfyiOKING?"
Disbelief brought on by the accusation
that the recipient is "on something"

■| OONT PLAY THAr
See "Don't go there"

■RAISE THE ROOr
Accompanies entrance at a social gath
ering, goes along with hands-lo-roof
pumping gesture.

-OH IVIY GOD. THEY KILLED
KENfiY*
Annoylng pop-culture reference

-YOU'RE WORKING MY LAST
NERVE-
See "Don't go there"

"ARE YOU ON CRACK?"
See "What are you smoking"

THERE WAS THE UNE. YOU
JUST CROSSED IT
See "Don't go there." Miming drawlnga
line with one's foot and then stepping
over it is crucial to the successful deliv
ery of this phrase. "There was the line,
this Is you" is a variation

"HERE'S THE THING"
See "At the end of the day"

For excellent examples of use. watch
"Buffy the Vampire Slayer" or "Friends,"
or read PaL

shoddy VR Baseball 2000\ that It's
"old hat" and that it's no longer
something unique. What they've
all seemed to have forgotten is
that the technology is scaleable —
so it's gotten even better as the
hardware has improved."

The characters: The original
target for the number of charac
ters to possess was 30, but it's
now pushing a total of 50,
allowing for plenty of variety
in abilities, weapon skills,
and numerous

gameplay styles.
The characters

range from the pre
viously revealed
hookers, pimps, and street
dwellers, to the more law *n'
order cops, technicians, and the
Inevitable medics.

And back to that big tough
bad guy, well there's something
called the Behemoth. Says Her
rington, "While most players
will be thinking, 'This thing's
gonna kick my ass,' there are
those (PG(L readers, natch] who
will think 'I wonder how I can pos-

In feet, you might say that this game is really all about the pos
session and manipulation of pants.

sess and control thatV The first
time somebody succeeds, you can
just see their eyes light up, and
that 'Alec-from-C/oc/cwor/c Orange-

smile' creeps across their
face as they go in
search of somebody
puny to pummel."

And finally, there's
the weapons: The

. characters you pos
sess will be your

weapons, and more
specifically, the guns
they are holding. The
idea is to add strategy
and planning to the
action/shoot-em up for
mula. You'll have a bit of

thinkingto do. At first. It
might seem to be a
good idea to send the
mass gun-toting charac

ter through a slaughterfest.
But a more subtle
approach, possessing a
less welt-armed character

who's also less offensive

to the enemies, would definitely
be the better tack to take.

That said. Shiny has promised
that their flexible engine will be
utilized with some original
weapon displays. "Have you ever
thought about using a rocket pro
pelled harpoon gun to pin ene
mies to the walls?" Herrington
questions. "We have."

We here at PCXL see this game
going In one of two directions:
Best case — the fast-paced, slick,
stylish gameplay that Shiny nailed
on the head with MDK. Worst case
— a confusing mess of a game
where you're basically discovering
new and interesting ways to off
your current possessed character
of choice. If we were less jaded we
might be thinking that Shiny is
heading full-on for the first one.
But there's a distinct nagging
doubt. The proof will be in the exe
cution of the A! — a call we'd need

some serious play time to make.
We'd be happy to be proven
wrong. It's not like it would be the
first time.

— ED LEE believes that being
jadedis not a crime

Here we have a dear example of an attack based solely on the baby's lack of pants.
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DEVELOPER'S TRACK RECORD

Something wicked this way comes

PREVIOUSLY ON KINGDOMS

Cavedog unveiled TA: Kingdoms partly
to satiate the demand of RTS gamers
crying out for some high fantasy in the
wake of the non-appearance of War-
Craft 3. But it was more than just TA
with ores, as the Integrated Boneyards
matchmaking service and a variety of
carefully designed new units were
shaping up to offer a whole new game.

The TA franchise merely gives it a
familiar name on retail shelves.
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et's cut to the chase

and get back up to
speed with what TA:

Kingdoms is ail about.

It's set amid a high-fantasy, sword-

and-sorcery war erupting across

the mythicai realm of Darien. Not to

be outdone by Blizzard's three-way

clash of SforCro/f brood wars. King

doms features four unique races.

Each of the sides align themselves

along moral lines of good and evil,
in addition to magical lines rooted

in the four elements of Earth,

Water, Air, and Fire. Air and Fire

have always gotten a bad rap, and

the cosmology of Kingdoms is no

different — so let's have a look at

the combatants.

THE GOOD

Aramon (Earth): These forces are

the closest to what you might call

"normal" and "human." Here you'll

find your basic knights, footsoidiers

and archers, as well as high-tech

units like catapults [insert sarcastic

beat of silence]. As is only right and

good, the land of Aramonis is the

easiest on the eyes, full of lush

forests, rolling hills, and civilized

townships, many of which are now

crawling with enemy zombies.

Veruna (Water): The Veruna

folk are the seafaring types, and

their forces rely on vast fleets —

seaborne armadas patrol the

waterways, ferry messengers

from island to island, and, when

necessary, deliver land-based

forces to foreign shores in mas

sive amphibious assaults.

THE BAD

Zhon (Air): The landscape of this

realm is dense and harsh, with

treacherous jungles and intimidat

ing mountainous terrain. Coast-

iines, like the ragged edges of torn

armor, make the Zhon realm a

prime candidate for gueriila war

fare. if you're low on guerillas, you

can just send out your flying fire-

breathing dragons to give your

attackers pause for thought.

THE UGLY

Taros (Fire): If the Zhon realm is

treacherous, then Taros is just

downright evil. This is where the

living land stops — the plants are

long dead, the people are long

gone, the mountains are black, and

the sky is fouled. Taros is your one-

stop shopping mecca for dark

magic, undead armies, and that

good old-time religion... the kind

that uses pentagrams and demons.

NFO BOX

DEVELOPER-T Cavedog EnterQfnment
PUBLISHER-> GT tnleractive
RELEASE DATE lulyippp
API SUPPORT"^ DirectsD

NTEREST GAUGE

THE HYP6

M-style realtime strategy in a high-fantasy

setting for vast, Tolkien-esque battles of

men, mechanisms, monsters, and magic

THe HURDLG

The top-down RTS is fast approaching the

"Done To Death" threshold. What undis

covered country remains to be seen?

THG H T

Engrossing environments and a Myth-ic

richness added to solid RTS. Cavedog has

learned from OUR mistakes. Castles, spells, and dragons — let the "geeking" begin.



Five QUeSTIONS

LEAD DESIGNER CLAYTON KAUZURIC

ONCE MORE FACES THE ORDEAL OF

THE FIVE QUESTIONS.

Q. What's the worst experience you've

ever had while playing a computer

game?

A. Either the third or fourth time I failed

to defeat the final boss in FFVII... I can't

choose which.

Q. Kingdoms touts fortifications

designed to foil early game rushes —

tell us a little about these.

A. Tout? As in "to tout?" Who's touting?

Show me these touters of whom you

speak... Oh. that was probably me.

Well, fortifications are pretty basic. If

you're the introverted type you can build

wails, gates, and defensive towers

intended as one way to counter a rush,

especially early in the game. I don't use

them much. There is for less rushing

threat in Kingdoms than we had in the

first TA. Most units travel on foot so by

the time they cross the map there's usu

ally something ready to confront them.

Walls can also be handy for Funneling

units into a kill zone.

Q. Of all the people on the design

team, tell us who's the dirtiest fighter

when It comes to computer combat, and

what he/she does. Kow about in real

combat?

A. I'm guessing Joe Mullenix, one of our

unit scripters. He likes to capture enemy

builders with Harpies and access their

entire build hierarchy.

Q. The Kingdoms design team: "The

Simpsons," "Kingofthe Hill" "Futu

rama," or "The Family Guy"?

If s a tie between "Futurama" and "The

Simpsons." I think Barney and Bender

should get together some time.

Q. Quick: You've got 50 words to sum

up your feelings about ̂olence in com

puter games. Go.

A Comic books, movies, rock n' roll...

even radio have all had their turn as pop

culture villains. It's easier to blame

entertainment than be responsible par

ents and citizens. To sum up, computer

games are the new kid on the block, so I

guess it's our turn to be a scapegoat for

society's ills.
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Most of the time, captions are meant to entertain and draw the
reader into the story most of the time.

In a game cosmology so thick

with mystical elements, the

resource-gathering aspect of King

doms revolves around Mana sites

scattered hither and yon, sur

rounded by great standing rocks

like so many Stonehenges. These

sites are where your Monarchs

(leader units, aka Commanders)

can create Lodestones in order to

accumulate Mana points for the

creation of combat units and

structures, as well as for the cast

ing of spells in combat.

One of the most intriguing mys

tical aspects of Kingdoms is that

the moral lines and goals actually

come to something. When certain

gameplay conditions are met

(these can range from accumula

tion of Mana to the securing of

battlefield objectives), each "side"

or elemental force in the game

may have its patron deity arrive to

assist — in effect, "divine inter

vention." But should one deity

intervene, it may alert the atten-

,  . ■- X "•

tion of another, and your powerful
forces become the pawn in some
apocalyptic armageddon that puts
Revelation to shame.

For established TA fans, the
main eyebrow-raiser here is less
the raw mechanics of the game
than the conceptual richness of it.
Much of the feel, presentation, and
Intro-movie setups (some 40-odd
single-player adventure missions,
or "chapters") smack of the lush,
heraldic look that Bungle's Myth
pulled off so well. The sprawling
single-player adventure campaigns
are arranged in such a way that
you will eventually end up getting a
taste of each side's gameplay.

All mystical gimmickery aside,
the heart of the game is still the
raw unit movement and combat,
and Kingdoms pumps it up in these
areas as well. The veteran-status
scheme means that units undergo
actual physical changes as they
grow in combat experience, and
the amount of gold coloring visible

on a unit's armor or uniform will

reflect that unit's greater skill.
With 3D terrain, holding a hill

actually means something, as
your lines of sight and fire
increase to reflect your elevation.
For (he control freak, a new radar
actually lets you conduct maneu
vers across the entire battlefield

from a single screen. Here you
can't really see specific informa
tion on the units, but you can still
order them around.

Finally, Cavedog's designers
have obviously tired of the pre
dictable strategies that turn RTS
games into flailing contests,
because Kingdoms touts battle
ground fortifications designed to
diminish the effectiveness of the
Tank,er, excuse me, the Troll
Rush. In addition, the Kingdoms
order-queueing scheme is just
beautiful. To be able to tell a unit
to go here, build this, attack this,
that and the other, then go over
here, repair this, and finally patrol
from badda to bing... well, that's
worth a Monarch's ransom.

And let's not forget those ever-
downloadable expansion combat
units. This early, early preview
build of Kingdoms already looks
and feels like a winner, and the
four distinct sides — with way-
too-big scuttling beetle-thingies
and entire airborne squadrons (or
"wings," if you prefer) of fire-
breathing dragons — holds the
potential for some truly exciting
multiplayer games. And that, of
course, on Boneyards, will be
where Kingdoms gets its most
intense test.

- CHRIS HUDAK has many sto
ries about his contributions this
Issue (Ed. note: And so do we)

Example: "Hey, this caption Is so clever, 1 better read the whole story!" 55
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PREVIOUSLY ON OUTCAST

Our first hands-on peek at Outcast
came over a year aFter first witnessing
its voxelicious visuals at 1997"$ Euro
pean Computer Trade Show. It was
getting better. Anti-aliasing on the
voxel terrain made a staggering differ
ence, and the high-polygon monsters
looked Incredible. Without a doubt,

the Interest Gauge is rising.
as! m

The word "voxelicious" enters the English language

n've played a lot of games
and visited a myriad of

places in the process. I've

traveled to countless alien

planets, witnessed endless ver

sions of post-apocalyptic Manhat

tan, more motherships than I can

count, and I've even found myself

on a pixelated digital hunting

ground or two. But while many of

these places looked good, few

really made me feel like 1 was

somewhere I'd never been before.

However, with its combination of

amazing environments, mind-bog-

giing creatures, and living popu

lous powered by an impressively

realistic Al, Outcast is one of the

rare computer games that can do

exactly that.

The unique look of this game is

due in large part to its voxel-based

graphics (think of voxels as 3D pix

els or "Graphical Legos"). Go

ahead and admit it: By now, you've

probably bought into polytheism
(the belief that polygons are God, I

think). But please. |ust for a

moment, open your mind and con

sider that maybe polygons aren't

the only way to make a cutting-

edge game look good. While the

vast majority of new games rely

heavily on ever advancing 3D

accelerator technology, Oufcost

creates unbelievable worlds (five

bizarre locales in all) without the

need for a 3D chipset. In fact, this

game features more impressive

INFO BOX

INTeR£5T GAUGE

DEVELOPER-) Ap[«al
PUBLISHER-^ Infogrames
RELEASE DATE-) Fall *99
API SUPPORT-) None

! THE HYPE

Who needs 3D accelerators? Outcast has |
great graphics and doesn't need a Voodoo ,

3 to run well. Let's see Quake III do that.

THE HURDLE

Gamers want to use their 3D accelerators.

Plus (he question of Belgium-developed

games' art over substance is a concern,

THE HIT

Finally, a game (hat will take you some

where you've never been before, and

make you want to stay.

Mostof the Al characters in Oufcostaie moie intell^ent than
youravei^e government employee.

special effects (lens flare, incredi

ble water ripples, and weapon
effects, among others) than you

see in most accelerated games.

Since the world of Outcast is not

made up of a collection of flat

polygons, the landscape is bumpy,

rounded, and completely organic.

Outcast's outdoor environments

have a distinct other-worldly flavor
— sometimes lush, sometimes

chilly, occasionally atmospheric

(French for "weird") but always an

incredible sight to see. The worlds

you will find in Oufcastare unlike

OTHGR OUTCASTS

From time to time things don't workout In
a workplace and people choose to leave.
Have you ever wondered what happens to
those people? Here's just a sampling

SHANNON

■r D0H6RTY
f  H PRE-OUTCAST

I |OB").Lead Actress^9 and Beverly Hills
bitch on "Overly
Hills 90210"
POST-OUTCAST

JOB") Siralght-to-video skin flicks and a
WB sitcom — pretty much the same thing

DENNIS
RODMAN

PRE-OUTCAST
JOB") Annoying
idiot that played

pro basketball
POST-OUTCAST

JOB") Annoying,
unemployed Idiot

RICHARD NIXON
PRE-OUTCAST
JOB") The most
powerful man In (he
Free world
POSTrOUTCAST
JOB-) The most
badly-impersonated
man In the free world

HECTOR
SALAZAR

PRE-OUTCAST
JOB--) Scarecrow,
art director, editor

for PCXL
POST-OUTCAST

JOB") Coat rack,
crack whore (uhh-.

for KXL)
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Five QUeSTIONS

MOST OF OUR QUESTIONS WtTH

JOKES ABOUT THE FRENCH WERE CUT.

H ERE ARE TH E ONES THAT MAD E IT TO

PRODUCER FRANCOIS LOUROIN.

Q. What is thedlffieience between your

vokI envbonments, and ones for

games (ite Delta force?

A Appeal's and Novaiogic's voxels are

completely different. Their altitude

database and ours are not used the

same way. Appeal is also using new

inteqjolation techniques to create more

vivid and dynamic iandscapes.

Q. Oufcasthos a brtofsweenng in it.

How doyou tbinkthat will be accepted

by mainstream U.S.audiences?

A. There was quite a bit of swearing in

popular motion pictures such as Pulp

Fiction, etc. I think it was accepted by

mainstream audiences all overthe

world. The expressions were used in a

specific context rather than gratuitously.

That is exactly what we did with Outcast.

Q. what pertlailar feature of Outcast

are you most praud of, and why?

A People have marveled at the graphic

quality of the game — the backgrounds,

the water engine, the wild life. Others

are more interested in the Al technology,

which we believe surpasses everything

delivered so far. The soundtrack has

gotten a lot of attention, too. Outcast Is

probably the same step ahead In history

as Alone in the Dork in its time.

Q. Are U.S. audiences ready forsfoiy-

focused games, oraie they In tbe shoot

fiist/askquestbns latermindset?

A li.S. audiences have appreciated

story-focused games since 1984 with

Zork and the first Ultimo games. That

attraction towards fantasy and imagina

tion has never vanished. For some rea

son it has just been limited to RPG's and

some point-and-click adventure games.

Q. How would you compare Outcasts

Ai with agamesuch as Tomb ttekJeif

A The Al in Tomb Raider is very fine For

the type of game it is. Oufcosf is more

complex and requires more interaction.

We've taken our Al and sophisticated it,

to go with the compelling and involved

storyline and gameplay experience.

ThecreatuiGS and worlds in Oufca5faleu^likeanyyolJ^reseen beibie. Ifs kind of like visiting
Alabama, only less welid.

any you've seen before. (And don't

say "but Delta Force uses voxels."

The difference between the envi

ronments In these two games is

the difference between the worlds

of Doom and Quake II.)

No matter how beautiful it is, a

place wouldn't really feel alive if it
didn't have living creatures in it,

and Outcast includes creatures

that would fee! right at home in the
most imaginative fantasy movie.

Since the terrain is built with easy-

to-process voxels, your CPU power

is free to push some serious poly

gon numbers. For instance, at one

point you'll be assaulted by a giant

biped monster that will leave you

standing slack-jawed and drooling

at its graceful movement, smooth
structure, and incredible design, it

left me absolutely stunned during
a look at a beta version, and as I

mention before, I play a lot of

games. High polygon creatures

such as this populate the entire

game, making you wonder why so

many games focus their process

ing power on environments that

look like paintings, and leave char

acters and creatures looking like

crayon drawings.

Even though the characters look

astonishing, they wouldn't feel real

unless they acted real. While Ouf-

casts graphics will get a lion's

share of the attention, equally

impressive is the Ai. Each creature

will react to what's going on in a

way rarely seen before, if you're

nice to them they'll warn you of

trouble; if you're cruel, they'll hold

grudges; and if you harm inno

cents, they'll steer clear of you.

Even the animals have detailed Ai.

You can ditch a carnivore by run

ning to an unknowing herbivore,

making it the meat eater's lunch.

When you put the graphics, the

characters, and the Al together,

Outcast is creating a believable

world that will make you feel like

you're actually visiting someplace

fantastic and new, which is some

thing that just doesn't happen all

that often in computer games. 1

— DAN EGGER almost peed his

pants when he saw a monster in

Outcast Luckily he wears

Depends (Dan, not the monster)

Ssi

Even thoi^h Outcast is not 3D accelerated, K has some Impressive special effects.
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Oungran Populous: Them* Syndkato

Keeper 'Rx Beginning Hospital Wars

My world — welcome to it

P
urchase, play, or be

seen in remote prox

imity to a copy of

Dungeon Keeper 2

and there's no way off the shame

train. If its approach to realtime

gaming appeals to you, you're a

geek and that's all there is to it.

You might as well 'fess up to the

hours you spent (or secretly

wished you'd spent) moving high-

fantasy metal figurines and rolling

colorful polyhedral dice that look

like the newest confectionery off

the Willy Wonka production line.
In this sequel, it's another pros

perous land of happy-go-luckiness
that you, as underground ruler of

all you excavate and survey, wish

to destroy. The overall purpose is

to retrieve 25 portal gems, one

each from the various Lords of the

Land in the kingdom of Harmonia.

Put them together and thus open

the doorway to the green and

pleasant land above — then turn it

NFO BOX

dark and nasty. And remember ole

Horny from the first game? The
big, bad-ass grim reaper, with an
attitude amazingly worse than

many heroes of the NBA, plays a
prominent role. Only he is strong

enough to handle the gems you

seek, so much of your time will

now be devoted to careful PR

management of the temperamen

tal little bastard.

Simply put. Dungeon Keeper 2

is a realtime strategy/manage

ment game in which you excavate,

design, and maintain nearly every

aspect of a Dank, Dark Dungeon''"

in the vein of a Dungeons & Drag

ons scenario (and is also the

sequel to Peter Molyneux's Bull

frog swan song). Starting from the
"Heart" ofthe dungeon — what

C&C or StarCraft vets would call

the command center — it's your

job to send forth imps to dig out
rooms designated by you in much

the same way that plots of land

are zoned for residential or com

mercial construction. Each area is

then marked for the kind of func

tion you need, be it training room,

hatchery (all monsters eat cute,

fluffy chickens), torture chamber,

and the all-new casino (even dark

angels and black knights need a

little R&R).

Dig out rich veins of gold to

stack the glittering treasure rooms

and pay for the services of the vile

creatures now attracted to your

underground domicile. It all needs

protecting against other dungeon

keepers vying for evil residents

and the more ghastly interference

of "heroes," now including the

King of the Realm as an even

tougherencounterthan the Lord

ofthe Land.

Importantly, Bullfrog's beauti

ful new colorful game engine not

only looks better from the famil-

DEVELOPER--^ Bullfrog
PUBLISHER-^ Electronic Arts
RELEASE DATE-J- December'99
API SUPPORT-J DirectjD

INT6R€ST GAUGG

THE HYPe

General evil, basic callousness, and very

specific greed are heartily rewarded in

(his realtime management game.

THG HURDLG

You have to oversee every single aspect

of dungeon management. Hey. It was

this orP.f. Teacher 2.

THG HIT

There is nothing quite so cool as watching

your enemies blunder into a vicious, dirty-
minded dungeon trap.

7

''You spin me right round baby, right round, like a record baby, right round, round,
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Marv Albert and friend ehare a touching moment.

iar isometric perspective, but the

improvements are making the

underused first-person perspec

tive of the first game much more

appealing. The "heroes versus

dungeon denizens" battle is

going to occur more in first-per

son. making you get down and

dirty in this evil underground.

Creatures also have new special

abilities when you take control.

The new dark elf has a sniper

mode in first-person, for example.

The switching of emphasis on

perspective also drags the poten

tial threat of traps more danger

ously into the equation.

The lackluster, even worthless

traps of the first game have been

significantly enhanced. Whatever

anyone else tells you, the traps

are the malformed, blackened,

crusty Grinchian heart of Dungeon

Keeper 2. They're where your

worst instincts surface and shine.

Aside from dropping spiders, bile

demons, trolls, and other sundry

good-guy fodder in the heroes'

rose-petal strewn way, you can

stick a new sentry cannon at the

end of long corridor and watch the

little do-gooders cavort in pain as

they try to make their way to

safety. Throw in torture devices,

the Indiana Jones-esque rolling

balls, and a few of the other ten

options, and heroes are going to

be watching their step. A trigger
trap could be a great multiplayer

device — set up a string of spikes,

noxious gas traps, cannons, and

others, let the heroes into the mid

dle, then pull the lever and watch
the destructive show.

That first-person mode had

such a rich vein of gameplay that

it was a shame it wasn't explored

further in DK. in DK2, the original

viewing perspectives (flies have a

multifaceted view, etc.) return and

will be put to better effect.

Other gameplay mechanics are

getting a serious overhaul, learn

ing from some of those chronically

confusing parts of the last game.

For starters, each creature now

occupies its own space, meaning

that you can't drop ten dragons on

one tile. This affects not only the

strategy of more carefully judging

your room dimensions and charac

ter selection for a particular battle

but also makes combat a whole lot

clearer — a definite boon from the

chaotic scene of spells, weapons,

and bilious secretions from other

characters when jumping in to

first-person melees.

The stylized, oh-so-nauseatingly

nice voiceover of the first game

will form the basis of the 25 mis

sions that comprise the main

**You mlniofif of Holt icon • till fkinny chick In ipindox com* thli way?"

Five QUeSTIONS

FOR CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR

CONTROL, THE PCXL STAFF WAS

FORCED TO FILL IN AS DK2 DEVELOP

MENT TEAM MEMBERS TO ANSWER

THE QUESTIONS. THIS IS WHAT WE

THINK THErD SAY...

Q. The "evil" In DK and DKa Is obvl-

ouily prciented in a tongue-in-cheek
manner... but what'e the cloeeet thing
to lerloue, real, dleturbing evil you'va
over eeen in a computer gameT

A. The Barbie Fashion Designer fashion
show. The purest evil In the known uni

verse. except for Kathy Lee Gifford.

Q. A deelgn-team-deflning claeilc
queetloni "The SImpeone," "Futu
rama," "King of tha Hill or Family
Guy"? Gimme aome aerloua Ineight

here, ok?

A. "The Simpsons" Is the original, the
master, and hands down the best show

on TV, The others are merely trying to

Imitate the master. Much like everyone
In the games industry trying to match
Carmack's programming excellence.

Ain't gonna happen.

Q. What were the five moet Influential,
uh, influancte (movlaa. books, piy-
choactfvei, food pelionlngs, etc.) for
the original Dungeon Ktepert

A. Peter Molyneux's mind and body Is
influenced by ell those things In one
organic lump, To go Into any further

detail could lead to my sudden demise
- something I like to avoid at all costs.

Q. What the hell do you guys havt
agalnit chlckins, anyway?
A. Ah. I took you for one of those
chicken-lovers. Besides, chickens are

vile little creatures that are only good
on sourdough breed with cheese and
just the right amount of mayo,

Q.lf you could put any one parson,
company trend, or aipect of this indus

try Into your pertonai dungeon of pain,
whit/who would It be, and what would
ba their fato?

A. Chris Hudek. He'd be forced to hit 10

deadlines a day, complete with ail the
screenshots, questions, end informa
tion that the piece requires. Feliuie to

do so and he's forced to dress in Ralph
Lauren polo shirts, Dockers Khakis and

chaps (and no pool playing for a year).



Dungeon Keeper S

CONTROL FREAKS

Take a wife in DX^and she'll probably get half this gold.

game campaign. Fortunately, Bull

frog hasn't stopped there. Twenty

skirmish maps will let you try out a

variety of tactics against other

keepers in addition to the new

"My Pet Dungeon" maps. This new

setup is for the dungeon archi

tects out there — time and

resource limits are nixed in favor

of letting you create any damn

setup that flits from your crazed
mind. Of course, you can still dis

cover how your evil plans work by

dropping some heroes in and
watching the carnage (or their

embarrassing maneuvers, with

heroes now backed by higher

quality Al whereby they will run if
injured, rather than fight to the

bitter end).

The true promise of DK2 lies in

its invigorating multiplayer game,

set to include some of the options

that were promised for the years

that DKi was hyped, and then

completely failed to materialize.

For starters Bullfrog is supporting

its own battle server for match

making multiplayer games.

On top of the campaign, skir

mish, and "My Pet Dungeon"

maps there will be 20 additional

maps created specifically for mul

tiplayer. Again, however, some of

the multiplayer elements are still
undecided. One concept (one per

son playing as keeper, building

and refitting the dungeon, while

other player-controlled heroes try

to destroy the Heart) is a fantastic

premise that's already been

promised once, and I'm suffi
ciently cynical to not get too

enthusiastic this time around.

Still, whatever DICs limitations

Oncredibly fun for a while, excruci

atingly painful towards the end), it
was a fantastic basis that the cur

rent incumbent Bullfrog designers

are evidently well qualified to

enhance. Cool ideas such as hav

ing the game engine recognize
incoming e-mail and sending you a

message are more great

Molyneux-suggested concepts

that didn't ever see the light of

day in DKi.

Here's hoping that not only are

the enhanced graphical changes

given preminence in the remaining
few months of development, but

also those sparks of satire, that

black humor, and the whole feel

that seems to be typically, er,

British come through. Then, with

out a doubt. DK2 is set for even

bigger and better things.

it's tenacious work, it's reward

ing, it's funny, it's... well, it's evil.
And evil is good.

- CHRIS HUDAK submitted this

preview under circumstances that
only PCXL would print

A lust for tofal God-like

control of an Imaginary
realm doesn't just
brand you a geek, but a
control freak .too. Here
are a few examples of
controlled fantasy out
lets, and what happens
to those who participate

TH€ OUNGCONS &

□RAGONS PLAY6R

FAVORITE AUTHOR -•>
I.R.R. Tolkien
DIAGNOSIS-'-) Stable.
He's a weirdn, but he
probably stays out of
trouble wilh the law,
and is unlikely to get
his sister pregnant
SADNESS RATING -)3
(5 being most alarming)

THE CALL OF
CmULHU PLAY6R

FAVORITE AUTHOR->
H.P. LovecrafI
DIAGNOSIS --> Critical.
This is a game-master
type with a dark, tainted
edge, who probably
practices questionable
stuff in a hidden base
ment shrine. He mutters
to himself In nonsensi
cal syllables
SADNESS RATING -> q

THE FANTASY
FOOTBALL PLAYER

FAVORITE AUTHOR - ->
Danny Sheridan
DIAGNOSIS"">Termlnal.
Here's a guy closest to
the likelihood of actual
physical exercise, and
he slili does the fake-
reality thing, and lakes
it really seriously. This
guywllllrytohil you If
youdlss his fantasy
team and/or he's had
enough cheap beer
SADNESS RATING-->5

n

§
m
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It's like Caesar's Palace without the hookersThe new graphics engine is quite versatile.
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HOP A TRAIN TO GET AROUND TOWN. TARGET SPECIFIC BODY PARTS AND ACTUALLY SEE

THE DAMAGE DDNE - INCLUDING EXIT WOUNDS.
TALK TO PEOPLE THE WAY YOU WANT..

FROM SMACK TO COOL.

KIN8PIN: Life of Crime: ©1999 Xatrix Entertainment. Inc. All rights reserved. This product contains software technology licensed from Id Software. Inc. ('id Technologf). Id Technology
©1996,1997,1996 Id Software. Inc. All Rights Reserved. Kingpin, Kingpin: Life of Crime. Interplay, the Interplay logo, and °By Gamers For Gamers.' are trademarks of Interplay
Productions. Xatrix and the Xatrix logo are trademarks of Xatrix Entertainment, Inc. AH rights reserved.
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EVEK THE ODDS BY RECmO THE GAKG

MEMBERS YOU WANT OH YQDR SIDE.

[IT CAMm. F08 CAMFRS.

for mors info so to www.interolay.com/kp-loc.Ntml.

Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 60



street Wars

DEVELOPER'S TRACK RECORD

mSTUDIO 3 A« KOTc 1 7

Might be better titled, "Sin City'
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or those of you who

aren't familiar with

Constructor. I'll clue

you in. Just over a

year ago these Brits at veteran

developer Stuciio 3 released a

sim/strategy game that combined

a balanced sim (like Sim City)
engine with unique characters

and some hysterical moments. In

the UK the game sold like mad,

INFO BOX

DEVELOPER -> Studio 3
PUBLISHER-^ Sludi03
RELEASE DATE September "99
API SUPPORT-4 OpenGL

INTEREST GAUGE

TH€ HYP€

Built on the successor Consfrucfof, which

combined balanced gameplay with some

genuinely funny moments,

TH€ HURDLE

Mob-based themes and Sim O'ty-type

games are hot. but the game is unlikely to

get much press or attention in the U.S.

THE HIT

Constructor was big in the UK, but a big

nothing in the U.S. A new distribution

deal is desperately needed.

but in the U.S.. publishers Acclaim

barely bothered to mention its

release and no one heard of the

damn thing. The basic premise

was to build up your city and pop
ulation, while sending nuisances

(in the form of vagrants, party ani
mals, Mafioso's, and thugs) to

neighboring cities — kind of a

multiplayer Sim City with a bit of

Monty Python-esque humor. Over

all, it was a fun little game.

Essentially, Street IVors takes a

small portion of Constructor, and

brings it into its own gaming uni

verse based on the same engine.

No more pansy-ass citizens to

worry about, now it's all about the

mob (which was the best part of
Constructor anyway). InSfreef

Wars you play the mob boss, the

Don Corleone, the head of the

family. It's your responsibility to
create, expand, and defend

your family's turf — at all

cost. Like any self-respect

ing mob boss, you start at

the bottom with a single

building, which you

must turn into an

empire built on

those American cor

nerstones of suc

cess — corruption

and greed. There are

48 building types to

construct, and dozens of

4

pre-built ones that you can take

over, in your quest to be king of

the underworld, ranging from

breweries to brothels to Casinos,
and every other typically mob-

related illegal operation imagin

able. As "the boss," you raise

prices on hookers, pay off cop

pers, and generally perform out

side the law trying to make

money, corrupt people, destroy

enemies, and become the Bill

Gates of organized crime.

The buildings and businesses

are a big part of Street Wars'

appeal, but the characters in the

game are easily the most intrigu
ing aspect. Every character comes

with its own humorous, stylized
cartoon/animated video

sequence, and Judging from our
early look at the game, they're
actually funny. The usual mob-

type characters make up a good
portion of your army, but the most

desirable characters are the

ivi

No's, mobsters, strip joints — ahh, life In the big city.



street Wars

STRGGT WHORGS

Wllh world management sims beginning
to explore many new genres, we've come
up with the next logical step: Street
Whores 2000. This five-world game
would go as follows^ MASSAGE

LEVEL DESCRIPTION:

Start off in the red

light district where
you breed and sell off

Rubd(»vn.si>t your daughters to
horny husbands.

Beware of police busts, ambitious daugh
ters, and deranged psychopaths

STREET PIMP

LEVEL DESCRIPTION: After mastering the
fine art of running a massage parlor, don
a knock-off Armani suit, and move on to
being a street pimp, Get your bitches
hooked on crack, and make 'em sell their
bodies for you. The pimp-slap is your
only weapon against unproductive ho's

ESCORT SERVICE

FviiftL* LEVEL DESCRIPTION:r  9 Take your ho's uptown
and sell them off for

I- ■ "erotic massages" to
^  visiting businessmen.

p,rurKM»ii Clever names, bribing
cab drivers, and high-

quality ho's are your only hope to survive

MADAME OF A BROTHEL

LEVEL DESCRIPTION: Give your ho's a
home and start deflowering geeky col
lege kids, precocious middle schoolers,
politicians, and certain serial killers. Find
the best Nevada locations and see if you
can take down the mighty IMustang
ranch. Stage a musical staninga
washed-up country singer with large
breasts and Loni Anderson's scorned ex

HEIDI FLEISS

LEVEL DESCRIPTION:

,  Finallyyouarethe
■HH ultimate pimp and you

I  gel to serve kinky
^ celebs like Hugh

HekiiFims Grant, Charlie Sheen,
lames Caan,and

Michael Douglas. Keep clear of the cops
and prepare for the final deathmatch
with the moral malority

Running the mob isnt all
spa^ettl and guns. You have to
manage a business as well.

"undesirables." These irritating
criminals can be sent to rival

gangs and neighboring cities to
annoy and destroy. The San
Quentin Ghost will haunt proper
ties and clear out tenants, white
Bruto the Nutter (similar to
Leatherface) will maraud building
sites, preventing any building
from being fully constructed.

Commanded from a detailed, but
ton-packed interface, hoodlums,
hookers, and hitmen also perform
dastardly acts of sex and vio
lence, which will distract the
enemy from their job at hand.

The location-centric control sys
tem (fancy name for "easy-to-
use," unlike Constructor), crazy
characters, and original approach
make Street Wars a game I'm gen
uinely excited about playing.

The lone concern is that the
humor, while good, is likely to get
really old, really fast, and I'm not
sure if what will remain in the
game is as deep or addictive as a
Sim C/f/3000.

— MIKE SALMON istheofpcial
Mafia game expert at PCXL Let's
just say he's "connected"

FIV6 QUGSTIONS

STUDIO a'S SENIOR "CONSIG LIBRE"

AND OCCASIONAL JOKER, TIM BEST,

WAS GIVEN THE UNENVIABLE TASK OF

TRYING TO BE FUNNY AFTER A REALLY

HARD PAY AT WORK. TRYING.

Q: Given the average mobster's limited
dialog, what kinds of language should
we expect? PG? R? NC-17?
A: Depends on the player's vocabulary
and Iheir ability to understand what
we're saying. The inspiration for the dia
logue has its roots in Monty Python —
quite dark, a little anarchic and, wher
ever possible, totally politicaily Incorrect
(bit like being a spin-doctor for Clinton).
Let's put it this way, it has a lot less
bleeps than a daytime edition of the
"jerry Springer Show" (though that isn't
difficult as he has more bleeps than a
Road Runner cartoon). Other strong dia
logue influences we have are the way
our wives and girlfriends speak to us
after a late-night Quake session, the
"Black Adder" series, and God's own
comedian Alf Garnett (known as Archie
Bunker over there 1 beileve).

Q: What is the best part of Street
Wars? You know, the defining moment?

A There's that real special one when
the gold disk master has been sent to
the duplicators and you're already so
drunk that you can't walk. Then there's
the first call from someone who's
bought the game and they're ringing to
tell you they think it's really cool (that's
probably the best of all). And let's not
forget the moment you get the first roy
alty check, that's quite a "deRning
moment" as well.

Q: What do you think of another game
with the same engine called Street
Whores? Ya know, where you're a pimp.

A Damn. How did you know what the
original name of Sfreef IVors was? Well
the cat's out the bag now.

Q: Speaking of street whores, 1 noticed
the Inclusion of hookers. Was there
"special" research done on this topic?
A What else are E3, Comdex, and the
Game Developer's Conference for? You
didn't think our industry goes there to
work did you? Naw, no one believes
that, surely.

Q: Why Street Wors? Isn't It |ust tike
Sim City?

A Yeah, it's just the same. Same psy
chopathic kilters, same hookers, same
corrupt police force, same "when does
this bloody game end" feeling. I sup
pose to someone with the same genetic
backgrourrd as Homer Simpson it might
seem the same. iOoW-fd]

(Upper right) Crap! Yes, that insect really is riding on a big ol' steaming piece of the stuff.
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Infe! Pentium Celeron 400MHz

• High-Performance Heatsink/Fan Cooling System
Intel 440BX Molhertjoard W/512K Cache
64M8 SDRAM (PC-100)
Floppy Drive 1.44MB
8.4GB Ultra DMA Hard Drive
3DFX Voodoo III W/16MB TV-Out 2X AGP
Aureal Vortex 11 Super-Quad Sound Card
Creative Labs SB20 Speaker System
40X CD-ROM Player
ATX Mid-Tower Case w/235 Watt Power Supply
104-Enhanced Keyboard
Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2
V.90 56K Fax/Modem
Microsoft Windows '98 Operating System
Free installation & conliguration of
favorite games & latest drivers

FRIGE: $899.00

THE HIVE-MIND"
Intel Pentium III SOOMHz SSE Processor
High-Performance Dual Heatsink/Fan Cooling
Intel 440BX Motherboard w/512K Cache
128MB SDRAM (PC-100)
Floppy Drive 1.44MB
IBM Deskstar 14GXP 14.4GB (7200 RPM)
"f^EW" Nvidia TNT2 Ultra W/32MB TV-Out 4X AGP
Aureal Vortex 11 Super-Quad Sound Card
Cambridge 4-Poinl Speaker/Subwoofer Syslem
SOX CD-ROM Player
ATX Full-Tower Case w/300 Watt Power Supply^
(KoolMaxx) Video Cooling System .

,  104-Enhanced Keyboard
I Microsoft intellimouse PS/2

tijg Robotics V.90
l^rosoft SidewinderMici^^^^^gll^lijjKer^ii^System
favorite g^TCs & latest drivers
PRICE: 82,199.90

"THEAREASr
Intel Pentium III ssOMHz SSE Processor
High-Performance Dual Heatsink/Fan Cooling
Intel 440BX Motherboard w/5l2K Cache
256MB SDRAM (PC-100)
Floppy Drive 1.44MB
IBM Deskstar 22GXP 22GB (7200 RPM)
Promise Ul^a66 IDE Controller
■NEW Nvidia TNT2 Ultra W/32MB TV-Out 4X AGP
3DFX Voodoo III W/16MB TV-Out PCI
Aureal Vortex II Super-Quad Sound Card
Cambridge S.tDesktopTheater (Dolby-Digital)
Speaker/Subwoofer System
6X DVD Player 3rd Generation
"NEW" Iomega internal ZIP Drive 250MB
ATX Full-Tower Case w/300 Watt Power Supply
(KoolMaxx) Video Cooling System
104-Enhanced Keyboard
Microsoft Intellimouse PS/2
US Robotics V.90 56K Fax/Modem
Microsoft Sidewinder Precision Pro
Microsoft Sidewinder Gamepad
Microsoft Windows '98 Operating System
Free Installation & configuration of
favorite games S latest drivers

PRICE: 83,399.00

MONITORS
17" ViewSonic V73.26dp add: $295.00
17" ViewSonic 673 ,26dp add: $325.00
19" ViewSonic V95.26dp add: $485.00
19" ViewSonic PS790.25dp add: $575.00
21" ViewSonic P810.25dp add: $950.00
21* ViewSonic P815.25dp add: $1075.00

NOW FEATURING TNT2 AND UODOGO 3

IN THE SAME SYSTEM. AT THE SAME TIME
USING GUR EXCLUSIVE TECHNGLGGY

The Ultimate Gaming Macliincs
www.alienware.com
FREE ONLINE GAMING. NEWS.ANO REVIEWS AT THE HIVE"

Now bunding GameSpy
WWW.GAMESPY.COM

"AWARD-WINNING
GAMING SYSTEMS"
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Alt major credit cards accepted
123::18 Southwest I28ih Street Miami, Florida 33106

TOIL FREE: (800) 494-3382
Go to http://pcxl.ign.com/gaming411: Product Number 14
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These are the games that make our hobby
(uh, job— muhahaha) worthwhile. There
are few games that will ever reach the now
coveted Hail Of Sass, those that do make
it are the best of the breast - uhh, we
mean "best."

HALF-LIF6

Publisher—J- Sierra
Developer—> Valve
Rating—V ii
How good Is It? The best game in the his
tory of games (except "spin the bottle" —
now thai was a game)

QUAK€ II

Publisher-)- Activision
Developer--^ id
Rating—> to
How good Is it? The best multlplayergame
in the history of games (except "spin the
bottle," of course)

CrilMiTdTiT::!:]

C&G RED ALERT
Publisher—)- Westwood Studios
Developer—^Weslwood Studios
Rating-> 9
How good Is it? Three years later and we
think it's stiil better than any other RTS
(except StarCraft)

STARCRART

Publisher-)- Blizzard
Developer-> Blizzard
Rating—) to
How good Is It? Took RTS games to a new.
exciting level and is still one of the most
played games in the office

ACCGLG-RAT6D

CHIPSET

I
No signjRcant
dlffeience

from software,
thisgameand
card do not
justify the
expenditure

2
the card

provides solid
enhancements

that make
the game more
Immersive and

enioyable

caidsareah
about. Every

effect Is
utiilzed.and
the smooth

frameiate
makesahuge
gameplay
difference

VO
'O
kO

GRAPHICS
Rendering quality, Framerates, and
special effects all contribute to an
Immersive gaming experience.

SOUND
Visceral sound effects and appropri
ate music can help make a good
game great.

DGPTH
How often you find yourself playing
a game, and how long, are good
indicators of its quality.

The backbone of a game is the overall
vision behind it, from characters and

weapons to levels and missions.
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DEVELOPER—^ Zipper IrHeractive
PUBLISHER MicroProse

REQUIRED -^ Pl66,32MB RAM. 200
MB HO Space. 4X CD ROM
IDEAL -> Pi! 450,128M8 RAM. 400
MB HO space. TNT2 card. Microsoft
Sidewinder joystick

A reminder of why we got into this business

ACCeue-RATGD

By now you probably know that I
am biased to the TNT over the
Voodoo 2. It's a subjective thing,
but I appreciate the richer, truer
colors and higher contrast render
ing oFthe TNT. So that gives the
TNT the edge - that, and it's
great looking in 1024x768 mode.

RiVAmr

VOODOO s

VOODOO I

nt takes just five minutes
to realize AtliV; Is pure
gold. The first 30 sec
onds is the pure visceral
reaction to the incredibly

detailed Mechs themselves —

early evidence of a fantastic
engine. Then, at about the two-
minute mark there's the sense of
power and scale as you aim the
Mech's four missile packs and six
lasers at a building and squeeze
the trigger. By the time you hit the
four-hour mark and you're finally
starting to get deep into the

detailed intricacies of the cus

tomization process, you can only
shake your head. Three words:
"It's farging awesome."

Back in the embryonic stages of
this game, having FASA's official
A^echWomo/" stamp of approval
was considered its big ace in the
hole (on top of the huge success of
the second game in this franchise).
It's great testament to the game
design how little alt that has to do
with making MWj great. Even
though it is an obsessively
detailed world with enough mate
rial for hundreds of games, it's not
really employed to any great effect
here. With this engine and game-

/, the Mechs could be com
pletely original designs, and

I wouldn't give a rat's ass
about the license. Hell,

make'em look like

giant Teletubbies —
just so long as I can

load 'em up with dual PRC's and
jump jets.

Anyone who played MWs or its
follow-up, MW2: Mercs, is gonna
be instantly at home here. You're
in the old "you're the only combat
unit that made it to the planet
alive, now you have to shoot your
way out" scenario, which is a pre
dictable concession to the linear
progression of these kinds of
games. Nothing new here, it's the
familiar "destroy and escort" for
mat. Four operations with four to
seven missions each are enough
to keep you busy for a while, or at
least 20 hours.

Once you sit through an incom
prehensible briefing delivered by
a labored-breathing guy who
sounds like he's gonna keel over
any second, you then take your
Mech, load it out with weapons,
armor, and equipment, and blow
the hell out of things, ►p. 70

1« a
(t «

II a

MATROX G200

API SUPPORT: DIrectsD. Glicfe

Giant robots to the (eft of me. giant robots to the right of me, no
funny captions in sight



M€chWarrior 3 Gallery

The Mechs environment Is

pretty interactive, as missiles

wilt blow craters into the

ground, while a dip in the

water will cool down your

Mech. And it looks amazing, as

you can see.
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yReuieus
^ p. 68 At the end of each mis
sion you salvage anything you

didn't destroy, which will some

times include actual Mech chas

sis to replace those you or your

iancemates have lost. Battlefield

loot is stored in your mobile

field bases (MFBs) — three

trucks that can repair and reload

your Mech as many times as you

need during each mission —

with the catch being that if you

don't have the armor or ammo

needed, you're shit outta luck.

Guard these suckers at all costs

because if you lose one, you lose

1/3 of your entire salvage, and you

don't get it back until the start of

the next op.

Strapped into your Mech, you

are king of the post-apocalyptic

battlefield. And although you'll go

up against the typical fixed gun

emplacements, tanks, helicopters,

and humans in battlesuits, most

combat will be against other

Mechs. This is the heart of the

game. Pound your 70 tons of

mechanized armor and weapons

against their 70 tons, and see

who's got better aim, more guts,

and who's most prepared. With

dozens of armaments from which

to choose, you can group weapons

of varying types, firing rates, and

ranges for maximum effect. Start a

fight with twin long range missile

salvos, then switch to a PPC or ER

Laser immediately. Then time the

shot so it hits at the same time the

missiles do (hopefully causing a

knockdown or overheat), and

finally close and switch to grouped

short range missiles, grouped

pulse lasers, or armor-shredding

autocannons. Of course, if they

jump jet over your missile salvo,

knock you down with a preemptive

AC-io to the head, or if he's got

backups coming, you've got to

adjust your strategy — and fast.

jump jets give you much
greater mobility, as welt as
some pretty cool moves to
Impress family and friends.

Every time I think I can get away from the giant robots, they
keep pulling me back in. We've heard there's a hidden Mech masturbation scene, too.

MGCH L0AD0UT5

ere are some sample toaduuts of three
Mechs. All have been modified from

(heir primary versions

ANNIHILATOR

CHASSIS DATA ^
ENGINE-? 11.5

HEAT SINKS->9.0 ^
JUMP lETS -j:'2.0 ; «

INTERNAL STRUCTURE -> 10.0 ' ̂
ARMOR-') 19.0
WEAPONS -? 35.0 ^
AMMUNITION <;<'2.0 ^
EQUIPMENT -? 2.5
CURRENTTONNAGE->99.5 -■
MAXIMUM •? 100.0

CURRENT LOAD-OUT

2 ER PPC (CLAN)
2 LRM IS (CLAN) (2A0 rounds)
1 Pulse Laser (S) (CLAN)
5 Pulse Laser (M) (CLAN)
1 Pulse Laser (L) (CLAN)

19 Double Heat Sink
1 Artemis IV FCS (CLAN)
9 CASE (CLAN)

INTERNAL STRUCTURE -> Standard
MAX RUN SPEED 51.8

This sucker is built to take a punishment,
and Lots of it. With armor maxed out. It
will usually have around 50 points center
torso front. The 2 LRM5 will start fights
and sometimes knock down smaller

mechs. which will prime them for a quick
dual PPC blast, rollowed by the pulse
lasers. The loadout could use more heat
sllrks in smaller, more crowded battles

i.'"' ■

MADCAT . ■
CHASSIS DATA :'"jMH
ENGINE-) 19.S -
HEATSINKS •?4.o ^ ®
JUMP )ETS") 1.0 PI
INTERNALSTRUaURE->4.0 ^
ARMOR-) 12.0 (CWNFF)
WEAPONS -? 22.0 ■; )-
AMMUNITION -? 6.0
EQUIPMENT •■•? 0.0
CURRENT TONNAGE •"? 75.0
MAXIMUM -) 75.0

CURRENT LOAD-OUT
2 LRM 20 (CLAN) (240 rounds)
3 Pulse Laser (M) (CLAN)
2 Streak SRM6 (CLAN) (360 rounds)

14 Double Heal Sink
2 CASE (CLAN)

2 Jump Jets (CLA

INTERNAL STRUCTURE -) Endo-Steei
IMAXRUN SPEED 81.0

The Madcat offers a great balance
between power, armor and speed. It's a
lot like the original Warhammer, down to
Its look and its default loadoul. This ver
sion is effective at all ronges, but could
probably use some more up-close punch.
Don't forget that the LRMS can be deadly

:at short range, too. If your target is obtig-
^gihbugh to stand toe to toe with you

CHASSIS DATA
etGiNE ■••? 24.5
HEATSINKS -)i4.o
JUMP JETS "? 1.0
INTERNAL STRUCTURE -> 4.5
ARMOR -•> 14.5 (CLAN FF)
WEAPONS -? 24.0
AMMUNITION -?o.a
EQUIPMENT-) 0.0

RENT TONNAGE -) 89.5
MAXIMUM ■■■) 90.0

CURRENT LOAD-OUT
6ER Laser (L) (CLAN)

24 Double Heat Sink
2 CASE (CUN)
2 Jump Jets (CLAN)

INTERNAL STRUaURE -? Endo-Sleel
MAX RUN SPEED -) 39 4

This Is an incredible death dealer, but you
need to have great aim to make it work.
Having a super-light weapons load
allows you to pour on the armor and the
heat sinks, as well as boost the running
speed almost 10 kph. Additionally, the
lack of crils lets you support both FF
armor and Endo-Sleel mternals. Link-fire
your lasers in groups of three, and be
selective. If you need a quick kill quickly

cycle off two shots of three



Get a load of this walking

armored school bus, sucka!

ECH = SUPER BABE

Some ctiarscfers in Meehj bear a
strikinaresenibiance to these babes
(OK, It'sjust another feeble attempt
to jusU^riuntiiliit.babe pics. You
complaining}^

'ill

In an uncertain post-apocalyptic future, giant metal robots wage
war. One Mech must rise up to save the blah, blah, blah ...

Timing is everything in these

intense tactical confrontations.

When your Mech is shredded up,

when you're out of ammo and

about to critically overheat, when

you hit that emergency coolant

button, switch to lasers, twist the

torso and get that killing shot to

the head, you'll know what MW3

Is all about.

Customization is key, and you

can totally change your approach

to a mission's strategy by altering

your Mech's loadout. Sometimes

you might even want to change

yourMech itself to a iighteror

heavier chassis as the situation

demands. The strategic richness

of tinkering with all the options to

squeeze in every last ton of armor

and ammo onto your Mech adds

great depth to the spectacular

combat possibilities.

Here you can outthink the mis

sion objectives by altering your

approach. For instance, during

one mission I was getting my ass

kicked brutally and repeatedly, yet

stubbornly and mindlessly using

the same loadout (still in X-Wing

Alliance mode, I guess). Then I
had a burst of inspiration — some

thing like "I know, Til use LRMSl"

This got me the usual confused

looks from the other PCXL staffers.

But I went In, changed my 2 ER

lasers/4 SRMS to 2 LRMS/4 pulse
lasers. The next go-round, I beat

the crap out of that mission with

no problem. Gotta love it! Speak
ing of customization, that is unfor

tunately the gist of MechWarrior

j's muitiplayergame.

Now, you're probably thinking,

"Surely there are at least a few

flaws?" Yeah, it has 'em, and on

paper they look pretty major:

Crappy token multlplayer (death-
match only, no CTF, no co-op is a

terrible ommission), repetitive
missions, incoherent briefings,

and a weak, uninvolving story.

How 'bout the crippling bugs (now

fixed) I ran into? But this is a game

whose core gameplay — like

Quake II — is so solid, fun, and

ultimately addicting, that all those

"flaws" fall by the wayside faster

than 4 LRM 20s can reduce an

Owens to a pile of molten slag.

When it's over, you want more.

When you fall a mission, you want

to refit your Mech with the loadout

you know will get the job done

this time. MW3 would be frustrat

ing if the game were less fun, but

failing is just a temporary setback

and part of the learning process.

Bullet-point "feature" fixated

developers take note: It's not

about the license, who you can

get to do the soundtrack, or how

many polys you can push. It's

about the gameplay. Other Mech-

related franchises may as well
cash in and ship, cuz from what

we've seen, this round of the giant

robot battle is decisively over.

- ED "No Eights" LEE still hates

writing his own bio

GRAPHICS
he engine is absolutely first-rate.
«echs look more impressive than
ny giant robot by far. Great software'

j.'^ode too.

SOUND
l^ood sound design, but one small
"' :ripe, 1 wish the Mech sounds (foot-

teps, etc.) were louder.

DGPTH
r^otsa missions and muitiplayer too,
''^ut the real depth Is in the tactics
'^nd customization options.

There are some cool scripted events, like blow-uppable buildings

DESIGN

;(f I knew how they made this game
;!j50 fun, well I'd be on the other side
of the fence wouldn't I?

RATING '-4

PIUSES

Solid, fun gameplay
Sweet, sweet graphics
Deep and complex tactics

Minuses

Missions get repetitive
Muitiplayer Is pretty limited
License is underused
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ReUHUS
DEVELOPER-> Rebeillon

PUBLISHER ■■■} Fox Interactive
REQUIRED P200UMX.32MB
RAM. 30 accelerator card. leBMB hard
drive space
IDEAL PIUoo, 128MB RAM.

Voodoo 2 or AGP TNT card

Because three is three times as nice

ACC€L6-RAT€D

There's little if any visual quality
difference, except of course the
TNT can do higher resolutions
than a single Voodoo 2. Either
way. the game is smooth, fast,
playable, and great looking, What
more do you want?

VOODOO B

TNT

API SUPPORT: DirectgD. Glide

u
sing a great-looking
buffed-up 3D
engine that cap
tures the atmo

sphere of the
movies perfectly, Fox Interactive's
Aliens versus Predator Is a hell of
a game. It's a balls-to-the-wall
action alien simulator wrapped
into a package that will scare the
crap out of you almost the whole
way through — not to mention
frustrate the hell out of gamers
everywhere to no end.

Almost three different games in
one, AvP invites you to slip into
one of three roles — the oral

hygienically-challenged
Xenomorph, the Colonial Marine,
or the Predator. Remarkably, the
developer, Rebellion, has been
able to recreate a vastly different
feel for all three races in a near

perfect fashion. The Alien is
almost surreal to play, with its
slightly fish-eyed view, breakneck
speed, and ability to run across
any surface from floor to ceiling,
while the Predator's toughness
and power shine through above
the puny humans, who must rely
on faster weapons, armor, and
decent speed to survive.

The game offers five Alien-
based levels, and six each for the

Predator and Marine (though the
last level for both is a Queen Allen
match). Rve bonus levels for each
race — basically reworked maps
from the other campaigns — sup
plement the relatively short, but
well thought-out campaigns.

The look, feel, sounds, textures,
weapons — basically everything
— have been ripped straight from
the fi lms, and it all works great.
The Marine levels are pant-spoil-
ingly intense at times, as you hear
the Aliens scampering around you,
failing from air ducts, and screech
ing to attack with only the blip of
the motion sensor for comfort. The

Predator levels span Alien hives
and human installations, complete
with motion-sensing guns, as he
hunts down the United States'

finest and the Xenomorphs. Aside

from a normal human-like view,
he has electrical-based vision for

Alien hunting, thermal for
humans, and then one for spot
ting fellow Predators (and his
homing disk). He can also turn
invisible, eating up his power
source used to supply the electri
cal weapons and healing syringe.

The Alien has three attacks —
tail whip, claw strike, and a
decapitating head bite that sucks
health points out of the hapless
target. It also has two vision
modes, one for navigation in dark
areas, the other for hunting,
where humans appear in shim
mering blue. It's a pure joy to be
this classic enemy in such a faith
ful recreation of its abilities,
scampering with stunning speed
around the levels, and scaring the

Popping alien heads off with wrist blades Is about the most
entertaining frag there is.



Careful aim is not needed in this situation.it's the new and improved Alien snack!

ANNOYING ALIENS

Ml
KNOWN F0R->Cr3Sh-
landineon Earth In the
late '80s, eating cats,
playing Boulllabase-
ball, and causing trou
ble for the Tanners

LEGACY-> Mated with
3 Golden Retriever

named Fluffy and
raised a horrific litter

ofmuppet dogs

MORK f^ROM ORK

KNOWN FOR

Spavrningfromabad
episode of "Happy
Days, "drinking with
his finger, talking to
plants, and never get
ting any lovin' from
Mindy. "Shazbot!"
LEGACY-;;- Once
Earthlings finally tired
pfMork's silly little
quirks, he had no
choice but to start

using heroin, become
a junkie, and live out
his last days dirty,
homeless, and
smelling ofurine

JAR JAR

KNOWN FOR<"> Fish-
lipping his way across
a galaxy far, far away,
and being the downfall
of Episode One
LEGACY-^ Continued
his downward spiral
and became a poorly-
animated characler on

a Saturday morning
cartoon, "The

Adventures of far Jar"

CH6€CH MARIN

KNOWN fOR-^ Claim
ing to be Born in EosI
LA., smoking large
amounts of marijuana,
getting high, rolling
joints, doing bong
loads, and saying
"Waatsappennin"?!"
LEGACY-;-- He has got
ten old, quit smoking,
and now hangs out on
a house Isoat with that

guy from "Miami Vice"

crap out of every soul. Supporting

the sense of abject terror is the

realtime lighting (each light

source can be destroyed — a use

ful multiplayer tactic when fighting

marines) and the enemy Al, where

Aliens attack in packs and squads

of marines work together. Charac

ter design and animation is fantas

tic, with intricate body part-sensi

tive hits that are so refined you

can shoot the fingers off an Alien

and cut its tail in two. Predators

can't be dismembered, but

humans certainly can, although

they die instantly, whereas Aliens

will try to keep on coming, spew

ing their acidic blood.

As a challenge, the game is bit

terly hard, and there is no option

to save at all during a mission,

which is insane. While a standard

quick-save would have diced the

atmosphere, waypoint saves in

some of the bigger levels (espe

cially the Allen levels) would have

prevented some of the frustration

of having to play whole levels over

in order to proceed to the next.
Multiplayer is incredibly fun with

several different race and team-

based games. Multiple Marines

against one Predator is a great
challenge, and with its generally
commendable Internet perfor

mance. reason enough to buy this

great game.

Had the main campaigns been

longer with more reasonable save

options, this would have been a

near perfect game. It does every

thing else right - the graphics

and pulsating sound are top

notch, the atmosphere is thick

enough to cut, the gameplay is

exceptional, and the action and
feel for each character is dead-on

to the movies.

Unfortunately, while there's a

sense of accomplishment when

completing the missions, that feel

ing can be subdued by the frustra

tion of having taken too many

tries to succeed. Regardless, AvP

is highly recommended, and offers

some of the most intense, distinc

tive, and downright frightening

action ever on a PC. '9

— JASON O'APRILE is a magnet

for attracting Alien Queen Bitches.

Odd, since he's a very nice guy

GRAPHICS
_j,Detai!ed. exceptionally animated
■^characters, great lighting effects, and
■really nice looking levels, thanks to

,;jan engine that's somewhere
':between Quake II and Unreal, in
'Terms of visual flare and goodies.

SOUND
Spooky, atmospheric, and ripped right
from the movies, although only EAX 3D
sound is currently supported.

DGPTH
The three characters are vastly differ
ent, with very unusual levels and tac
tics. Also, the multiplayer variety Is
quite impressive.

DGSIGN
Solid level design with incredible
atmosphere and suspense, but the
levels are often rather linear, and
hellishly hard at times.

This is what we refer to as an idiot optimist. However, some of us
refer to all optimists as idiots.

-A Incredible atmosphere
—> Great control

> Intensely frightening gameplay

Minuses
No save option during a leve
Therefore, it's friggin" hard

—> Though it may sound
masochistic, I want more levels!
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DEVELOPER Teamj?

PUBLISHER •••> Micfoprose

REQUIRED ■"> Ptoo. 32MB RAM. 4X
CD-ROM, 33MB hard drive
IDEAL P133.64M6RAM

Captivating violence in a pleasantly cartoonish, consequence-free environment

ACCGLe-RATGD

No. And if thai keeps you from
buying this game, then you're a
dumb-ass, no matter what this
magazine may be called.

H
OTHGR WORMS

Uicn>pro» isnl the only place lo And
dangerously antisocial worms. Here is
a quick survey of some other worms of
which tot>ewary

D6NNI5 RODMAN
WHERE irs FOUND-j- Sometimes on
NBA courts, otherwise drunk in Vegas
wedding booth
ODD HABITS—> Wears women's
clothes, occasionally marries self
VtOLENT TENDENCIES-^ Assaults
pliotographers, bricks free throws

DUNE WORM
WHERE irs FOUND-^ The planet
Dune
ODD HABITS-I- Is "the splce"
VIOLENTTENDENCIES-> Springs
from desert to consume humans of the
far futuie

CAENORHABOmS ELEGANS
WHERE trS FOUND-J- Rivers, then
human urethra
ODD HABITS-^ Swimming up urethra
and then multiplying
VIOLENTTENOENCIES-^ lesus, man!
Swimming up urethras!

Everyone's favorite pee-hole worm

ere's the good
news: Worms

Armageddof} is a
lot like Worms 2.

The bad news is
that it's a lot like Worms 2. The

official line from Microprose is that
it "uses an enhanced Worms 2

engine," but in reality, there are no
significant differences in the
engine at all. Not that that's a bad
thing — even if the game Is a 2D
combination of side-scroller and

turn-based strategy.
Now, many gamers have a sim

ple formula: 2D + Side-Scroiier
Turn-Based Strategy = Craptastro-
phe. But they merely need to be
educated. Believe it or not, this for
mulaic strategy game offers more
death, maiice, destruction, and
hilarity than almost any 3D
shooter. Worms Armageddon is
pure apocalyptic entertainment.

Gameplay could not be simpler,
nor could it be any deeper, strate
gically speaking. You command a
team of four to eight worms —
that's right, worms — in worm civil
war, fought with a dizzying array of
weapons. The arsenal from Worms
2 is back, allowing such murderous
attacks as exploding sheep, and
the devastating holy hand
grenade. New weapons include the
axe. flamethrower, laser targeting
sight (for improved accuracy), and
the skunk, which kills by means of
a noxious fume cloud.

Each player takes a turn direct
ing one of his worm's actions,
maneuvering around the various
themed battlefields and lining up
attacks. It's a simple process of
elimination: Worms die in droves

When you've got a four-second timer, you need to lob the
pineapple quickly.

It WAS a lone gunman on the grassy knoll!

until one team is wiped out. And
the worm carnage is truly apoca
lyptic. Worms get blown to bits by
mines and banana clusterbombs.

They get shotgunned in the head,
riddled with Uzis, doused in
napalm, dynamited, sunk, hit with
mortar shells, and beaten to death
with karate chops.

And all the while, the worms are
laughing their asses off with a cou
ple dozen team voice sets, for a
comical variety of in-combat com
mentary. The military voice set
swipes admonishments from FuU
Metal Jacket, while the Italian set
provides worm samples of classic
Al Pacino gangster diatribes. The
glee with which these worms mete
out the ultimate punishment —
and the pitiful death throes with
which they expire — never cease
to entertain.

{It is worth noting that several
reputable studies have shown con
clusive proof that worms exposed
to this game become prone to real-
world worm violence. This game is
not intended for worms under the
age of 18, and legislation is now
being proposed that would ban
this game from gardens, river-
banks, greenhouses, and other
areas with moistened dirt.)

The additions to the game are
largely matters of quantity, not
quality. There are now 30 maps on
which to fight, around 20 new
weapons, and a few new rules like
2x-damage power-upsand rein
forcements. The best addition is

WORMNet, an online matching ser
vice that will hook you up to a fight
in seconds and includes a ranking
system for bragging rights.

Worms Armageddon isn't a huge
leap beyond Its predecessor, but if
you were one of those people who
couldn't get enough of the last
one, you'll be well served by it.

- DANIEL MORRIS is consistently
beaten to the outside by Mike
Salmon's frightening stutter-step
drive to the hoop

GRAPHICS
Brilliant simplicity. Expressive worms
and their grisly deaths rendered In a
colorful cartoon world.

SOUND
Dozens of hilarious sets of worm
team voices and exclamations, plus
ability to add your own,

DGPtH
It's amazing to see how much strat
egy goes Into a homicidal orgy of
worm-killing.

Simple and satisfying. Worms,
weapons, and other assorted genoci-
dai goodies to keep the gameplay
constantly fresh.

RATING
Pluses

Genuinely funny
Highly customizable

fe ,™>You won't soon tiro of it

I  Minuses
^ Not a whole lot different

from Worms 2
—>Some boring maps
—j Friends' reactions when you say

"I got Worms"
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DEVELOPER"^ Microprose

PUBLISHER-^ Hasbro

REQUIRED-4 P90.16MB RAM. iiiX

CD-ROM, 50MB hard drive

IDEAL -'i- Pll 3S0, 64MB RAM, iSoMB

Hard Drive. A30 sound card
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Hang on for the ride of your life (err... sim-life, that is)

ACC6LE-RATGD

No 3D card is needed, since you
can't ride your creations In first-
person mode. But if you really
want to enjoy this game, be sure
to have at least a Pil 266. The big
ger your park becomes, the more
slow-down you'll encounter when
scrolling around.

BEST (AND WORST)

jeclive affair, but these arc some of
the coasters widely accepted as the
best in the world, and one that's not

MAQNUM XI-500

Where.- Cedar Point, Ohio

Track Length: 5106 feel
Top Speed; 72 MPH
Description: The world's first hyper-
coasier has a 60 degree first drop of
195 feet. Urban legend says that it is
sinking into Lake Erie... it's not

rul€6AF0BIA

Where: Oakland Park. South Wales
Track Length: 3200 feet
Top Speed: 53 MPH
Description: Europe's largest wooden
rollercoasler. It is also considered to
be one of the most intense In the

world, with a max drop height of 83
feet at a 55 degree angle

APOLLOS CHARIOT

Where: Busch Gardens, Virginia
Track Length: 48S2 feel
Top Speed: 73 MPH

Description: Even with a
max drop of 210 feet
anda^.imaxG-force,

HMraE it's too new for the
^,f.^^'?i?votes to be tallied on
tm^^'Ct^ter. Bui anything that
wallops Fabio on the nose with a
goose is a classic to us

HERCULES

Where: Dorney Park. Pennsylvania
Track Length: 4000 feet
Top Speed: 63 MPH
Description: This woodie may be big
ger and ̂ ter than MegaFobia wilh a
max drop of 157 feel, but (as wc keep
reminding our girlfriends) size Isn't
ev«ythlng.Veryroughand|arring._ :

ijflt ia«t.good way

Dfyou'reafan of roller-
coasters orsiins. stop

reading and buy this

game, lust trust this self-

confessed roiiercoaster

junkie — you'll love it. Now go ...

shoo! What are you waiting for, an

engraved invitation?

The rest of you may need some
prodding. Sim games aren't very

high on the "cool" list and, to

some, neither are roiiercoasters.

Generally, games with a "sIm" or

"tycoon" in the title put me to

sleep in minutes, (i say those little

simizens should fend for them

selves! Anarchy rules!) Previous

games with a similar slant didn't

change that opinion. Theme Park

was too childish and Disney's

Coosfer too limited. But developer

Microprose has gotten it right with

RollerCoaster Tycoon, an immer

sive, addictive game well worth

every cent of its sub-$30 price tag.

Like all Tycoon games, RT\s a

management sim. Though building

roiiercoasters is the big draw,

overseeing an amusement park is

the real game. /?rinciudes 19 sce

narios (although only the first five

are available at startup) covering
environments as diverse as

forests, deserts, and beaches,

with tasks ranging from building

an original park to expanding an

established one. improving the

park's value, hosting a required

minimum of guests, and maintain

ing a good park rating is the set

game, but they're more like

friendly suggestions, if you fail

your objectives, the scenario

doesn't stop. Potentially, you can

run your park into the ground or

make it a hit. But meet your goals

and It opens up new scenarios

and, consequently, new chal

lenges. (More scenarios beyond

the original 19 are available from
the official website.) As boss, you

have nearly total control — paths,

vendors, advertising campaigns,

and, of course, rides are placed,

bought, sold, hired, fired, etc. by
your bad-ass omniscient self.

Ah, but the real game is ail

about rides, specifically you-know-

whats. You start with an assort

ment of stock rides in categories
like transport (trains, monorails),

mild (merry-go-round, ferris

wheel), thrill (spin-n-spews,

freefails), water (log flumes,
canoes, slides), and roiiercoasters

(steel, woodies, mine trains, etc.).

They can then be manipulated in

some way — by color, number of

cars, height, and load require

ments. But the fun is In designing

your own ride from scratch.

Despite its name, would-be

designers aren't limited to roller-

coasters; transport rides, water

rides and hedge mazes can be cre

ated entirely from your own

twisted imagination... as long as

you have enough money to pay for

it ail. Over time, your R&D team

introduces new rides, enhance

ments, decor options, and stands,

but only If you pay them. Best of

Ran out of room? No prob —

you can build on water.

ail, any coaster you can dream up
can be cloned and improved.

One compiaintr Sim-peopie are

idiots. Guests run around in a

blind panic when presented with

an open courtyard and mechanics

visit every ride except the one

needing repair, in any event, RT is

a ride you won't want to stop. '3

- CHUCK OSBORN is a proud

member of Coaster Enthusiasts

GRAPHICS
'Realistic graphics and animations
make RT look like a miniature of the
Teal thing.

SOUND
Fantastic. Accurate sounds (coaster
^whooshes, flushing toilets) and
music set a festive mood.

D6PTH
It's up to you. Manage one park for
months, breeze through the scenar
ios, or concentrate on building your
dream coaster.

PCXL Acres, home of Ed Lee's "Uncomfortable Wetness."

DESIGN
Epitomizes the adage "easy to
learn, difficult to master." You're

limited only by resources and
your imagination.

Pluses

—> Unwavering attention to detail
Cheaper than admission to most
real theme parks

•—> Designing coasters rocks

Minuses

-•> Staff and guest Al sucks
-4 R&D needed for things that

should be readily available
Can't ride coasters in first-person
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l^pbilize armored
unit into Kazakhstan.

Lay minefields in
tactical mode.
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to the North.

Two tanks are
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helicopters.
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View U.S. artillery enter

minefield.

★

Switch to
helicopter platoon

commander.

Head East.

VICTORY IS IMMINENT.
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A real-time 3-D TACTICAL WARGAME as intense as RAINBOW SIX and war Itself.
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REUieUS
DEVELOPER-4 Sonalyst

PUBLISHER lane's/EA

REQUIRED P200 with MMX. 32MB

RAM, 3D accelerator card, Sx CD-ROM,

61MB dIsJc space

IDEAL--J Pll 300,64MB RAM. Voodoo

or TNT-based 3D card. 32SMB disk space

A good game to read a book by

ACCGLe-RATGD

Thai little 3D action window
means that even hardcore strategy
heads are going to have to stump
up. All cards are supported
through Dlrect3D, plus there Is
specific Glide support. We found
Voodoo-based cards most effec

tive. but the 3D effects won't trau-
matlae your ATI card too severely.

VOODOO 5

TNT

VOODOO I

w
ould you like it if I

just gave this

game a score

with no explana

tion of what it

means or how I arriveil at that

number? No? Well, it woulid be

apropos, because that's how Fleet

Command treats the player.

There's little explanation for the

scores you receive at the end of a

scenario — all you get is an overall

mission rating with a list of allied

losses, enemies killed, and ene

mies still breathing. Without expla

nation, those three hours you've

just spent on a scenario are lost.

as you discover that you're one

percentage point below what's

needed to continue. No pointers to

what you did wrong, or hints on

what to try in the replay.

That's unforgivable in a game

like Fleet Command, a realtime

simulation of modern naval com

bat featuring four campaigns and

32 single missions, set in real-

world locations with a plausible

plotiine. The object is to prevent,

by any means necessary, WWIIi

(a.k.a. global nuclear war) by cool
ing off military hotspots from the

Indian Ocean to the Kuril Islands.

As commander of the U.S. carrier

API SUPPORT: DlrecOD, Glide

task force, you're up against a

wide range of Indian, Chinese, and

Russian ships, subs, and aircraft.

Combat occurs in realtime,

meaning you point and click your

forces around a 2D map while your

enemies do the same. This may
sound like a bit of a yawner (and in

truth it is, but more on that in a

bit), but Fleet Command has one

major card up its sleevet A 3D

viewing window of any object in

the game. Tell a destroyer to fire a

long-range ship-to-ship missile at
an enemy, and you can watch it fly

all the way to the target. Some 150

different ships, subs, and aircraft

are modeled, so there's always

something interesting to watch

blow up.

On the surface, Fleet Command's

combination of real-world situa

tions, modern naval weaponry and

tactics, and the one-two punch of

2D strategy and 3D visuals is quite

compelling. And it seems to paint
an accurate umbrella view of what

present-day naval combat is all

about, in fact, several television

news programs enlisted the game

as a visual aid for stories about

Operation Desert Fox.

The unfortunate part is, once

you get into the strategy portion of

the game, and the Initial rush of

the 3D quotient wears off. Fleet

Command can be a real snoozer,

often for reasons that aren't neces

sarily design problems.

This Is about as exciting as the game video gets.

i  =air^

PS-'

•j.- —•rL- L •

1  if you get bored you can always sink a flshln' boat or two.



Reuieus

Modern naval combat is typified

by long-range engagements. Fleet

Command models this well as you

exchange missile barrages with

enemies hundreds of miles away,

until each and every enemy craft

and installation is wiped off the

map. What it also models well is

the fact that the U.S. Navy is so far

and away the most superior naval

fighting force on Earth, that the

battles aren't anything close to

challenging. Some of the single

missions may make you sweat a

drop or two, but the campaigns
(four very similar linked scenarios)

were a very disappointing breeze.

When you start you'll often find

a wave (or waves) of enemy cruise

missiles heading towards your

fleet. For about 10-20 minutes

you're Furiously pointing and click

ing anti-missile missiles about the

map until the threat is gone. Then

PReCISION. MY ASS

If you get really bored, it's great fun (for a while) to watch things
blow up in the 3D window.

I i I i « n.
jnd WWI11 wds begun by dcddenl."

In llghl of (he recent accidental tarffSt
ing of tiic Chinese ombassy, we'Woti- .;
derecl exactly what guidance systems
they have on these so-c.illed "precision
guided missiles"

THE WWIII SPECIAL Targets the
embassy of the biggest, most danger
ous, must easily piss-oFhible country In
the world .ind blows the shit out of it

THE ROSIE-BREAKER --J- Seeks out the
most annoying talk show, then destroys
studio, including live studio audience

THE £3 ENDER -!> Looks lor tfie games
conventloii with the most excess, phont-
ness. and seli-congralulatlon and iovete.
It. Geek casualties high

THE PETROLEUM DEFENDER -V On ; |
slondby at all times to launch whenever. :
a Middle Eastern country threatens sup- .'
ply of oil to U.S.

INNOCENT ETHNIC BLOWER-UPPER-4
Only targets peaceful civilians In said
countries, at locations such as hospitals
and apartment buildings

THE FLIGHT Boo ■■■}■ Launched by bored
crews of batttcships, these target civil
ian airplanes (lying ovei Long Island

you send out scout planes to
locate and identify radar contacts,
which you then attack with ship-
based missiles and/or aircraft. Air
ports and other land-based targets
may also figure as objectives.

Now you send scout planes to
And and eliminate all threats that

may be posed by submarines — a
task similar to searching for the
proverbial needle in the haystack
— and almost as much fun. In two

of the four campaigns I had every
enemy contact on the map
destroyed but one sub, which then
took me an hour or more to find. I

launched my search aircraft, gave
them areas of the map to search,
and then sat back and read a book

until the damn sub was located

and dispatched.
Accurate? Realistic? Maybe, but

it's certainly not fun. To make it
more frustrating. I found sub
marines largely useless. Your own
subs are often too far away from
the action to be much use, and
enemy subs never seem to pose a
threat; they simply play hide and
seek until you kill them.

Much of the overall frustration is
exacerbated by what is definitely
the worst documentation ever for a

Jane's product. About 20 percent
of the puny supplied A5-page man
ual is devoted to very basic game
instructions, with the bulk cen
tered on how to use the mission
editor. A decent weapons encyclo
pedia and object database is on
the CD, as well as several mission
tutorials, but these do not excuse
the fact that the manual is a com

plete joke. For instance, it lists
shortcut keyboard commands to
say, add an air corridor, but it
doesn't explain why you'd want to
do this. (I never figured it out
myself.) There's not even a sepa
rate keycard for reference while
playing, which is also usually a
Jane's staple.

But even that is topped on the
frustration scale by buggy combat
result reporting. In one campaign
scenario I had to wipe out three
enemy airports — which I did to
the point that they were removed
off of the map and listed as kills in
the status screen. However, that

The In-game ship database In
Fleet Command Is excellent.

same status screen listed the third
and final airport as "not
destroyed." Say what - how can it
be killed but not destroyed? So I
had to replay three hours to do it
again before discovering that I
used allied forces to destroy this
particular airport, rather than ele
ments of my task force. When I
went back and destroyed it with
my carrier planes, there was no
problem. Talk about lamel

Initially, I liked Fleet Command
very much. But the more I played,
the more elements cropped up to
frustrate me. The included mission

editor and online play may make
up for these flaws for the true naval
grognards out there just hankering
for this type of game. For the rest
of us, there's Starcroft.

— While playing Fleet Command,
STEVE KLEH finished Moby Dick
(not the classic comic version)

GRAPHICS
Average from start to finish — even
the Flashy 3D elements get old after
their first few passes.

SOUND
Very good positional sound effects.

D€PTH
Surprisingly shallow for a jane's title
— their reputation precedes them
and we expect more.

Hey! You sunk my baRleshIp!

D6SIGN
Feels like modem naval combat as
we assume modern naval combat to
be (from the CNN government-
doctored reports).

RATING! Ps
PIU5€S

—> Mission editor included
Wide range of ships, weapons,
aircraft
3D view is cool

H Minuses
Documentation sucks eggs

<-> Enemy Al is not very aggressive
—> Buggy mission-result reporting
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DEVELOPER Westwood Studios

PUBLISHER '4 Westwood Studios

REQUIRED-'-^ Pi66.32MB RAM.

a;oMB disk space. aX CD-ROM.

OlFectSound-coRipatible sound card,

Direct X 6-compalible video card

IDEAL-'-^ P20o,64MB RAM.Voodoo-

or TNT-based 3D accelerator

The LOL acronym has hardly ever been more appropriate — sadly

ACC€Le-RATeD

The game performed equally
unspectacularly in D3D on a TNT
AGP card and in Glide on a
Voodoo2 SLI configuration. Frame
rates were decent on both, but the
visuals and special effects weren't
noteworthy on either.

VOODOO a

API SUPPORT: Direct 3D, GUde

T
here's a definite mar

ket for roleplaying

games that are big on

action and adventure

and less concerned

with experience points. While-

Lands OfLore Ill's gameplay style

certainly fits into this category, it

descends into a love/hate appreci

ation. In fact, make that a "sort-of-

liked-at-rare-moments/hated"

type of relationship.

Pitched into the role of Copper

LeGre, the bastard son of Eric

LeGre (brother to King Richard

himself), you're blighted by

"issues." Not only are you a bas

tard, but you're a half-breed bas

tard — it seems your human father

had a fetish for Dracold barmaids.

So, the good people of Gladstone

are less than enthused when Eric

and his sons are slain by supernat

ural beasts, leaving you the sole

surviving heir to Richard's throne.

However, opportunity knocks with

the chance to win them over by

saving Gladstone from the strange

beasts that have entered the land

via five magic portals, which you

will have to close. Oh yeah, you

have to find your soul along the

way too... don't ask.

A not-quite-linear progression

lets you bumble your way into the

major quests and sub-plots. It's up

to you what guilds to join; Warrior,

Wizard, Cleric, or Thief (choose the

latter — you get to stab people In

the back and take their money), as

well as what quests to accept,

It i
i

Babes going to pray to the PCXL gods for layouts In the next issue.

Is that a pig or a rock attacking you - sometimes It's hard to tell.

what areas to explore first, and

what Familiar (magical beings that

assist you in your travels) to bring
along. Each guild supplies a famil

iar with different capabilities, but I

never found much use for them.

In addition to vast environs to

explore, there are tons of different

spells (70), weapons (60), and
items (100) to discover. Sadly, the

LOL series' constant struggle with

a flexible Inventory falls short

again. Frequent delimmas like

deciding if you want to keep the

Mana Foil you just found at the

expense of throwing away that

pork chop you've been saving for

lunch, make the game extremely

frustrating. Though the interface is

pretty slick, making it easy to

swap, use, and equip items, as
well as call up your spell book or

automap on the fly, the customiz

able control scheme is still clumsy,

whatever variation you try.

LOL3 is built with an "enhanced"

version of the game engine used

for LOL2, and that had the charm,

grace, and style of Linda Tripp.

Consequently, LOL3 feels like it

should have come out three years

ago (ironic, since the same criti

cism was pitched at LOL2). Sure,

there's 3D support, which results

in smoother textures, better frame

rates, and acceptable special

effects. But the support is buggy

and technically there's not much

that makes you go "wow." instead

you're often saying "What the hell

is that? A pig, a person, or an ice

cream truck?" The voxel-based

game characters are downright

ugly up close.

LOL3 is a big game with a decent

story, moments of humor, and lots

to discover. However, its dated

technology, bugs (Including sev

eral unexplained fatal crashes at

critical moments), and controls

make this dungeon-crawler want

to return to better RPG fare, such

as Baldur's Gate.

— When not playing games,

STEVE KLETT is out trying to

locate a Dracold barmaid for our

own Ed Lee

GRAPHICS

A 3D facelift can't belie LOLfs down
right ugly origins.

SOUND
Decent musical score that changes at
dramatic moments. Average sound
effects overall.

DEPTH

There's loads of gameplay for those
with the stomach to discover it.

DESIGN
More action/adventure than RPG.

-4 Lots of spells, weapons, and
•  items

Lots of voxel babes to find
Big game

K Minuses
Sloppy controls
Tired technology
Buggy
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DEVELOPER -^Activision

PUBUSHER ->ActivUlon

REQUIRED P90.16MB RAM, 4X CO-

ROM, 320M8 hard drive, iMB video card

IDEAL-> P20o,64M8 RAM, 8X CD-

ROM, 39QMB hard drive, 28.8 modem

for Internet play

The continuing thrashing of the Civilization franchise

ACC€LG-RATGD

There's no need to go for the 3D
effects. This zD world is richer than

the original Civilization, but not a
big drag on the factory-installed
video card you may be unlucky
enough to still have.

OTHGR CALLS

Here are a few khds
ofcallswehere at

PCXLareall loo

familiar with

C0U.6CT

CALL -> "Hello.
Mom? It's Dan. OanI

Your son, Dan! I

think I've me! my life
partner and I want to
tell you about her"

(see p. 105)

CAT CALL- ->
'Hey, babe, get out
of that 3OO booth.
I've got a "special"
Uptising I want to
show you"

ROLL CALL->
"Lee? Ed Lee? Any
body? lee?"

BOOTY

CALL ->-Gia? Hey.
iTsHeclor. Iknowwe

don't work together
anymore, but I
thought I could
come over and scaie

crows, if you know
what I mean"

T
he Civilization fran

chise has had many

faces over the years.

After Microprose

added multipiayerto

their existing game, Sid Meier and

Brian Reynolds released an other

worldly (and highly unofficial) con

tinuation of Civilization called

Alpha Centauri (April PCXL). Activi-

sion's take is larger than life, sport

ing radically new graphics and

units that bring some desperately

needed sarcastic humor to a game

that is more than just another

sequel. Numerous similarities to

the original Civilization are evident,

but a drastically different interface

allows for more detailed manage

ment of cities, a higher variety of

resources to gather, and plenty of

new units.

Even the movement of units in

Call to Power is different than that

of Sid and Brian's Civilization, and

can be assigned through waypoints

that can be queued for upcoming

turns. While the waypoints replace

the arrow keys and allow you to

assign movement orders for several
turns in advance, it doesn't always

work. Without keen overseeing,

units can move to the wrong place,
or worse, the wrong unit can be

moved and thus waste its turn.

Management of cities is also

quite different from the Civilization

you've come to know and love. Now

you can check on the progress of

Good rulers will be rewarded with a kick-ass capital. But overall,
the improvements don't bring a much better game.

One less enemy city to deal with.

each city by hitting the city man

ager button, which allows adminis

trative changes to any city without

disrupting the view on the larger

map. By keeping intrusions from
other screens to a minimum, the

new interface helps to create more

seamless gameplay. On the down

side, there can be just too much

micromanaging, making Call to

Power seem like "Sim-ilization."

While die-harders may enjoy this, it

almost crosses the line to "work."

Civilization gets unexpectedly

surreal with the inclusion of occu

pations such as slavers, abolition
ists, and even the dreaded lawyer.

The biggest downside to these

units is that they can change the
balance of play all too quickly.

While the developers may take

some heat for the inclusion of (his

torically accurate) slavers, they

went overboard with the lawyers

and televangelists, as the game

simply doesn't need these units.

Some good decisions have been

made, however. Settler units now

have just one purpose — to found

new cities — while the task of

improving individual tiles comes

from the public works, which more

realistically facilitates the civiliza

tion's overall production efforts.

Sadly, all the interface streamlin

ing comes undone with a pop-up

window depicting the battles, hin

dering that smooth flow. Here the

old system wasn't broken and

shouldn't have been fixed.

Call to Power does have quicker

gameplay and can be played from

start to finish in an evening or two,

but that streamlining also seems to

have removed a lot of depth. The

plodding adventures through his

tory are now a lot faster, even as
they add new wonders and more

options for victory. At its worst, Call

to Power is overly "p.c." — even

ancient civilizations worry about

pollution, something that New jer

sey only discovered last year.

- ENID BURNS Is waiting for the

massively multiplayer version of

Call to Power where yourtum

comes around only once a day

GRAPHICS

Diverse selection of unit animation

but too many extremely annoying
terrain markers.

SOUND
Lame world music soundtrack, and
unit's comments get old way too fast.

D6PTH

I won't be back to the original
Civilization for a while.

DGSIGN
A somewhat revamped original with
new angles to make things work a
little better.

—) Improved management of cities
—-) Quicker gameplay
—> Multiple victory conditions

Minu5€5

—> Unnecessary units
—•> Lotsofmicromanaging



DEVELOPER-> Psygnosis

PUBLISHER Psygnosis

REQUIRED -> Pi66.32MB RAM. 2M8

ha'd drive. 3D accelerator card

IDEAL Pll 350,64MB RAM. 24SMB

hard drive, AGP 3D card. Dolby Digital

DVD s.t sound system

I love to feel pain!

ACC€L€-RAT€D

It's a game all aboul the look. On a
TNT. Lander exhibited sharp,
detailed graphics with excellent
terrain and lighting effects. The
lighting is particularly strong, with
realtime effects glowing clearly on
TNT and Voodoo-based cards. Per

formance was generally high on
both formats.

VOODOO 2

TNT

VOODOO I

MATROX G200

API SUPPORT: DlrecuD, Glide

5
ome games just

seem to define the

crappy, middle of

the road, non-saying

"you'll love it or

loathe it," Landeris one. And the

loathing part is likely to be partic

ularly prevalent if you're sick of

the endless flood of "me-too"

first- and third-person action

adventures. Ironically, that isn't
to say this isn't a good game.

Lander \s actually distinctive,

engaging, and almost intellectu

ally stimulating — when it isn't

making you pull your hair out and

spew forth mountains of profanity.

To call Lander a finesse game is

more than a slight understate

ment. This is a thrust physics-

based game, and that's both its

most appealing gimmick and its

biggest problem. Essentially a 3D,

third-person perspective remake

of the classic Lunar Lander games

that were rampant long ago, the

game is primarily mouse con

trolled. Push the mouse forward to

nose down, back to nose up, and

left and right to tilt in those direc

tions. while using a large thruster

on the Lander's underbelly to cre

ate actual momentum.

This physics model is extremely

exacting, and since your craft

reacts at the whim of gravity,

you're constantly falling unless

you're thrusting. The vehicle

bounces around when landing,

and it's incredibly easy to hit

walls, cause confusion, and crash-

land upside down. On top of that,

the thruster uses fuel, creating a

sense of urgency. Run out of ftjel

(or shields) and you're toast. Com

bat almost plays second fiddle to

Tractor-beaming objects around is a big part of this game.

Hey, I can see my house from here!

the issue ofcontroiling your craft.

Ships, gun turrets, and missile

batteries are destroyed with a

range of upgradeable weapons.

Complete a mission to save some

poor soul and it turns out his

cousin runs the repair shop and

will cut you a deal.

Exert the time and effort neces

sary to manipulate the controls

successfully and iandergets

pretty much all of its very simple

premise right. The game places

you as a freelance pilot who takes

jobs via e-mail, usually involving

salvaging something illegal or

covert. With around 30 missions

— many of them extremely long —

there's plenty to do, and the game

weaves itself around an interest

ingly fleshed-out future setting,

with e-mails from news, femily,

and employer sources that keep

the world breathing. Upgrading

your Lander (or even buying new

ones) is part of the goal, and it's

important to refuel and fix shields

between missions as well.

Both the graphics and sound are

excellent. The planets have

smoothly contoured, beautifully

rendered landscapes, and include

both subterranean and topside

locales. The Lander itself is well

detailed and lighting effects are

top-notch. The DVD version sports

impressive Dolby 5.1 sound, but

even the normal CD version has

incredible sound (utilizing Aureal

and EAX), and both versions are

included in the one box.

If you can put up with the frus

tration inherent with the thrust-

based controls, Lender is actually

a very cool, challenging game, lust

keep your calm should the fury

start to well, and the angst begin

to surface.

— JASON D'APRILE is much better

at "thrusting maneuvers" than

most people give him credit for

GRAPHICS
Typical Psygnosis flair. Great light
ing, and superb landscape mapping.

Top-notch, especially for users of
PCI sound cards. Great sound

effects, cool music.

DGPTH
Takes practice and precision to fly
through the many missions, in addition
to an interesting, fleshed out story and
ship maintenance options.

The missions are often long and
arduous, but well designed to take
advantage of the unique properties
of the craft you fly.

—> Excellent graphics, with very
interesting landscapes
Great sound

Engaging,long levels foradiffer-
ent sort of challenge

M!nu5€i5

—> Frustrating control
—> Low fuel? Can't they use f—king

fusion engines in the future?
Physics too extreme for most
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or "That's all you had to say'

A
dd-on packs often

appear to further

enhance the

longevity of full

price games. They

can also act as thinly-veiled

extensive patches, and provide a

chance to get into the game all

those things that were initially

promised, but have since been

forgotten about. Or they may be

the product that you've been

eagerly waiting for. Bare Essen

tials will give you the, er, bare

essentials on these packs and a

variety of add-ons and additions.

Those "portly" (a pun!)
little settlers are back.

Half-Life gets a new and

better life with TFC.

Bloody well-designed, but

doomed for bargain bins.

THG
SeiTLGRS III
MISSION CD a

WHAT 15 ITP

Here we have the official expan

sion pack for The Settlers III, a

realtime strategy game that's pop
ulated with those adorable little

pudgy settling types of folks. In it,

you take charge of one of three

races: Romans, Egyptians, or

Asians, all fighting for control of

the world.

WHAT IT ADDS

The biggest addition is the inclu

sion of The Settlers III Level Editor,

allowing you to create your own

single- and multiplayer maps.

There are also eight new missions

for each race and ten new multi-

player maps.

IS IT WORTH ITP

The easy to use (if a bit oversim

plified) level editor will let you cre

ate hours and hours of non-stop

settling fun, while the new single

player missions offer more of the

same, albeit at a slightly higher

difficulty setting.

The only downside is that the

story Of you can call it that) behind

all this settling sucks the big

wazoo. So unlike StarCraft (which

had a cool story driving the game

forward), here you really don't

give a rat's ass about the bigger

picture. But for the price, you can't

complain too much. Of course, if

you had enough settling the first

time around, you'll want to save
your 20 bucks and leave this one

on the shelf.

WHAT IT COSTS

Price: $19.99

TEAM
FORTRESS
CLASSIC

WHAT IS IT?

A port of the original Team

Fortress fan (now Valve

employee)-created mod for Quake.
TFC is an expansion for Half-Life

and features squad-based multi-

player combat. There are a variety

of different game types in TFC,

including Capture the Flag,

Hunted, and Command Points.

WHAT IT ADDS

The multiplayer game that shipped
with Half-Life was piss-poor; TFC

addresses that shortcoming very

nicely. The different character

classes (gunner, medic, spy,

grenadier, etc.) let you match your

playing skills with the appropriate

tools — twitch fighters go for the

rocket-carrying tanks, and

campers are well-suited to the

sneaky sniper class. The popular

ity of TFC ensures a lot of third-

party maps.

IS IT WORTH ITP

Damn right, cheapskate! TFC is

free, free, free! just download it

from the Internet, or snag it off the

latest PCXL Disc. To say this bad

boy kicks serious ass is an under

statement (despite some problem

atic crash bugs).
The games are a blast to play —

particularly Hunted, where you

must assassinate an important-

looking guy. Beware: It's all a fine

marketing ploy to whet your

appetite for Team Fortress 2, now
delayed till October.

WHAT IT COSTS

Price: Free

RATING

WHAT IS IT?

The Nightmare Levels are an add

on to the buggy, but still reason

ably entertaining. Blood II. it's
intended for the five people who

bought the original game and just

can't get enough of this first-per

son shooter. (Well, it might be

more than five).

WHAT IT ADDS

Six new multiplayer levels, two

new weapons, three new enemies,

and a few lame single-player lev

els. It also adds a multiplayer

mode where you can play soccer

with the heads of zombies. Does

n't sound too exciting, does it?

These are really pretty typical

additions, and certainly nothing to

write home about.

IS IT WORTH IT?

Only the disturbingly Blood II-

obsessed should even consider

this pack. The multiplayer levels

are well designed, but who are

you going to play against? The sin

gle-player levels include platform

jumping elements and some

ridiculously stupid enemy Al. The

new weapons are lame, pushing

old themes with little new verve,

and the whole experience left a

bad taste in my mouth. If you are

one of the five previously men

tioned freakish bloody people who

actually bought into this game,

knock yourself out, For the rest of

us, the answer to this question is a
resounding "no."

WHAT IT COSTS

Price: $19.99

RATING
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e
very once in a while we get a

game that is just a tittte bit too

easy to review. Last month we

kicked the tar out of Extreme

Butlrider, definitely one of the

worst games ever seen by this magazine

staff. Well, it seems that Activision (under

the guise of Head Games) isn't finished by a

long shot. The immediate follow-up to that

title is the equally inane Extreme Rodeo.

This game features all the stuff from the

Rrst title, plus a few other worthless events.

So instead of a review, we've decided to

analyze the game and see exactly why it is

so extreme and assess how PCXL would

make it even more extreme.

Event one: Bull Riding
WHY IT'S EXTREME-> Your slow-moving bull

could theoretically buck in a strange and

"extreme" manner.

HOW WE'D MAKE IT MORE EXTREME-^ Tie the

same rope that is used to yank the bull's private

bits onto the riders — let's see who hangs on now.

Also, give the bulls laser beams for eyes.

-'m ?

Event Three: Bull Poker

WHY IT'S EXTREME" ? Controlling the bull, you try

to run over rodeo clowns.

HOW WE'D MAKE IT MORE EXTREME->The regu

lar bull would be replaced by a goalee-wearing,

20-nothing bull who shouts a lot and can't hold a

steady job. He also lives in his parent's garage

where he practices using his laser beam eyes.

rrrr "

r

Event Four: Saddle Bronc Riding
WHY IT'S EXTREME--:' This is the skill-riding event

of the rodeo — the "ballet of the barnyard."

HOW WE'D MAKE IT MORE EXTREME-!:- Replace

the saddle bronc with Starr jones. from "The

View," in a leather saddle. She should also have

laser beams shooting out of her eyes.

5t I0p>'"

Event TwO: Barrel Racing
WHY IT'S EXTREME-? Hot-looking blondes in

tight red jeans usually attempt this event.

HOW WE'D MAKE IT MORE EXTREME Show why

the event is so dangerous. It's so boring that peo

ple make a mad rush to buy beer, occasionally

Injuring bystanders. Also, give the horses laser

beams for eyes.

Event Five: Bareback Bronc Riding

WHY IT'S EXTREME-? You ain't got no saddle.

HOW WE'D MAKE IT MORE EXTREME Same as

above, but this time Starr lones is naked and the

laser beams are coming out of her [rest deleted for

sake of PC Games readers who are now getting our

magazine and may be offended].

Event Six: Calf Roping
WHY IT'S EXTREME-? it represents the ultimate age-old

struggle — man versus underage bovine.

HOW WE'D MAKE IT MORE EXTREME-> The calves would

say "Dude" a lot.

TH§S]gNDIMGS

niGAME T TIE

99

NBA Live 98

NBA Action

NCAA 99

GameDay 99

Madden 99

Links LS 99

Tiger Woods 99

Golden Tee Golf

Pro 18 World Tour

Fox Sports Golf 99

NHL Hockey 99

NHL Hockey 98

Powerplay98

High Heat zk

Triple Play 2k

Microsoft Baseball 2k

Hardball 6; 2K Edition

Baseball 2K Edition (VR)

FIFA99
Fox Sports Soccer 98

Sensible Soccer 98



DEVELOPER Wizbang

PUBLISHER-;- Microsoft

REQUIRED -i P133, 32MB RAM.

150MB hard drive space, 4* CD-ROM

IDEAL Pll 300.64MB RAM,

500MB hard drive space, gamepad

ACCELe-RATGD

Runs without 3D acceleration, but
looks best on a high-end system.
You can get good performance
with a Voodoo 2 or TNT, but the
TNT 2 is the best. Some major
graphical glitches occured when
we tried to play the game using a
Voodoo 3. which dropped its score.

VOODOO 3 SOOO

VOODOO 2

TNT 2

MATROX G200

I  2 3

API SUPPORT; DirectBD

Hey, they're baseball pics.
Don't expect anything funny.

"Better than last year" but still not good enough

ast year I gave

Microsoft a well-

deserved Goodfetta-cai-

iber kicking for its first

baseball title. In antici

pation of this year's entry I laced

up my steel toed Bruno Malli's for

another go-round, only to discover

that the franchise was no longer a

patsy to beat down. Who'd have

thunk that the "Big M" would

have listened to gamers

when It made Microsoft

Baseball 2000 and

address most of the

problems that made its

original baseball game

such a disaster?

Just look at the improve

ments to see what I mean. Now

you can actually see the ball once

it is hit, and the camera doesn't

switch right before your infielder

tries to make a play. In fact, of the

games we've seen, this default

camera is one of the best designed

and easiest to use in the latest

crop of PC baseball games.

Another major improvement is

the much easier to use menu inter

face. The developer wisely

scrapped last year's attempt for a

new look that is simpler, more

detailed, and just plain prettier.

The interface is laid out nicely, is

well documented onscreen (some

thing sports developers often for

get), and is always just two clicks

away. Another major improvement

can be seen in gameplay. This

year's version was supposed to be

If you have the wrong video card, prepare
yourself for some strange new gameplay.

more arcade-

oriented, but in contrast

to the cartoon style of Triple Play

2000, this title offers fast game

play that feels more like real base

ball. From top to bottom, this is a

much better game than last year's.

The only problem is it's still a far

cry from the best of the lot, High

Heat 2000.

The missing ingredients start in

the batter's box. MBB2K utilizes an

onscreen batting meter, much to

its own detriment. The meter fea

tures a set of crosshairs that deter

mines where you are swinging. For

instance, if your crosshairs are

below the ball at contact it will

launch upwards. This adds a bit of

realism in the action at the cost of

realistic pitcher/batter duels. Even

though the pitching icon (which

sadly indicates where you are

going to throw the ball) can be
turned off, the batter's aid (which

can't be removed) detracts from

the key realism ingredient of the

fabled pitcher/batter showdown.
More problems exist outside of

the batter's box, such as the

game's underwhelming sound

effects, though still an improve

ment on last year's dreary effort.

Other disappointing details includ

ing clumsy baserunning controls,

lack of GM options (such as draft,

career modes, and shortened sea

sons), and it's plagued by a host of

annoying video card-specific

graphics bugs.

At $20 a pop, Microsoft Baseball
2000 will lure some unsuspecting

folk, but if you want the best base

ball game on the market, stick with

Wg/7 Weaf 2000. It's worth the

extra dough.

The stadiums are decent and player
models are the best in PC baseball.

Crowd sounds add to (he overall feel,
though the effects are lame.

The swing metergives extra control at
the expense of irhmerslve experience.

Though MBBik was targeted for
arcade sports fans, it still feels more
tike real baseball than most.

\nMm
Pluses

--> Nice looking player models
—)• It's only 20 bucks
—> The gameplay is fast, but realistic

Minuses

> Numerous graphic bugs
—> Horrible swinganimations
—Boring pitcher/batter interface
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DEVELOPER ■■■> Interplay Sports
PUBLISHER-> Interplay
REQUIRED ■■> P200.3aMB RAM.
60MB hard drive space, 3D card with
D3D or OpcnGlsupport, 4X CD-ROM
IDEAL ■-> Pll 300,6r,MB RAM.

600MB hard drKe space

immiimmmii
Zombie butts drive me nuts!

ACCeLe-RAT6D

Baseball Edition 2000 requires
any standard 3D card, but the dif
ference between a high-end solu
tion (TNT2orVoodoo3)and a low
end (Voodoo or Rlva 128) Is very
noticeable. The game looks better
on the TNT. Matrox G200, and S3
than it does on the Voodoo's.

VOODOO 3 2000

VOODOO 2

TNT 2

MATROX 6200

I  a 3

API SUPPORT: Dlrect3D, OpenGL

A
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ctual e-mail

transcript:
[Dan's e-mall note to
Mike Salmon] Hey
Mike, I just finished

playing through Baseball Edition
2000 and I wanted to know if I

have to write a whole new review
for it. It's basically the same as last
year's, and I thought it would be
easier to reprint my old review with
a few minor adjustments.
[Reply from Mike] Heck. I don't
care. Nobody reads sports anyway.
Is it really that similar?
[Dan] Heeeey! Lots of people read
the sports section, and yes, this
game's pretty darn similar to the
last one. Aside from some minor
stadium texture work, added mo-
cap, player remodeling, and a
remodeled interface, you're basi
cally looking at the same game we
gave a 6 rating to last year.
[Mike] Well, do the improvements
make the game look better?
[Dan] No, that's the weird part. The
stadium textures still look flat and

their animation adds basically
nothing to the look. The players
have names on their backs now,
but their faces and bodies are just
as nondescript and strangely dis
turbing as before.
[Mlke]Ooh, the return of the zom
bie ballplayers right?
[Dan] Yep, zombie ballplayers with
finely-toned digital butts.

The infield grounder — just another one of those brain-numb-
ingly boring things about baseball that fanatics like us love.

Goiiom Of tho isl

The fielding animations in Baseball 2000 are absolutely amazing.
Too bad the batting animations are three shades of ugly.

[Mike] Yeah, uh, that's great...
look, I gotta go do some editing.
[Dan] Did I mention the fielding
motions were incredible?

[Mike]Yeah, you always go on
about how they are the best of any
PC baseball game. I take it the bat
ting animations are just as good?
[Dan] Nope, (pffft sound) they are
absolutely atrocious. It's so bad
that It affects gameplay because
you try to swing early to compen
sate for slow motion movement.

[Mike] How could that happen? I
thought the game was based on
the Messiah engine.
[Dan] I think the Messiah technol
ogy In its current state is a bad fit
for a baseball game, it works for
fielding and it creates some finely-
toned zombie butts, but in the bat
ter's box it looks and runs bad.

[Mike] Enough with the zombie
butt talk. You're freakin' me out!

[Dan] Sorry, did 1 mention the
series includes play-by-play for the
first time?
[Mike] Good. How are the simula
tion options this time?
[Dan] Still not so good... This game
was made for arcade-style play, so
the GM options are lacking. Hard
core simmers will want to pass.
[Mike] Well, what's the bottom
line?And Ifyou even mention
zombie butts, I swear I'll fire you.
[Dan] Bfzooo has excellent defen

sive gameplay but is hamstrung by
batting problems, lack of simula
tion depth, and an ill-fitted engine.
[Mike] You'd better write a new
review, Dan. Don't do anything lazy
to get out of writing a full review.
[Dan] OK. just one question...
what's the key combo for COPY?

GiRAPHlCS
Same as last year, the playei3 look
like zombie freaks (with nice bums).

Play-by-play is nice, bat sounds are
exciting, but overall audio Is weak.

Fielding control is excellent, but bat
ting control and animation stink.

Al is better than last year, but this still
doesn't feel like real baseball.

PlUSES
•—> Fielding animations and control
—> New play-by-play
—> Home run derby is fun

MinusES
• Swing animations are awful

Stadiums are still bland
Lack ofseason mode and other
GM options
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Nolan Ryan ptiched 5,714 strikeouts 
3
8
 percent more than any other pitcher in history
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FRAT FRAG F€ST
SIXTEEN TEAMS REMAI N,

BUT ONLY ONE CAN W I N

elcome once again to Online Arena, a place online

gamers can call home. Each month we have special fea

tures, stories, updates, and any other crazy shit we can

think of on all the games you are (or should be) playing

online. This section continues to evolve and we'd love

to hear some comments and suggestions on what you want. Just send
them to ietters@pcxl.com.

w
Last we heard from HEAT CIGL, the

race for the cup was just begin
ning, but as of press time it was to

round 4 and of the 128 competing

teams only 16 remained. Over 400

colleges have participants among

the teams and HEAT CIGL contin

ues to grow. Some of the more

prestigious colleges in the tourna-

ment include MIT, Columbia, Col

gate, Princeton, Stanford, Texas

A&M, Boston College, Duke, and

Michigan State. However, unlike

college basketball, the big boys

don't always win.

The favorites in the four brack

ets are no locks to win, but if we

were gambling types, this is where

our money would go. (Actually we

are betting guys, where the hell is

our bookie?)

Bracket 1 — Carnegie Mellon

University 2 is one of the heavy

favorites, despite their college's

silly name.

Bracket 2 — Princeton Univer

sity looks to be ready, but in talk

ing with the team, they don't con

sider themselves a favorite.

Bracket 3 — Too open to call,

every game has been close and

nobody has any real advantage.

Gimme a G-E-E-K! Yeah!

"How does that Command and Conquer cheer go again? Hell,
let's just show them our butts instead, okay?"

Bracket 4 — University of Illi

nois, Urbana-Champaign is gener

ally considered the best HEAT CIGL

team in North America, even

though they can't decide what city

their university is from.

The prizes in the HEAT CIGL

tournament add up to $10,000

(almost enough for a semester's

worth of books at some of these

same universities), and include

pizza, CDs, a ninja gaming

machine, and more. However

these students aren't in it for the

money — they want the HEAT CIGL

Championship Cup, which has the
winning school's name engraved

on the side, and goes to the win

ners' campus until someone wins

it back in another tournament.

Check the latest updates at

www.heatcigl.com and get
involved in the next tournament.

Maybe your school can win the

championship and you can land in

the first round of the PGL draft (if

there were such a thing).

PLAYER PROFILES

What does it take to be a college
gaming stud? We pry into the lives of
a few college, ahem, athletes to see
what makes them click

NAME->- Mike Ktarman
UNIVERSITY-;} Carnegie Mellon
University
MAjOR—{■ information Systems
FAVORITE PRE-GAME SNACK-t-
Anything microwaveable
FAVORITE DRINK-> A soK drink. I'm
not quite 21 (he means beer)
WEAPON OF CHOICE-e Whatever I
have ammo for I'll use

ABSOLUTE COOLEST KILL?
The only coot kills I've had are the
repeated killings of my teammate

WHAT IS THE KEY TO THE TWO-MAN
FORMAT?
The key is good communication. The
skills among the top teams are all so
close. The teams made up of room
mates have a clear advantage here.

DOES PLAYING ON THE GAMING
TEAM HELP WITH GEHING CHICKS?
I can't say I've used it as a pickup line
yet. Maybe I'll try It

NAME-^ Matt Childerston
UNIVERSITY-? Princeton University
MAJOR-;} Electrical Engineering
FAVORITE PRE-GAME SNACK->
Ramen noodle soup (and it's cheap!)
FAVORITE ORINK-<- Any "soda"
WEAPON OF CHOICE-> Rocket
Launcher

HAS PARTAKING IN HEATCIGL CUT
INTO STUDYTIME? BEER TIME?
BABE TIME?
CIGL itself doesn't really cut Into
study time, but gaming in general
takes up a chunk of my time. How
ever. I can say that CIGL takes up
100% of my "babe time," since I have
none (babes, that is) to speak of
WHAT IS THE KEY TO THE TWO-MAN
FORMAT?
Good communication. Once you get
to this level where everyone's skill Is
comparable, then it's teamwork
ABSOLUTE COOLEST KILL SO FAR IN
THE COMPETITION?
A guy got away (torn me up the main
elevator (on Edge), so t said, "enemy
at grenade launcher" to my team
mate. Pete. I backed up and looked
up to see which way he would go, and
I saw Pete's Railgun shoot across my
screen, followed by a death message
DOES PLAYING ON THE SCHOOL
GAMING TEAM HELP AT ALLWITH
GEHING CHICKS?
Yes. I've gotten at least ten times the
number of chicks that i was getting
before I started CIGL (See above com
ment about "babe time")
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eveRQuesT
NOOKS AND CRANNI ES, HILLS AND
VALLEYS-ALL EXPLORED IN DETAIL

E
verquest — it's better known as "Eversmack" around these

parts because of its addictive qualities. Well, we had to put

all those hours logged in the world of Norrath to some useful

purpose, and here it is. Compiled here are a few travelogues

that plot a couple of character routes to success. This should

give you a few ideas on how to deal with the monsters, quests, and

socialization. The game's producer, Brad McQuaid, supplied one of them,

so that should provide some useful pointers! Your life in fverquesf just

got a whole lot clearer.

CAS5IUS

12TH BARBARIAN SHAMAN

A suggestion for new shaman (or

any newbie): When in doubt, run

to the guards.

At first level, I cast Inner Fire on

myself and clubbed the monsters

to death.

At level 9,1 got light healing and

Spirit of the Wolf, possibly the

most useful spell in the game,

allowing those imbued with its

powers to run much more quickly.

Basically, this gives you a chance

to run from a monster and there

fore venture further into the more

difficult zones.

By level lo I was in the gnoll

heartland of Blackburrow. Lower

level characters usually hang out

near the entrance area, picking off

5th and 6th level scrawny gnolls.

Level 12 to i6 players usually go

deeper in and group to wage war

with one of the three gnoll com

manders to try and snag their few

magic items (spiked or studded

collars mainly).

It's easy to get cocky — but

gnolls group, so when soloing

always be careful of more joining

the attack. At the first sign of dan

ger, run for the zone boundary.

Learning this the hard way, I

quickly grouped up with my guild-

mates of CLASH (my guild). A typi
cal fight with an elite gnoll saw our

warrior pounding on him while I

healed him with my newly-

acquired spells.

After a few deaths at the hands

of "gnoll trains," 1 promised that I

would stick to attacking giant

snakes. They have giant snake

fangs and venom sacs, which sold

for about five gold and don't

group. After about 50 giant

snakes, I hit level 12 but got bored

with the area and disliked the

crowds of people.

A guild-mate, Sanjuro, a level 23

mage, cast invisibility on me and

we ran for about 30 minutes to

West Karanas. He left me there as I

stood to survey the lands. Lions

and giant beetles were plentiful,

but tended to attack in packs.

After many days in this zone I was

bored again and moved to Split-

paw — a similar area to Blackbur

row but much less congested.

After fighting many gnolls, and

before I could run back to the zone

line, I died. All belongings on my

corpse were now many zones

away. Fortunately, being a guild

member means having help, and

friends escorted me back to

retrieve my corpse and continue

further into the dungeon.

FiTZOR OWNZAL

31ST HALFLING DRUID

Upon reaching 20th, the world

really opens up to a group of play

ers. For my group, which consists

of a wizard, two druids, a warrior,

and a ranger, we hunted in the

Oasis ofMarr, Upper Guk, Lost

Temple of Cazic Thule, and finally

South Karana.

In the Oasis we hunted deepwa-

ter crocodiles and Lockjaw, a level

25 crocodile. After level 20, a bal

anced group can take him down

quite easily.

From the Oasis we went to

Upper Guk in Innothule Swamp,

home of the trolls. We battled our

way into Upper Guk, slaying

frogloks of varying class and diffi

culty. A few of the items we got

from Guk included a Runed Bone

Fork, Collar of Undead Protection,

and Chitin Shell Shield.

Since we were so close to the

Lost Temple of Cazic Thule, we

decided to stop by and see what

was going on and how we would

do there. Cazic is in the Feerrott,

home of the ogres and lizardmen,

and one of the coolest places in

the game. We went in around 23rd

level and are still there at 31.

There are certain things that con

"tombstone." I've heard rumors of

an avatar that is around 42 with a

very nice item.

n

>
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Everything was going great until the sand giants showed up Give me a big hug... ahhh ... crocodile hug... come to Lockjaw...
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There's plenty to see and kill In
South Karanas, from elephants to

Cyclops. There are also centaurs of

varying levels (16 to 31) and aviaks

(16 to 31). We hunt down the

Cyclops, AviakAvocet, and Centaur

Charger (the hardest of the aviaks

and centaurs). There are also

many rare and frightening mon

sters in South Karana. We killed

the pegasus Quillmane for a nice

rare item, and he conned white at

level 30.

BRAD MCOUAID

llTH HALF-ELVEN RANGER

The following is my personal expe

riences playing Everquest after

release. My playstyle is mixed, as 1

enjoy power gaming, roleplaying,

and socializing. I really like to

trade, sell, and buy items, espe

cially trying to obtain items some

one at my level typically wouldn't

have. I'm neither timid nor daring,

but I definitely don't live at zone

borders iike many players, and

prefer to be in the depths of dun

geons involved in difficult but

winnable combat.

I was eager to see how far new-

bies could traverse Norrath if care

ful. A ranger friend and I made our

way into the Karanas at about

level 5 or so, and met up with

some friendly higher level players,

including a shaman. She cast

Spirit of the Wolf on both of us
and then led us through the gorge

leading to the Misty Thicket. With

all sorts of nasty NPCs on our tail

(including minotaurs, muddites,

and even an evil eye), we barely

made it through — the danger was

quite invigorating.

We kept going with our shaman

leader and her party, and eventu

ally made it all the way to Freeport

with no deaths. There we met up

with a dwarven cleric and sailed

from Butcherblockto Freeport, got

It's actually a miniature griffin that IS really close to the camera.

it gives you the finger.

bound, and adventured In North

Ro and the East Commonlands.

We dodged griffins, hunted bears

and wolves, and had a great time.

After spending a couple of days in

the Commonlands I was killed by a

griffin once — paying attention

and using some of the third per

son camera views proved to be

essential at this point.

in order to train i had to make a

choice — return to Surefall Glade

or head to Kelethin (there's no

ranger guild near Freeport). I

determined that taking the ship

was less risky than another trek

through the gorge. First, though, 1

headed to North Ro and bought

some Cutthroat Rings pretty

cheaply (it's always best to buy

items close to where they spawn),

i landed in the Butcherblock

Mountains, asked some friendly

dwarves the way to Greater Fay-

dark, was told which paths to fol

low, and resumed my journey.

i was very careful to avoid com

bat since I wasn't bound and even

tually found my way to Kelethin

after receiving additional help

from a friendly elf. i did my train

ing and then heard someone auc

tioning Minotaur Axes for five plat

inum or so. Aha! Another chance

to test the player-driven economy!
So i offered this person both Cut

throat Rings for an axe and he

agreed, as the rings were rare in

that area at the lime. Moonlight

ing as a merchant taking goods

from continent to continent

worked, I found myself a very

effective weapon at level 7 for

only about lo gold of cost on my

part — pretty cheap.

I then got bound to Kelethin and

began to do battle near Crush-

bone, where i found it to be a little

crowded, but not in a bad way. it

was chaos, and it was fun. i even

ventured into the dungeon of

Crushbone itself for a short time,

but was chased out and decided

to call it a night.

My friends, still in Freeport, con

vinced me to return to Antonica

the next day and i sailed back. We

then decided to brave the Com

monlands and adventure in the

Misty Thicket, where we heard

there was quite a bit to do. We all

made a few levels there, had a

great time (even fooled around in

the RunnyEye dungeon a bit,

dying often), but then decided to
return to the Qeynos area to

obtain some items from the Black-

burrow dungeon.

Finding another shaman took a

little time, but eventually we were

all enchanted with Spirit of the

Wolf once again and raced

through the gorge (this time with

no guide). We all made it, except

for my dwarven cleric friend, who,

sitting in East Karana, decided

that his corpse was not retriev

able. He ran through again, naked

this time, and actually made it. We

all committed to pooling our

resources and re-equipping him

as soon as possible.

After that, it was many days In

Blackburrow, which is a great dun

geon, even though lots of people

adventure there. At level 9 or so,

we traveled to the dungeon of

Paw. It was a lot of fun to learn

another dungeon, and it was also

a different experience, because it

was far less populated than Black-

burrow. We were more careful

there, not wanting long distance

corpse retrievals (although we got

to do some of those anyway).

We are currently at level 11, and

frequent Blackburrow and Paw,

but spend quite a bit of time hunt

ing in West Karana in search of

bandits, who spawn valuable trea
sure. One of my goals is to head

back to Freeport and then south to

the swamps to explore Guk, to

meet with higher level adventur

ers near the Temple ofCazicThule

and obtain powerful weapons and

armor at Qiopefully) low prices.
We are having an incredible

time and I find myself playing

Everquest late into the night,

returningto work tired and with

bloodshot eyes, only to find a

good portion of my team in the

same situation. There are people

on the dev team with characters in

their 20s, and even one who

recently made level 40 (yeah, he

plays a LOT). Creating Everquest

has truly been a labor of love.

She'd be hot if she didn't have wings... and claws... and no hair.
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it'sa wide, wild world out there with so much to see and do. But In the spirit of adven

ture, and to whet the appetite for longdistance treks, we've compiled a list of the fun

damentals of each zone area. We didn't include the main cities that usually have rats,

bats, and snakes outside for the newbies. Special thanks are in order for DIcchem,

Bopperand Steelflight.

SL BEFALLEN

MONSTERS-)^ Greater skeletons,

ghouls, lesser mummies, zombies,

shadowknights, plague rats

ITEMS-> Barbed Armor (magical
bonuses). Damask Armor (light, casters

and monks). Antiqued Silver Ring (-t-z
ac). Bone Chipped Rod (locates

corpses). Bone Bladed Claymore (zhs
magic 17 dam 45 del -8 agi), Thau-

maturgist's Robe (5 ac-i-3 agi)
LEVEL—^ 12 to 30

19. BEHOLDER'S MAZE

MONSTERS—^ Giant snakes, muddites.

minotaurs, evil eyes

ITEMS—^ Giant snake fangs (pierce, 5
dam 27 delay). Minotaur Axes (8 dam

37 <SeD
LEVEL-J-10 to 20

3. BLACKBURROW

MONSTERS—)■ Gnolls - scrawny,
patrolling, elite, commander, shaman
ITEMS—J Onyx Earrings (+2 AG. 1 AC).
Spiked Collar (AC3. +3 STR), fangs,
Spiked Shoulderpads (Str *'5, AC 4).
Studded Collar (Aci. Str-n Sta *1)
LEVEL-> 7 to 18

a CAZIC THULE

MONSTERS-^ Lizardmen. clay golems,
gorillas
ITEMS-> Demon Claw (ihs. 5 dam 19
del), fine steel weapons
LEVEL-> 14 to 36

SS. EAST COMMONLANDS

MONSTERS-> Bears, kodiaks. ores,
zombies, air elementals. lions, griffons
ITEMS—]»Pelts, hides, weapons
LEVEL-> 6 to 20

14. EAST KARANA
MONSTERS-^ Treants, MFCs
ITEMS—^ Never dared even look wrong

at a treant

LEVEL-4itO 50

2. EVERFROST PEAKS
Monsters-^ Gnoll pups, ice goblin
whelps, woolly mammoths, snow ore
troopers and mountaineers, snow leop
ards. giant woolly spiders
ITEMS—)• Lupine armor (magical
leather) and polar bear armor (from Karg
Icebear), Gigantic Zweihander (zhs 18
dam 39 del), Cloak of the Icebear (ac 8
*10 hp +20 cold resist), bear hides
LEVEL—^ 1 to 30

12. FEERROTT
MONSTERS—)• Decaying skeletons,
minor scarabs, lizardmen
ITEMS—> Steel weapons
LEVEL—J-1 to 20

ti

15. HIGHHOLD PASS
MONSTERS—j Bandits, gnolls. ores
ITEMS—^ Polished Granite Tomahawk
(ihs magic, 6 dam 26 del. casts
Berserker Strength), Shiny Brass Hal
berd (magic, dam 16 del 48), Darkwood
shield (i2 ac +9 str)
LEVEL-^ 15 to 30

3Z. INNDTHULE SWAMP

MONSTERS-'-^ Frogloks
ITEMS—^ Woven and netted items
LEVEL-^ 8 to 20

16. KITHICOR FOREST
MONSTERS-^ Gnolls. bears, were
wolves

ITEMS—> Weapons, hides, magic items
LEVEL-)-12 to 40

IL LAKE RATH

MONSTERS—^ Ores, bandits, aviaks,
sharks
ITEMS—)- Bronze weapons
LEVEL-) 16 to 30

25. LAVASTORM
MONSTERS—) Fire snakes, fire drakes.
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The Oasis of Marr is filled with really big oil barons.

Chanda Miller), Cracked Staffs (from

gnoll scouts)
LEVEL-J-1 to 7

6. QEYN05 AQUAOUCTS

MONSTERS—<- Giant rats, large snakes,

skeletons, smugglers, frogloks

ITEMS—)• Alligator Tooth Earring (+5
hp). Limestone Ring (+5 hp)

LEVEL-> 5 to 15

18. RUNNYEVe CITADEL

MONSTERS-)- Goblins, evil eyes, goblin
king

ITEMS—Blackened Iron Armor (basi

cally chainmail). Black Iron Crown (5 ac,
str, +3 all resist). Black Iron Girdle (5

ac sta). Black Iron Medialllon (+3 int

+■} wis). Blackened Iron Sword (ahs 16
dam 46 del). Grotesque Mask (4 ac -1-3
dex-7cha),
LEVEL-)- 6 to 40

fire elementals, volcanic rock
ITEMS-^ Gems
LEVEL—^ 14 to 30

34. LOWER GUK
MONSTERS—> High level frogloks, vam
pire bats, black widow spiders, mlno-
taurs

ITEMS-> Adamantine Shoulders (12 ac,
+7 wis). Black Embroidered Sleeves (4
ac.-Mohp, ♦25 mana). Robe of the Ora
cle (■f3 Int wis ■►30 mana)
LEVEL-> 35 to 5©

17. MISTY THICKET
MONSTERS—« Fire beetle, goblins, spi
ders, ores, bixies
ITEMS-)- Eyes, weapons
LEVEL-)-1 to 16

10. MOUNTAINS OF RATHE

Monsters—)- Basilisks, zombies,
Cyclops, griffons, hill giants
ITEMS-? Feathers, skins
LEVEL-? 16 to 40

36. NAJENA

MONSTERS-]> Tentacle terrors, elemen
tals, greater skeletons, ogres
ITEMS-> Flesh Rings (*2 STR), Damask
Armor, Gossamer Armor flight armor for
casters), Clawed Knuckle Ring (-fzo hp),
Black Tome of Silver Runes {+4 Int +30
mana). Ashenwood Short Spear (6 dam
22 del casts haste i/day). Barbed Whip
(magic ihs, 7 dam 28 del). Ogre War
Maul (2hb 17 dam 50 del), Resh Band
(■r2 str). Flowing Black Robe (8 ac *3 Int
■^3 sta), Journeyman Boots fl ncrease
speed). Leering Mask (3 ac *3 dex)
LEVEL-j> 18 to 40

34. NEKTULOS FOREST
MONSTERS-> Young kodlaks, zombies,
stone guardians
ITEMS-> Guards carry brorue weapons
LEVEL-)-1 to 30

a NORTH KARANA

MONSTERS—Griffawns, griffons, giant
beetles, bears, wolves
ITEMS—> Hides, combine weapons at
gypsy camp

LEVEL") 12 to 40

39. N0R1T4 RO

MONSTERS—) Pumas, giant spiders,
sand giants
ITEMS—) Pelts, Cutthroat Rings
LEVEL-) 8 to 30

30. OASIS OF MARR

MONSTERS—) Zombies, mummies,
crocodiles, ores, sand giants
ITEMS—) Glowing Wooden Crook (zhb
magic 11 dam 35 del), Fine Woven Tur
ban (10 ac -"-lo fire resist). Gator Skin
Leggings ^ ac +4 wis +15 hp). Gator
Skin Tunic (12 ac *s sta). Scute Shield
(15 ac sta). Rawhide Armor
LEVEL-) 14 to 40

9. SOUTH KARANA

MONSTERS—) Lions, cyclops, centaurs,
elephants
ITEMS—) Opal Scythe (2hs 11 dam 45
del casts disease cloud), Beartooth
Necklace (-t-3 sta -no hp), Mroon's Toy
(2hb 20 dam 70 del), Electrum Bracelet
(4 ac +3 agi +3 dex). Feathered Leggings
(4 ac *7 sta), cat pelts
LEVEL-) 10 to 30

37, SOLUSEICS EYE A
MONSTERS-) Fire goblins
ITEMS—) Too dangerous to find out
LEVEL-) 28 to 36

38. NAGAFEN'S LAYER
MONSTERS—) Maybe a red dragon
ITEMS—) Beyond your wildest dreams
LEVEL-) 40 plus

31. SOUTH RO
MONSTERS—) Ores, sand giants, dry
boned skeletons
ITEMS—) Weapons, bone chips
LEVEL-) 12 to 30

33. SPLITPAW

MONSTERS—)Gnol1s of many varieties
ITEMS—) Snakeskin Armor (stronger
than leather, magical bonuses), Runed
Totem Staff (zhb, 9 dam 37 del +5 hp -f5
mana), Crysknife (pierce, 4 dam 21
delay)
LEVEL—) 10 to 30

4. SUREFALL GLADES

MONSTERS-) Bears
ITEMS-) Hides
LEVEL-) 1 to 15

33. UPPER GUK

MONSTERS—) Frogloks, crocodiles
ITEMS—) Mesh and Netted Armor
(magical, gloves allow monks to hit
magic creatures). Troll Hide Belt fe ac *5
str+3 dex). Silvered Platemall (magical,
can be worn by more classes). Woven
Armor (good For casters), Bracelet of
Woven Grass (■►3 int, +12 hp), Runed
Bone Fork (pierce, s dam 29 del -<-10
heat cold magic resist), Collar of Undead
protection (5 ac +7 disease and poison
resist), Elf Hide Gloves (4 ac *3 dex -»5
agi). Reed Rings (*2 dex +10 hp). Shim
mering Orb (caster shield, 15 ac +20 hp)
LEVEL—) 8 to 30

30. WEST C0MM0NLAND5
MONSTERS-) Giant snakes, cut
throats, griffons
ITEMS-) Cutthroat Insignia Rings (1 ac
*2 dex). Giant snake fangs
LEVEL—) 12 to 30

7. WEST KARANA

MONSTERS—) Lions, giant spiders, tre-
ants, hill giants, bandits, ogres, scare
crows

ITEMS—) Cat pelts, bronze weapons.
Bone Armor (magical, all can wear)
LEVEL -) 8 to 40

L PERMAFROST
MONSTERS-) Ice giants, ice goblins,
timber wolves

ITEMS-) Silvery Two Handed Axe (17
dam 48 del). Symbol of Loyalty to Vox
(bracer, 7 ac *7 cold resist)
LEVEL-) 18 to 50

5. QEYN05 HILLS
MONSTERS—) Gray wolves, gnoll
scouts, fire beetles, bears, skeletons
ITEMS—) Bear Hide Armor (from
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35. BUTCHERBLOCK MNlTiS

MONSTERS—> Skeletons, goblins,

emerald drakes, undead chess pieces
ITEMS—4 Bone chips

LEVEL-J-1 to 15

4B. CRU5HB0NE

MONSTERS—^ Ore pawns, centurions,

legionnaires, slavers, emissaries, high

level NPCs

ITEMS-J- Shiny Brass Shield (ACio, *iO

SV magic, greater llghtstone lighO,

Bracers of Battle (3 ac +1 str +3 dex).
Screaming Mace (magic 8 dam 35 del

casts Yaulp), Dwarf Ring Tunic (ACi2,+8
SV fire, cold, magic). Ornate Dagger (3
dam 20 delay), ih Dwarven Axe (6 dam

22 del), 2h Dwarven Axe (14 dam 43 deO
LEVEL-J- 7 to 20

36. DAGNOR'S CAULDRON

MONSTERS—^ Giant snakes, aqua gob

lins

ITEMS—Bronze weapons

LEVEL-> 8 to 16

37. ESTATE OF UNREST

MONSTERS-')- Carrion ghouls, jack 0

lanterns, tentacle terrors, mummies,

werebats, hags
ITEMS—)■ Bloodstained Armor (magical
bonuses), Puglus Dagger (5 dam 21
del). Tentacle Whip (ihs magic, 4 dam
25 delay, casts lifetap). Ivory Bracelet
(■►3 agi -^20 mana), Opalline Earring (+5
cha), Savant's Cap (■^3 int wis). Ring
Mail, Bronze Platemail, Fine steel
weapons

LEVEl-> 18 to 40

41. GREATER FAYDARK

MONSTERS—^ Ore pawns, centurions,
black wolves, black widow hatchllngs
ITEMS—> Weapons, hides
LEVEL-> 1 to 8

38. KEOY DUNGEON

MONSTERS-)- Lancer swordfish
ITEMS—^ Powerful magic Items
LEVEL-i> 35 to 60

39. LESSER FAYDARK

MONSTERS—)■ Giant spiders, giant
wasps, bandits, brownies, unicorns
ITEMS—Crookstinger (pierce, 4 dam
21 delay, weak poison), lark Twitter
Bow (14 dam loo range). Bronze
weapons

LEVEL-> 8 to 40

40. MI5TM00RE DUNGEON
MONSTERS—)• Werewolves, vampires,
specters, skeletons, zombies, gargoyles
ITEMS—Bloodstone Eyepatch (4ac,
+3 agi. *3 wis). Werewolf Pelts
LEVEL-> 22 to 50

43. 5TEAMFR0NT MOUNTAINS

MONSTERS—^ Kobolds, minotaurs,
earth elementals
ITEMS—^ Minotaur Axe, precious gems
LEVEL—> 12 to 30

E.Q. LEGENDS

weird, and have
been used in As
with all legend^'wdfari't actually
see these take pla^ but a friend of a
friend told us — reaillyl

KERRA ISLE OVERTHROWN
A group of 70 players got together
and rampaged through the island and
town, massacring everything on their
way to a final showdown with the Cat
Priestess, who slaughtered 15 of
them herself. Of the 70 attackers. 30
of them were slain

REVENGE BY TRAIN
If there is a character In the land of
£Q who you really don't like, or if you
are just mean, then we've got a trick
for you. If you have the Invisibltltv
spell, run around some nasty parts,
gathering up a train of dangerous
creatures. Now run to someone you
really don't like and cast invisibility
on yourself. The train will now devour
the poor helpless soul. It's really
mean, but creative

DELAYED DUELS
Piss off a character until he chal
lenges you to a duel. Bui don't accept
the duel. Instead, follow him around
until he is in the middle of a big bat
tle and low on health. Now press
"accept," strike him down, and take
ail his worldly possessions. It's
mean, but he did challenge you to a
duel, rl^t?

SHIT! NOW WHAT?

m
sionaily experiences minor quakes,
freezes, and systeiri farts. When such
acts of God (or gods) take place, the
unthinkable happens and the connec
tion is broken: "The server is net
responding." Among all those clouds
floating across our EQ sky, every now
and then a gray one shows up and if
you examine it long enough, you are
bound lo find a few silver pieces
worth of iining. Take these down-
limes and use them to your advan
tage. Here is a list of things you might
not have thought about doing when
you can't get back to those green
rolling hills and walking trees

1, Eat (real food, maybe even
something healthy)

a. Change the oil in your car On case
you have to leave your house)

3. Sleep Oiefore 4:00 AM)
4. Clean up your geekosphere (the

area surroundingyour computer)
5. Bathe
E. Call your mom (you know she

misses you)
7. Go for a walk (outside and o/)7fne)

^ 8. Change your clothes (it's kind of
i  tike upgrading your armor to a

less smelly armor class)
9. Feed your caKthat furry thing

that runs at you and somewhat
resembles a mangy rat)

i 10. See the light of day
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HOW TO PLAY BLACKBURROW

MONSTERS •••> (toughest to weakesO
Tranixx Darkpaw, giant plague rat,

gnoil commanders, elite gnoli guards,

gnoll shamen, gnoll guardsmen, burly
gnolls, giant snakes, patrolling gnolls,

gnolls, razorgills. scrawny gnolls

OVERVIEW —p Btackburrow has a lot of

things going for It. Progressive layout

(it gets tougher the deeper you go In), a
good distribution of monsters, good

low/mid-level experience, good loot,

near to Qeynos and Halas. Danger lurks
In the trains (when one gnoll is

attacked others join in. and soon the

fleeing victim Is trailing behind any

thing up to 30 creatures — usually

leaving dead bodies In the scurry to the

zone point). Since It's technically an
outdoor zone, druids, shamans and

rangers will do great.

• You should think about coming
In here around level 5-6.

depending on your class and
equipment. There are several

scrawnies and regular gnolls on the
surface, which you can take a crack at.

Don't forget the small rooms as well as

the one gnoll on the high ledge over
looking the water. Be wary of trapdoors

in the huts, one of which will drop you

into an elite gnoll guard room. The long

ramp down takes you to the main "rest
area" of the zone, which is a good

place to hang around, get help and
hunt the random gnolls nearby.

By level 9 most of the zone will
be open for hunting, although
the threat of guardsmen and

trains will be ever present. Lone
guardsmen and giant snakes will be
your main targets. There are three dif

ferent giant snake areas, the first being
at the bottom of the ramp overlooking

the water, where four appear. The next

Is the snake pit (with the spikes),

where there are two more. Three more

hangout at the top of a ramp leading to
the deeper part of Blackburrow.

♦ At levels 12 and higher you can
basically hunt whatever and

wherever you want. There are

three gnoll commander rooms and one
ledge where it's possible for a group of
two or three level 11-12S to control.

There's also the two elite gnoll ledge

across the first wooden bridge under
ground. The "five spawn" room oppo

site the snake pit is the best of 'em all

because you can surround the gnotls as
soon as they pop in.

EQUIPMENT->

Rusty Spiked Shoulderpads (3ac.
str, -10 resist magic) -4 Found on gnoll

commanders

Onyx Earrings (+2 agi) —> Found on
gnoll commanders
Spiked Collar (3 ac +3 str) —) Found on
elite gnolls

Studded Leather Collar (3 ac -n str -fi

sta) —) Found on elite gnolls

Giant snake fangs (ihs 5 dam 29 delay)
—> Found on uh, giant snakes

Gnoll fangs Found on all gnolls —

cash in at Qeynos warrior guild for

moonstones ($$)

WHATTO EXPEa •••> You'll be making

good xp and loot here but the key is to

keep your groups somewhat small,

since it is a smaller dungeon and the
hallways get a bit cramped. Shamans
with SoW are great group members, as

are rangers with snare. Gnolls run when
damaged, and you can start trains by
not finishing them before they get

through a one-way door. Always be

alert to where the nearest tough assist

ing gnoll is, especially when soloing,
'cause all it takes is one extra critter for

things to get out of hand, lumping into

the water can save your skin if you're
being trained, but many times you'll

get followed.

KNOW YOUR ZONE: ERUDIN

HicOriipJ- •'
1'lali.au ^ LRUDIN

Erud'
Cruuing

44. TOXXULIA FORSST

MONSTERS-4 Kobolds. skunks, decay

ing skeletons, bats, rats

ITEMS—> Weapons, skins
LEVEL-i-1 to 6

45. K6RRA RIDG€

M0NSTERS--4 Kenans, claw knights,
pridesmen

ITEMS—)• Rose quartz
LEVEL-)-15 to 40

46. 6RUD'S CROSSING

MONSTERS-} Cats, necromancers

ITEMS—} Skins, weapons

LEVEL-} 10 to 25



SEX BREASTS

How a crotch grab now
can save you from playing
the crying game later

I'-"

WHAT THE HELL DOES SHE
HAVE TO DO WITH GAMES?

WWW.XTRAMAG.COM
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3 NEWS YOU CAN TRUST
■M FROM PEOPLE YOU
« SHOULDN'T

rPrepare
forihe sequel

just whe

F

n you thought it was safe to be
an independent publisher...

irst it was GT Inter
active embarking on
a massive acquisi
tion campaign that
saw them ink deals

with Cavedog {Total Annihilation)
and Legend Entertainment {Wheel
of Time). But as the disheveled
company lurches to the West Coast
under new president Thomas Hey-
mann (formerly of The Disney
Store, and succeeding Ron
Chaimowitz), new players are tak
ing up the challenge of buying up
smaller independent publishers to
form multinational conglomerates.

Now that veteran turn-based

wargame publisher Talonsoft finds
itself the subject of a buyout (get
ting snaffled into the burgeoning
Take 2 Interactive family, which
includes Mission Studios, creators
of the Jetfighter flight sim fran
chise), it seems that nobody is
safe. It's long been established
that massive publishers will take
over the industry, with a handful of
dominant players calling all the
shots (something akin to the cur
rent movie studio situation). So
when a company like San lose-
based Accolade gets swallowed by
French giant infogrames, the writ
ing seems to be on the wall for the
independent publisher.

THE POWER METER

Movers move, shakers shake, and
the wheels ofthe industry turn ever
on. This is the latest ladder of great
ness, as determined by PCXL

With Industry giants
like Eldos, EA, and Info
grames buying up everyone
else, Is there any hope for the
future of original games?

FANTASY FRAG
JUDGE JUDY

02

A recent spate of buyouts has
given the games market a definite
multinational flavor. Infogrames'
purchase of Accolade adds to their
acquisition of UK-based developer
Gremlin (which Itself incorporates
DMA Design). Eidos has added
Crystal Dynamics to its ever-
expanding company portfolio, and
the Electronic Arts juggernaut con
tinues with the purchase of C&C
creators Westwood Studios, in
addition to its swallowing of Maxis
awhile ago.

So that leaves, umm...? Exactly.
The number of independent pub
lishers grows smaller each week.
Bungle, Monolith, and the omni-

WHYWE HATE HER-y She's a power hungry, hel
met-headed ice queen.At first we thought she

was kinda cool, in a sadomasochistic military
woman sorta way. Now that we've figured out
guys just don't stand a chance in her so-called
"courtroom," her schtick has gotten really
old, really fast. Quotes: "Sir, on my worst day
you are not as smart as I am, and I'm on my
best day." "Sir, you are lying!" "i see that you

are a man. Therefore, by definition, you are
dangerous." it's obvious: She hates men. And

as men, we hate her too.

HOW THEY SHOULD BE FRAGGED •••> Since the title
of her smart-ass new book of |udy-isms Is called "Don't

Pee on My Leg and Tell Me It's Raining," she should be put
to the test. She should be forced to sing, "It's Raining Men," while

fudges Wapner, |oe Brown, Mills Lane, and Ed Koch hike up their robes and do
their business on her until she admits she hasn't been laid In 40 years. Then the
whole world would know why she's a total bitch: She wants to have sex with her
addled, p-whipped bailiff.

scient GOD are a few of

those left standing. What
does that mean for gamers?

Limited choices. And for game
developers, limited original
options. Think about the movie
industry — it's rife with tales of
small independent filmmakers
bucking the odds to get their pro
ject completed and then seen only
by family, friends, and close asso
ciates. All the while, the major stu
dios churn out their next Meg Ryan
romantic comedy, rake in $100 mil
lion, and start on the next one.

For the PC games market, the
danger is the same. Franchises and
sequels already dominate, though
it's still just possible for original
titles to make il to store shelves.

How long are developers like
Bungle going to be able to produce
a critically acclaimed, yet disap
pointing seller, like Mythl Same for
Monolith'sShogo? Probably not
long, as a cap Is placed on original
ity In order to satiate the ominous
specter of the bottom line. And if
Bungle or Monolith scores a big hit
with one of their original titles, you
can bet there'll be a sequel.

In the next couple of years,
while the number of PCs expands
and sales numbers increase, the
amount of originality could get
sucked away as the conglomerates
fund Tomb Raiders and C&C 6.
while throwing peanuts at oppor
tunities for new ideas. '9

EvciywctMav on our website we [tug
wlnUevei the heck makes tis oiigiv, ami
occasionally we fiaq something just
because it needs il. tnnd tii/f whof tw
[mgge.d today an mm/K xf.fotii. You'll
roinr for the [tags. Itiil you'll slay for
lite CRAZYNews AND BABES.

-n.

HASBRO-^ MWj.Ov 2:
Gold, and Rollercooster
Tycoon finally pitch HasbfO
to the top, and make us for
get all that Tonka nonsense.
ELECTRONIC ARTS-> Their
development houses score
big with Maxis' SC3K, Bull
frog bringing Dunfleon
Keepef2, and Origin's UO -
sliil coining It in.
ID~> While Doom tragically ^
remains In the media spot- r'!-},
light, the Q///; Arena engine ,
is already scoring big ilcens-^
ingdeais with EA (Bond
game) and Actlvislon (Star •
Trek: Voyoger). \
INFOGRAMES-^Another
French company begins a
massive U.S. domination

plan with the purchase Of j
Accolade, Gremlin, and " j
Beam, while putting out ;>
their own decent products.
jDFX—)'The jury is still out
on the second generation -
3D wars, but 3Dfx is out of r;
the gates first. (Nice of them .
to mention us in their mil-

llon doilarTV ad campaign.)-
VERANT INTERACTIVE
Despite EverQuesf dropping
out ofthe sales top ten. suf---;
ficieni numbers have teo to

more servers, and increasedf^-^
levels of geekiness at PCXL
SIERRA—VWe'tcsliiiwait- 5.
ingonWomeworfd, butlhe
free release of Teom ''fi.
Fontess Classic makes up a
little for the delay in Tf2. A
non-Valve add-on pack is
also cautiously welcomed, jti
LUCASARTS-^Episode 1,
The movie rocks (so we're
assuming) but what about
the games? We'll have the
reviews next issue.

ACnviSION-J^BoKfezone
2, Dark Reign 2. Q3A, Stor
Trek Voyager, and others %
help us forget that Beneath »
is likely dead. g
INTERPUY-)-Hanging on ^
is the potential of Interplay's^
line-up. Most of their Q4
titles look good. 'h

TAKETWO-)>Buyingup ^
companies and internal
restructuring could see
them emerge at the end of
the year as a forceful playerJ
ION STORM-}- Bashing Ion |
is getting repetitive, but so
are the delays. Daikatana's \
never-ending problems are
hindering Anochronox and
DeusEx.



DATING TIPS FOR TH€ VIRTUAL GUY

kay, we'll admit It:

There's more to life

than playing

videogames. (Hey, you

have to run to the fridge for beer,

right?) Dating, sex, and maybe

even marriage require you to leave

the house. Believe us... we tried it

once and can testify that the out

side world is a thrill-a-minute expe

rience with awesome 3D graphics

and killer sound. Scary? Sure it is,

but X-tra for Men thinks you have

what it takes.

Unlike virtual gals, some "real"

women don't have breasts the size

of watermelons and waists thinner

than your wrist. Shun them! Hold

out for your ideal honey or help

fully suggest that Miss Imperfect

get herself to a plastic surgeon for

an upgrade. She'll be glad you did.

And you won't be sad. either.

SEX SECRETS I.O

Know your RAM, but don't know how to
"ram" it home? Cover the bases fester

than Mark McGwire on an Andro high
with this tutorial from X-Tra for Men

Hello, adventurer, I am RIppy
Longsword. Sex is a beautiful expression
of your love. It's even better when
shared with another person. Convincing
that perfect girl to answer your booty call
doesn't have to be as hard as killing an
Ice pant... it just takes experience.

Go to the beautiful girt in hont of you.
Now select her and regard her. Is she
hot? Good. Now ask her to disrobe. Try
starting with "Remove shirt". If that does
not work, then move on to "Girl, lake off
blouse." If that still does not work, move
to the next girl.

Very good. Women enjoy the sensation
of pressing lips together. Try this with
herifyou can.

You have become better at Kissing (i!)
Great! Now, try fondling her breast.
You have become belter at Foreplay (il)
Excellent! Now say "You're the only one
for me, baby."
You have become better at Prevarication

- Minor (1!)
Fine. Follow that with "i love you."
You have become better at Prevarication

- Major (1!)
Outstanding! Continue to fondle her
breast.

You have become better at Foreplay (2!)

That's enough - gaining Foreplay experi
ence points is a low priority for this
quest. We're out of lime this month, but
join us next time when I'll show you how
to move to the next level. Until then,
gather a party and practice what you've
learned.

When It's Time For Love In The Real World, Will Lara
Still Respect You In The Morning?

Just like on AOL, a real life

Denise can turn out to be a big-

time Dick. Avoid these gender-

bending freaks by asking each of

your dates if "she" is biologically

female. Not only will you protect

yourself, but she'll be flattered by

your personal interest. A subtle

crotch-squeeze now can save you

from playing the crying game later.

When dancing, don't tell your

date to "shake it, baby." Remem

ber to say "please." Chicks go for

that mushy stuff.

If you think your girlfriend has

been captured by aliens and

turned into a birthing pod, do NOT

shoot her, no matter how much

she begs. This is called "first-

degree murder" and is frowned

upon by society. Don't judge her

alien-esque behavior hastily...
maybe she just visited her mother,

or the gynecologist.
in real life, most women don't

have character classes. They call
them jobs. Your girlfriend may

even expect you to have one, but

proudly insist that your Barbarian

Shaman status will keep her buffed

and swimming in wooly spider fun

gus for the rest of her days.

Nude codes don't exist in the

real world — that's why alcohol

was invented. But if you're having

trouble getting to your girlfriend's

bare essentials, don't worry; there

are probably dozens of fan sites

dedicated to your girlfriend, each

brimming with nude photos. Keep

that AdultCheck ID handy!

If your date keeps looking down

at her partially exposed breast at
the restaurant, don't be offended -

she's discreetly checking her

health meter. Order more Food

Packs to raise her health.

Female Intelligence (Fl) is more

complex than any A! you've

encountered before. The question

"Do these pants make me look

fat?" has only one answer ("Nol"),

even if it is not the correct one.

Like FMV women, real ones

expect you to talk to them. But

unlike FMV, no dialogue choices

are given. Get to know your date

by asking questions like "What do

you know about voodoo?" and "Do

you know how to get the Quad

Damage from here?"

Know what chicks like, Offer to

help your girlfriend design fashion

clothes or better yet, create her

own teen magazine.

Real gals can't endure the cold

as well as their virtual counter

parts. Don't expect them to wear a

chain-metal bikini on your first win

ter date. Suggest she wear a tank

top and short shorts at first and

gradually reduce her clothing to

something more acceptable.

Do NOT attempt to rocket-jump

your date. It can get messy and

they never get enough air. And

last, but not least: All women want

you. That is your blessing. That is

your curse.

Next Month-j- Strategies for Tro

phy Wife Hunter.

MARRIAGE WALKTHROUGH

Many of you have written to X-fro/or Men
asking For the solution to the marriage
puzzle. We don't normally print "cheats."
but are making an exception due to this
puzzle's confoundingnature.

Go to Rne jewelry Store. (Not the Dis
count Store - this is where most readers

make their first error.)

There, you will see three rings: The small
diamond, the medium diamond, and the
large diamond. Buy the large diamond
Ringand conceal it

Go to Girlfriend. Escort Girlfriend to Fancy
Restaurant. (Do not take her to the Fast-
Food Restaurant by mistake.)

Along the way. Hot Chick may wink at you.
Do not wink back! If Girlfriend sees, you

may be relieved of some of your Sexual
Experience points and jeopardize flnish-
ingthe puzzle.

Eat Fancy Dinner and boost your energy
levels with Cheesecake.

Kneel before Girlfriend. Give her Large
Diamond Ring and ask "Girlfriend, will
you marry me?"

If you completed the previous steps cor
rectly, she will reply In the afflrmative.

Congratulations-Girlfriend has just
become Fiancee! Fiancee will solve the

puzzles surrounding (he dreaded Mar
riage Ceremony conundrum. However,
game will end if you tell Fiancee about
Bachelor Party. You must go (Hot Chick
will be there), but it must be kept a secret

GAMe;s£f,.„
X-TRA For Men's monthly Q&A section where
we answer our reader's questions on sex,

love, and games from a male perspective.

inVilDigital

UING COMMAMDER:

FREGLANCeR

Developer Oigltal Anvil

Publisher Microsoft

Release Date —^ Sometime 2000

Dear Gamescan Forum,

My joystick is smaller than average.

Can I still satisfy a game like WC:

Freelancer, a Privateer-inspired

open-ended space combat game

with graphics so good you may think

it's a FMV?

Stubby

Not to worry, Stubby.Though it's the

first non-Origin Wing Commander

game, series creator Chris Roberts is

large and in charge. And he says that

It's not the size of your stick, but

what you do with it, that counts.

PANZER ELITE

Developer -}■ Wings Simulations
GmOH

Publisher Psygnosis
Release Date Fail '99

DearGamescan Forum,
It's embarrassing, but when I'm hot
and bothered with a WWII tank sim

like Panzer Elite, I shoot my load
before I even take command of a pla
toon. What can I do?

Out Of Ammo

"Premature Etankulatlon" Is a com

mon problem for men. Learn to relax
and enjoy the historically accurate
3D environments, units, and
weapons, as Panzer Elite follows the
initial skirmishes between the Ger
man and American forces beginning
In North Africa.
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FORCE SI

Developer —^ Red Storm

Publisher Red Storm

Release Date —> Fall '99

Dear Gamescan Forum,

I never thought anything tike this

would happen to a regular Joe like

me. in the year 2015, WWII! breaks

out behween America and China.

While commanding up to 16 pla

toons of tanks, helicopters, and

artillery, I made it with 18 year-old

triplets In thebackofanAH-640

Apache Longbow.

War Dog

Nice try, War Dog, but that sounds

a lot like Force 21 (sans the triplets,

ofcourseO Vou forgot to mention

thai it's 3D strategic/tactical

wargame with 30 single-player mis

sions and 10 mulllplayer maps.

■M-

THEOCRACy
Developer—^ Phllos labs
Publisher Undetermined

Release Date —^ Q3 '99

Dear Gamescan Forum

Help! My wife and I have been mar
ried for seven years, but our love
life is less than lively. Do you have
any tips for putting the magic back
In our mojo?
Flaccid in Florida

Medieval Inca roleplaying can add
that zest you've been missing. Pre
tend you're playing Theocracy, a
historical RTS set in ancient Mexico

during the Spanish invasion. Fan
tasy flourishes, like the addition of
magic, could set it apart from the
pack, but its ongolngtroubles find-
Inga publisher hurt Its chances.

THG WOMGN WG LOVG TO PLAY

•, While this month's honey doesftft^
*  actually appear in a game^ pr^e]

have anythingid do:Witl1

is hot and we do have pictures — any ct^
plaints? Kristy Hothalfnaltedchick is.an^lpl
based model who was kind enough to we'a'^fery
little clothing and pose for some piiAur^s; the
result is just another graphical .treat'fOTlpCXl
readers. For our female readers,justiniagine
that she is on the cover of CcFsmopoStan with

cover lines tike, "How to |iitrap Your
Man" and "Wild OrgasmitSex With
the Pool Boy." One question: Who's
the hottest PCXL cover babe? Mlrna,

Lara, or Kristy? Send ypur vote to
myfavoritebabe@pcxl.cpm, and we'll
tally the votes for a definitive answer

to one of life's great questions.

*1 -

v"" r '

IIH

Like this month's

woman we love to

play. Kristy. these
fine young phlllies
have absolutely noth
ing to do with games
— or so you thought.
The PCXL Babe

Research Team has
actually found their
game relation and Is
now going to share It
with you

LAIHtflPNt ZETA-ICHLS

/f. \

FAMOUS FOR-> Slinky ass
manuevcn under infrared
lights in tmeapment
GAME RElAnON (S)-^ She
slats in a movie with ScoKlsh
actor Sean Conneiy. Scots are
featured in the game Srove-
heort. She was also In Zono
which featured swordplay,
which is also In many games

FAMOUS FOR-^ Playing hot
and cute teen on TV show
"Oawson's Creek*
GAME REIATIOH-^»ie
stars in Go, which has otte
scene with a bunch of guys,
one of whom Is British, PCXL.
the supreme gaming aulhor-
Ky. also is a bunch ol guys,
one of whom is British

RE9ECCA KOMIIN STAMOS

FAMOUS FOR-^ Belngoneof
the hottest women In the world
to have a white substance on
their lop lip (milk, we think}
GAME REUTtON (S)-4 She is
married to lehn Stamos of'Full
House.' which starred the
Olsen Twins, fieaky little girls
who reportedly play Sorbte
AisAfon Designer

FAMOUS FOR->Belnglhe
only country singer we'd like
to see naked
GAME REIATION (S)--^ She Is
married to left 'Mutt* Lang,
the producer for Del Leppatd.
Diummer Rick Allen got his
arm cut ofl In a violent crash,
much like the ones seen in the
popular game Caaaageddon



Hanging around the guys at
PCXL has taught me some valu

able lessons about men,

gamers, and their limited interaction

with the opposite sex. Each month In

this column i aim to share my insight

into the female of the species —

y'know, the ones with the bumps — In

the sincere hope that 1 can help make

your life more complete. After all, there

Is more to life than games (at least

that's what i keep telling the guys). I'll

talk about sex. love, relationships, and

anything else that involves using your

hands for something besides control

ling your little Quoke man.

Despite what you might think,

women are a lot like men. We check you

out, have erotic fantasies, unfairly judge

you from one glance, and yes we like

sex — a lot. i am being a traitor to my

gender by sharing our secrets, but if you

are anything like the PCXL staff, then

God knows you could use the help.

The first and most important lesson

this month is that women never want

what they ask for, unless, of course.

it is a diamond. Refer to this translation

chart, which you should digest thor

oughly before engaging in any commu

nication with a woman.

WHAT WE SAY-> "We want a nice guy

with a sense of humor"

LOOSELYTRANSUTED~> We want a

hot guy with a cute smile

WHAT WE SAY-> "No, I just want to

Imow the truth"

LOOSELYTRANSLATED-> You better

make this lie good

WHAT WE SAY-> "it's okay, I'll do it"

LOOSELY TRANSLATED-^ Get offyour

fat ass or I'll hold it against you forever

WHAT WE SAY-> "You're so sweet"

LOOSELY TRANSUTED"<> You're so

ugly, you must be nice on the Inside

WHAT WE SAY—^ "i love talking to you"

LOOSELY TRANSLATED-i' Talking is ail

we'll be doing together

GAM£ DATER

WHAT WE SAY-)- "We have such a valu

able relationship, t don't want to go and

ruin that"

LOOSELY TRANSUTED-)- You look like

a troll, and you won't be getting any

tonight, tomorrow night, next week, or

in this lifetime

WHAT WE SAY~) "I'm just not ready for

a relationship right now"

LOOSELY TRANSLATED-)- I'm not ready

for a relationship with you now, or ever

WHAT WE SAY-) "I'd really love

another drink"

LOOSELY TRANSLATED-) Did you clean

your bedroom? Brush your teeth? Kick

your roommate out for the night? if the

answers to these questions are "yes",

then you are in (so to speak)

Ask Gia

Next month Gia answers all of your

burning questions. Just send them to

gla@pcxl.com and tune in for her

insightful commentates on life, love,

and the ever-frightening world of the

opposite sex,

GXTREMG BULLRIOGR COURTS eXTRGMe BULLSHUTeR

hen we get an especially bad game in the office, we

aren't content to just ignore it. we feel it is our duty

to give it what it deserves. In the case of Extreme

Butlrider, even destroying it wasn't good enough — we had to

put it through the worst torture imaginable: Adate with our

own Dan Egger. Here, in his own words, is how it went...

I was really excited about the date. Though I wouldn't be

dating a real girl, this seemed just as good. It shouldn't have

been so long; i am handsome and charming (my mother says

so). Why can't women see that? Anyway, 1 wanted to show the

disc a good time, so I pulled out all the stops. And remember, if

there are any young women out there wanting to date me, it

could be you instead of the disc, so dare to dream,

S:00 PM-)

5:30 PM")

5:35 PM-)

5:40 PM -?

6:00 PM-)

6:1s PM--)

6:30 PM-)

8:15 PM-)

»0:00 PM-J-

The Itinerapy

A date with Dan -

truly a fate much
worse than

death. Poor disc.

«:00 PM -)
9:45 AM-)

i pick up the disc at imagine Media and give It a big
hug so It can smell the Brut 33 on my neck
Still woozy from the Brut fumes, the disc and I arrive
at the restaurant, Burger King
I argue with clerk over the validity of my reservations
and coupons, and finally agree to take a table near
the door

Disc fails asleep while i tell numerous stories of my
glory days in the Motherlode High School chess club
We stop at the local coffee shop for a frappaccino and
a mocha, i tell tales of my hemla operetion
I wake up disc again and we walk to the movie the
ater across the parking lot
Despite the protest of the disc, we end up seeing
"Too Many Baldwins!"
I convince the disc (now tearful) to sneak Into
another movie called "David Spade Loses Another
Fat Friend"

take the disc to a park, stare at the stars, and talk
about Everquest while the disc contemplates the hor
rible, horrible turn Its life has taken
I return the disc home. Sadly I get no goodnight kiss
The disc is found dead, hanging from a noose, victim
of an apparent suicide

Df^RKSTONe

Developer —) Deiphine Software

Publisher -) GOD

Release Date -) Summer '99

DearGamescan Forum,

is it true that supplements like Dark-

stone build muscle mass? Are they

safe?

Siimjim

There is no deHnitive proof that sup

plements will do anything for you

but empty your wallet. Darkstone,

however, is perfectly safe and is

really a medieval actlon/RPG that

puts the player In control of two

heroes In pursuit of seven magical

crystals essential to the defeat of the

evil dragon, Oraak. And running

around 32 unique dungeons is sure

to bulk up the quads.

MIGHT AMD MAGIC UH

Developer—)3D0

Publisher-)3D0

Release Date —) The Future

DearGamescan Forum,

I am a swordsman who likes to hang

out with my buddies — a thief, an

archer, and a sorcerer — more than

dating women. Am I a poof?

Gay Blade

Close male friendships are Important

regardless of sexual orientation. Try

a little Might & Magic Wl, the latest

sequel In which your buddies and

you can continue your RPG adven

tures together fighting new mon

sters through the land of Erathia.
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ABOMINATION
Developer ■■■>■ Hothouse
Publisher—^ Eidos

Release Date September '99

Dear Gamescan Forum,

Believe it or not. unsightly back hair
has made me an abomination to the
opposite sex. What can I do to
shave the savage beast?
Sasquatch

There's electrolysis, but the real
abomination is the unfortunate

name ofAbomination ~ anX-Com-

ish realtime, team-based tactical
combat game set In a plague-ridden
future. Even if (he game is excel
lent, it Is going to be very hard
resisting the headline. "Abomina
tion: The Name Says It All."

URBAN CHAOS
Developer —> Mucky Foot
Publisher—> Eidos
Release Date ■■■} September'99

Dear Gamescan Forum,

My life is like "Green Acres" and I'm
a Gabor sister. My girlfriend wants
to move to the country, but I'm a
city boy. Dump or hoe?
The Ultra-Urbanite

Hoe. (And we're not talking Divine
Brown, here.) just ask Dare! and
Roper, two cops In Urban Ctiaos
who have to ride the subway,
motorcycles, and even a hang glider
In their ongoing efforts to keep the
streets safe in this third-person 3D
action game.

PCXL CLASSIFIGDS i  Jobs the industry just might
:  be advertising for

EXTREME. EXTREME. EXTREME
Looking for an EXTREME Individual to work
on our "award-winning EXTREME brand of
games. Ability to be EXTREME Is much
more important than any programming or
artistic skills. In fact, we rarely worry about
any of that nonsense. Please contact Head
Games Publishing EXTREME-lysoon for
more on this EXTREME offer.
'A suicide award is still on award dammit!

send resume and 10 good reasons we
should fire Mike Salmon's ass to PCXL.

cheese, garlic, and zeir girlfriends to
Infrogames. P.S. Woody, we are going to
zteai your girlfriend!

IN SEARCH OF TWO OLD FRIENDS
1 made a HUGE mistake. All Is forgiven.
Come home before my career drops two
cup sizes as well. Call me, we have to talk.
Love, Pamela Anderson

Looking for a due
Technological genius, industry hero, and
game designer extroardinaire desperately
seeking a tricking clue. Everything 1 did
was perfect, but now 1 find myself putting
my latest game on a colored word-proces
sor before bringing It to the PC. 1 used to
know that Macs were only good for graphic
design, but now I'm stuck believing the
damn machine can actually play games.
Please help me. before it's too late!

SmeUy, rude types needed
Major PC games publisher was recently
acqulsltioned by much larger French PC
games publisher and Is looking for some
one to help us communicate with our new
parent company. Experience in the games
Industry, fluent French, and perhaps time
spent as a rude waiter would be very help
ful. Please contact Accolade.

Accountant
Major videogame publisher Is in dire need
of somebody who can turn a S360 million
loss Into a profit. Qualified candidate will
be fluent in lapanese ass-kissing and must
be an extremely "creative" number shuf
fler. Send inquiries, donations, and 32X's
to Sega of America.

FAT TRIMMER
Publishing giant is seeking individual with
common sense, business sense, and a firm
hand to kill unnecessary games and make
snot-nosed developers actually release
good games. Contact Eidos Interactive for
more information.

STUPID, LOUD-MOUTHED, VASTLY
OVERWEIGHT AMERICAN TYPES NEEDED
Ze iargesst publisher In zee entire vorld
has bought out silly Amerrlcahn company,
and we need a... how you say ..."A-hole?"
to run misinformation to ignorahnt Amer-
ricahns who actually believe zey will keep
their stupeed jobs. Anyone who Iz villing to
zell out zeir countrymen should zend

EDITOR IN CHIEF
Major PC game magazine Is looking to
replace Its EIC. He has grown cocky, lazy,
and is generally a pain In the ass. QuailRed
candidates will posses strong English
skills, good phone manners, taste, deco
rum, and everything else the soon-to-be-
former EIC lacked. To replace this slacker,

ANYONE?
still waiting, still searching, still hoping.
Contact Ion Storm.

SPECIAL
REPORT

ASS-KICKING
UP BU 64 PSRCGNT

The overall quantity and frequency of
"ass-kicking" performed by the PCXL
staff has increased sharply since the
magazine's Inception last year, experts
recently reported.

"We found that the inaugural
September 1998 issue of PC Accelerator
kicked a 'helluva' lot oFass," said Wal
ter HIggins, a renowned authority on
ass-kicking, "The january issue
improved on this by kicking 'major,
major* ass. That's enough ass to circle
the circumference of the Earth... twice!"

The luly issue of PCXL is expected to
kick a "sh-t"-lo3d of ass. or enough ass
that if It were stacked on the ground,
one ass on top of the other, the pile of
asses could reach the moon. Calcula
tions predict that if the act of kicking
that amount of ass could be converted
into energy, it would be enough to heat
the city of Chicago for one week.

"The bulk of ass being kicked here is
almost obscene." noted an industry
analyst who wished to remain anony
mous in order to preclude the chance of
his own ass being kicked.

Why aren't more magazines trying
the "ass-kicking" formula? "Most of the
Industry seems to be geared towards
'sucking ass' or 'being ass'." admitted
one competing magazine's editor, "But
If'kkkingass'iswhat the readers want,
then we may have to look into it."

The editor admitted that his own ass
had been kicked by PCXL "a lot" In the
past and expressed concern for the
safety of his ass in the future.

SEPTEMBER 98 JUNE 99

Critics are not quite as glib about the
long-term success of the ass-ktcking strat
egy. "The ass simply should not be
kicked." says Sen. Joseph
Lfeberman (D)-Connecticut
"Not by a magazine, not
by anybody for that mat
ter. We must think of the
safety of our children...
and of their asses."

Reader support is what
drives PCXL's editors in their
ongoing commitment to kicking
ass before it becomes a threat to the
game-buying consumer.

"We have no plans to stop kicking ass,"
asserted PCXL Editor In Chief Mike

Salmon, "In fact, we believe we're going to
kick a whole lot more ass before we stop
kicking It."

That may be an understatement. PCXL
has commissioned the U.S. Department of
Weights and Measures to Implement a
new unit of measurement for kicking ass.
The "PCXL," the highest standard of ass-

kicking quantification possible, will
become standard on january 1,2000.

For more stories like this every day,
check out our website at

wvr.-.'.pcxl

As expert ass-kickers, we say
Claudia's ass kicks ass.



IPCXLMinion of the Month
YOU TOO CAN BE A HERO

□
oumay remember our
Guerilla Campaign back in
issue one, where we

asked readers to visit newsstands

and decorate them with PCXL
Welt, now we are opening a special
subsection of this campaign to
people who work at retail locations
that carry PCXL. Whether it's EB,
Borders, or some liquor store in
Idaho, we want you! We want you
to come up with creative ways to
sell PCXL at your store.

Our first PCXL Minion of the

Month is Ethan Kidhardt of Elec

tronics Boutique 362 in Marlboro,

Massachusetts. He goes the extra
mile to ensure that shoppers get
the chance to enjoy PCXL. His
sales pitch: "Look, if you want a
magazine that sucks, get that, that,
or that (pointing to lame competi
tion). But if you want a magazine
that compares hardware to fly hun-
nies, get THIS!" (Pick up a copy of
PCXL, angelic chords cue in.) But
that's not all — he also managed

to get our issue displayed in the
manager's choice window.

For his assistance to the righ
teous cause, above and beyond
the call of duty, we offered money,
games, and women, but all our
hero wanted was a picture of Jen
nifer Love Hewitt dedicated to him.

Consider it done.

If you want to be a PCXL Minion
Of The Month, just write us with
your sordid tales of helping the
public get their PCXL, and what
you would like in return. Send pic
tures, results, and prize requests
to minion@pcxl,com.

Ethan Kidhardt, our Hrst Minion of the Month, gives you his two
favorite women, "Blue Girl" Qune PCXL) and Jennifer Love Hewitt.

IGirlfrlend of the Month
YES, SOME PCXL READERS HAVE REAL LIVE GIRLFRIENDS

ot all of our readers are

lucky enough to have a
girlfriend, which is why

we're asking some of our more for
tunate readers to share. T. Devon

Sharkey has both a girlfriend and
a pretty common fantasy — to see
her dressed up as Lara Croft.

Unlike Mike's girlfriend, who
continually slaps him whenever he
asks, Mr. Sharkey managed to
convince his bird to don the khaki

shorts for Halloween. Being a true
humanitarian, Mr. Sharkey also
decided to share his good fortune
with us — and we pass on this
goodwill to you, our lonely reader.
Since this is his real girlfriend (and
to maintain a certain decency —

yes, we do know what the word
means), we'd like to request that
no serious lusting occurs, but a lit
tle bit should be fine.

Just 'cause you don't have a girl
friend, doesn't mean you can't
share. Maybe your sister is hot, or
how about your mom? Some of
you may even have an especially
cute cousin or friend. All we ask is '

that you take a picture and share
the beauty with your fellow read
ers. Send pictures to umustbe-
high@pcxl.com and become an
instant celebrity. We take no
responsibility for any face-slipping
caused by less-than-adventurous
girlfriends out there, so remem
ber, you're on your own.

Dana Scholle of Atlanta,
Georgia

Here at X-/ro for Men we are inter
ested in something besides
Everquest. Write in with your ques
tions on these manlier subjects.

CUTTHROATS
Developer Hothouse
Publisher—^Eidos
Release Date —> September '99

DearGamescan Forum.
The new guy at my firm has his eyes
on my position and will backstab his
way to the top. How do I protect my
back from this creep?
On The Fast Track

To survive corporate office politics,
you've got to be ruthless. Much like
the pirates in Culthroots. you must
captain your ship and make your for
tune engaging in terror, violence,
robbery, and extortion. Too bad real
life isn't an RTS with over 70 ports to
sack and pillage.

SABOTEUR
Developer •••? Eidos
Publisher Eidos

Release Date —> September '99

DearGamescan Forum,
What Is the rea) secret to getting
rock-hard abs?

joe Six Pack

From what we've seen, the best way
is to become a nin|a, Shin, the star of
Saboteur, is a modern-day Ninja who
must rescue his sister. Ami. from the
evil CyberGen, armed with a variety
of weapons and his sidekick dog.
Shiro. And Shin's stomach looks like

a washboard.
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OMIKRON:

THE NOMAD SOUL

Developer —> Quantic Dream

Publisher—^ Etdos

Release Date —> September '99

DearGamescan Forum,

My doctor wants me to visit a proc-

tologist, but I say "no way." Am I

being stubborn?

Tight-Ass

Key, relax! A flnger in the ol' bung-

hole is a futuristic action/adventure

3D experience where you fight In

third-person against a hideous and

ancient soul-stealing force, swap

ping bodies along the way and vis

iting strip clubs. Oh. wait a minute

... that's actually Omikron. That

other thing makes us cringe. What

was I thinking?

Developer —> Ion Storm

Publisher—} Eidos

Release Date —} Early 2000

DearGamescan Forum.

I'm always late for appointments

and forgetting deadlines. How do i

budget my time better?

Tim Hill

Set goals and stick to them. Take,

for example, ion Storm. If they had

done that with Anachronox, (an

RPG utilizing the Quoke II engine

about a trek across the galaxy and

three dimensions looking for a

long-dead alien race and the forces

bent on destroying our universe), it

would've been released by now

instead of getting pushed back

again.

The Heat-Q-Mftte
(l£DlILOi^

LICK ME™} To commemorate the '80s, the U.S. Post Office will be offering stamps
celebrating video games, E. T. The Extra Terrestrial, and personal computers. And
we thought they might choose something frivolous.

RENAISSANCE MAN---} Michael Crichton, creator of Jurassic Park and "E.R.," has
founded a game development house called Timeline Studios. Now all he needs is a
good license to base a game on.

VOODOO HOODOO™} sDfx's commercials lampooning self-important company
image ads are hilarious. Now what is it they sell again?

irS EASY BEING GREEN™} Hasbro's Frogger has been at the top of the sales
charts for months. But we still can't find anyone willing to admit that they actually
bought a copy.

PCXL GLOSSARY PART II THE U£RSATILira,OF ASS

Have you ever tried
to describe some

thing. but couldn't
find a word that

realty worked? We
have too, but
Instead of stumbling
around saying,
"umm" a lot, we
Invent our own

damn words.

Our descriptors
often defy...uhh,..
description (for lack
of a better word).
We figure if we use
these words enough
In our daily lives,
then maybe Web
ster's will need to

add a new PCXL sec

tion. If not, then
screw those anal-

retentive bastards.

AS5IFIED--j-The
process ofassing-up
agame/movie/e(c-
Usually Involves the
complex layering of
much ass.

ASSTACULAR--}
Something or some
one that Is spectacu
larly ass in its
nature or being.
BABEDOM-j-The
mythical fantasy
Land to which all

women (yes, all of
'em — even the

really ugly ones)
aspire to reach,
BLANKENSTEIN-

WHATEVERHER-

NAMEI5™} Fictional
last name used for

extremely hot mod
els whose real name

we can't, nor care to

remember.

COPLETE-jinthe
Empire there was a
severe shortage of
the tetter "m."orwe
had a little typo in
our Star Wars fea

ture (your call).
CRACKIFIEO--;:- A
state that is

achieved by some
one who Ismlnd-

boggllngly clueless
or constantly
hopped up on crack.
See "Rob Smith."

CRAPTACUUR--}
Something or some
one that is spectacu
larly crappy In its
nature or being.
EXTREMEASSTI-

TUDE--} The ulti
mate in "assness."

Extreme asstftude is

reserved for only the
most heinous of

those that are ass.

MANNISH--} A
derogatory term
used to describe

women with large
adam's apples, hairy
knuckles, and/or
thick eyebrows.
PANTS--} A word
which defies

description but is
always humorous
when used inappro
priately. Can be sub

stituted for any
noun in a serious-

MYST OPPORTUNITIES™} Rumor has it that Mysf 5 is currently in the works at
Mindscape. Luckily, the strategy guide, tie-in novel, and soundtrack have already
been completed.

TANG FU-y Activtsion has confirmed that it will publish a fighting game starring
members of the Wu-Tang Clan. Now we know why 01' Dirty Bastard has been in jail
so often — research!

NO MORTYR HERE™} A controversy is brewing because some retailers are threaten
ing not to stock the new Nazi-shooter, Mortyr, due to its graphic cover art and con
tent. I-Magic is also afraid the boycott may give the game too much free publicity.

UP THE ACADEMY™} From the same people who judged the Holyfield-Lewis fight...
The Academy Of Interactive Arts and Sciences selected Rogue Squadron as a "Game
Of The Year" nominee in their second annual Interactive Achievement Awards.

UNDER FIRE™} Parents of three schoolgirls slain in a high school shooting have
filed a S130 million dollar lawsuit against violent game manufacturers, porn sites,
and the makers of the movie, The Basketball Diaries. It's about time those compa
nies began to take responsibility for other people's actions!

sounding statement
for comedic effect.

PIXELICIOUS--}

Considerably less
yummy thanVoxeli-
cious, this term
describes the gener
ally horrific appear
ance of pixeb.
POLYTHEISM--}
The beliefthat God

is made entirely of
polygons.
SASSTERS--} Those
who possess sass
and can be referred

to as sassy. Exam
ple: "Parker Posey
and Katie Holmes

are the premiere
sassters of this gen
eration, bar none."
ROB SMITH--} See
"Crackified."

SISSIFIED--} Being
transformed from

manly man into
sissy boy, usually by
wimpy games,
women, or heart
warming moments.

See also Everquest
or any Robin
Williams movie.

VOXELICIOUS--}

The yummy graphi
cal effect created by
using voxel technol
ogy. See Outcast.
SUPER-CRAP-A-

FRAGILISTIC-}
Crap In a "Mary Pop-
pins-fsn't-that-cute-
but-stlll-a-load-of

crap" way.
WUSSINESS--}Acl
ofwussthat clearly
demonstrates a feat

that can only be
described as less

than manly.

Got more words?

Don't understand

some oFour pontifi
cating? (Look that
oneupyoursetf.)

Send an email to the

paiat

thosewordsate-

madeup@pcxl.com



A TRIBUTE TO PAMELA ANDERSON

The removal of Pamela Anderson's

(we refuse to acknowledge Pam's

"marriage" to trouser-snake-in-

the-grass, Tommy Lee) silicon
implants have put the PCXL edito

rial staff in a thoughtful mood. It's

a time when we must quietly

reflect on those things most impor

tant to us and to appreciate what

we take for granted.

Now that Pam's former tenants

have moved on to that great medi

cal landfill barge in the sky, we

take a tearful look back at stars in

the making... before the horrible
tragedy that tore them away from

us forever.

T The many moods of two master thespians: Heaving, pendulous,

petulant, pert, perky, pouty, proud, deHant, and self-willed.

Good news for computer chip
manufacturers: The silicon

shortage Is finally over!

ISPOTTHEFAKEAD and win *fabu[ous prizes
YOU ARE ALSO FREE TO LAUGH, IF YOU SO DESIRE

Some of our brighter readers (if such a beast

exists) may have spotted a phony advertisement

for a game called RatHunterm our last issue. We

had so much fun making it. that we've decided to

make it a monthly feature. And what monthly fea
ture would be complete without *Fabulous Prizes

for the readers bright enough to spot this falsi

fied ad? It could be you,

From now on (this issue included) we encour

age you to rigorously search our hallowed pages

for the ad which "just ain't right." When (and if)

you spot the ad, just send a note to

imnofool@prxl.com and include the page num

ber, Issue number, and game(s) we are mocking.
We will take the names of the qualified candi

dates and randomly pick one winner each month.

For those not in the know, "ads" are those col

orful bits in our magazine that you usually skip

over searching for babe pictures. Skip by them

no more, and you may soon be the lucky winner

of one of our "Fabulous Prizes.

•Note: Whenever you see this asterisk say the words. "Fabulous
Prizes" out loud in your big announcer voice. It's also worth men
tioning that our definition of "Fabulous Prizes' may differ slightly
from your definition of "Fabulous Prizes."



The universal manual
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FOR MEN]THE MANLY WAYTO INSTALL AND ENJOY EVERY
COMPUTER GAME IN EXISTENCE

P
laying games in the

manner of a real X-

tra man involves

one unbreakable

law: Never, ever,

ever read the manual. Throw them

away. Toss 'em. While this cer

tainly is a manly strategy, occa

sionally you will find yourself

searching for rules, button lay

outs, and troubleshooting tips. So,

just in case you do find yourself in

need of a little help, we've created

the solution ... a never-fail univer

sal manual, lust think of it like

those universal television

remotes. And trust us. it will work

for any game.

EPILEPSy WARMING

Although cases of seizures caused

by computer games are as rare as

a tasteful moment on the WB net

work, every game is required to

have this warning. So remember, if

you find yourself twitching on the

ground, vomit to the side, don't

swallow your tongue, and don't

sue the publisher.

SySTEM REOUIREMEMTS

—(Your system) plus 166 MHz

—^ [Your system] plus 16 MB RAM

••■'p just enough hard drive space
to make you uninstall one or
more of your favorite games

The future — according to
most computer games.

3D CARD SUPPORT

—'p The next generation of your
chipset

-J' An obscure chipset you've
never heard of

—^ The chipset everyone told you
to buy, but you didn't

INSTALLING THE GAME
1. Insert the CO and run install.exe.

2. After computer crashes, restart
and go on www.nameofdevel-
oper.com/patches and download
installi.o6.exe.

3. Run patch.
Choose between compact

(delete one favorite game),
typical (delete your entire drive
including windows), and fuli
install (upgrade computer
to holographic memory).
5. Realize the game
actually takes twice the
hard drive space listed.
6. Delete the rest of

the games you enjoy.
7. Run install again.
8. Grab beer, pizza, and
complete works of Tolstoy for
entertainment while game loads.
9. After you accidentally
install Direct Xs.go to
http;//v/vvw.microsoFt.com/
directxrorMcronsWhoClicked

TheWrongButton.html
to reinstall Direct X6.

10. Install several obsolete video

players on your machine.
11. Start game.
12. After computer crashes, restart
and go on wwv/.nameofdevel-
oper.com/patches to download
nameofgamei.o6.exe.

THE BACK STORy
[Name of Game] is set in the dark
apocalyptic world of the near
future. After man destroyed the
environment using nuclear bombs
and other cliches, the world
became bland and dark. It has

been replaced by a world where
bad guys try to kill you for no
apparent reason and where you
can kill them with impunity.

As [fill in blank with a random
grouping of words that include
synonyms for death, sharp stuff,
or various hard things. Examples:
Cutter Slade, John Blade, and Tiger
Woods], your job is to move
through the barely comprehend-
able storyline, kill everything that
moves, and do other stuff that you
did in Quake, Warcraft II, or a com
bination of the two.

Note: Don't waste time worrying about
the story... It doesn't affect the gameplay

in (he slightest.

A fine demonstration

of how tojumpstart
your computer.

□
THE MAIN MENU
At the startup screen you will be
allowed to choose between the

following buttons:

OPTIONS
Sounds—^ Click between low qual
ity, high quality, and ultra THX sur
round sound. (This option is
merely cosmetic. No matter what
you click, it sounds the same.)

Graphics-;/ Here you can change
the game resolution, but remem
ber, any changes will result in a
blue screen, requiring you to use
jumper cables and intravenous
drips to restart your computer.

Controls—y Here you can remap
your controls, but if you change a
single option, it will, in fact, wipe
out another more important but
ton you'll need later on.

Customize-];- Here you can change
your player model or army in
numerous ways. However, you will
still be virtually indistinguishable
from any other character you face.

Advanced Controls-^- Anything
you change in this menu will force
you to re-install the game if you
ever want to play it again.

MULTlPLAyCR

Internet—Click this button to

play extremely laggy games over
the Internet. Try [name of devel-
operj.net so you can get matched
up with people all over the world.
A few brief hints:

-5- The beginner section is full
of experts looking to prey
on newbies for a laugh.

—>The intermediate section is
full of experts looking to
improve their ranking.

■p The expert section is full of
experts who will destroy
you because they can.

Modem—J- Click this button to play
wildly laggy games over a phone
line with a friend, who will no
longer be a friend because you
told him to buy the game based on
an ecstatic review in (random
geeky game mag].

LAN-]> This acronym is only for
game magazine reviewers who
have complete access to the office
network. It is included to get bet
ter reviews. Don't even bother to

try at home unless you've got
much cash and patience.

SINGLE PLAUER

This is the part you play until you
can go no further without buying
the official [name of game] strat
egy guide for $i4-99.
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Here we have broken this down

into two sections: Action and

Strategy. For those games that

have action/strategy written on

the box, play a quick (free) game

of mix-and-match.

Use weapon to shoot

whatever moves

Example: Anything that moves on

screen, you shoot until it blows up

Find key and open

corresponding door

Example: You can figure this one

out for yourself

Use number buttons to switch

between weapons...

Standard—j^ Weak weapon every

one starts with (just like the one

found in Quake)

Machine gun-J- High rate of fire
weapon used until you find some

thing better (Example: The

machine gun in Quake)

Ptasma gun-^- Shoots blasts of

energy, offers minimal damage,

but more importantly, displays

special effects (similar to the one

in Quake)

Rocket Launcher-^ This weapon

blows up bad guys but doesn't

hurt you when you rocket jump

[see Quake again)

Big Gun-^- This gun is a ridicu

lously unbalanced weapon that

wipes out a full room of people

and makes deathmatch com

pletely unfair. (Note: if the game

you are playing has Turok in the
title, each and every weapon falls

under this category.)

STRATUCy

Click on units, build bases,

and send units after enemy

Example: Land on map, build

base, chase enemy to four corners

of map, start again on next level

UNITS

Gatherer—Basic unit worth noth

ing in battle

Speedy Unit—>• Speedy unit worth

nothing in battle

Basic Medium Unit-j- Medium

strength unit, make lots of these

and rush them at opponents

Air Unit-J- Flying unit worth noth

ing in battle

Heavy Unit-j:- Heavy unit worth
nothing in battle

TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem—J- My screen is black

Answer—Either your monitor is

not plugged in or you have

entered this game's special dark

level. If you are experiencing the

latter, run around and use any

weapon with lighting effects. This

level's two purposes are to show

off the lighting effects of your

weapons and to cover up boring

level design.

Problem-ji- My computer freezes

when 1 start the game

^swer—Your machine is far too

archaic to run this game. In fact,

any computer on the market Is far
too archaic to run this game. We

suggest you wait two years, then

buy a top of the line computer and

3O card. By then we will have a

patch that fixes this problem.

Problem-^ My game plays exactly

like other games

Answer—There is a conflict

between your need for creativity

and the need of money-hungry

THIS KGY CARD GOGS WITH WHICH DOOR?

industry executives to turn out

crap. However, we are currently

working on an innovation patch

that should make the game

slightly different than the titles we

copied. Look for It as soon as we

can find another game to copy.

CUSTOMER SERUICE

Visit the support site at

http://www.na meofdeveloper.co

m/cuslomerservice.html. Once

you receive the Forbidden /j04

message, try to call the customer

service number. After you've

waited several hours on hold, you

may want to fax your request. All

faxes will be forwarded to the

garbage can. They will only get

back to you if the company

encounters extreme periods of

boredom. If you still can't get

ahold of customer service, try the

mail address, but really, what

would be the point?

HINTS AND TIPS

If you need help on this game, call

the company's tip line (number

found on nameofdeveloper.com).

At $1.99 per minute, you will hear
a reading of this exact manual in a

very slow, deliberate manner.

COMPLAINTS

If you are not happily fragging

away by this point, we suggest

that you write in and voice your

complaints to letters@pcxl.com. If

the gentlemen in this department

ever stop playing £verquest, they

may help you, ignore you, or

maybe even make fun of your

whiny ass. Enjoy your game.

Y€S



STOP THE PRFSSFS! OIIAKF III IS HFRF

D
amn those Id Software people, have they no consideration?

Shortly before our final deadline for the current issue they

decided the time was right to release the Quake III; Arena

Test. Not a demo, just a technology test. What are we sup

posed to do? Finish the magazine on time? Hell no. Some

Quake III; Arena playing was absolutely required. This is our report on
how it's all shaping up.

RATING

Somewhere between Quake (/)

and Unreal

GRAPHICS

To say Qlll is eye-candifed would

be putting it mildly. With 32-bit

textures (for those with the right

hardware), bright colored lighting

everywhere, and funky particle

effects — it almost has an Unreal

look to it. The much-heralded

curved surfaces are present but

not overused, adding a more sub

tle impact on the whole look. All

those bright explosions and

weapon effects can make it tough

to pick out targets at times.

Another thing that should be men

tioned is that it seems the vertical

field of view has been reduced

from Quake II, so there's less room

for aiming variations in the up-

down plane. This is a throwback to

Quake Ts vertical field of view. So,

shooting rockets at the feet is

gonna take some getting used to,

'cause you'll be shooting weil in

front of targets at first.

SOUND

Hmm, not that big of an impres

sion. Half-Life has the realistic

solid reverb sound effects and id

was wise not to try to ape them.

Placeholder sound effects from

Quake II are a little disappointing

— but of course, it's just a test!

D6PTH

The two maps are just a tiny frac

tion of what's to come. The second

of them, with its Mofr/x-style leaps

is pure chaos. Developers say Map

One is best with six players, but

can be played by 4 — 8, while Map

Two can be played by 3 — 8. pri

marily via LAN. The gameplay is

exactly the same beast as Quake

II. but that's the beauty of it. It's

not about trying something new in

Id's case, it's about tweaking the

means of what is becoming a

pretty serious form of competition
— the only true form for many

gamers. And really. Id's the only

one who can get away with coast

ing from a gameplay point of view

inouropinion.

DESIGN

The new weapons and the overall

balance are generally positive

changes. The more concentrated

blast of the shotgun, for example,

makes it a much more viable

weapon at mid range. The choice

of machinegun as the spawn

weapon was also a good choice.

But maybe the change that most

affects gameplay has been the

return of some of Quake I's rocket

launcher dominance. The rockets

move faster although the damage

is under control. The plasma gun

is solid, like a hyperblaster with

more margin for error, and no

spindown time. And then there's

the railgun... as a raitgun junkie it

was really disappointing to see

this weapon not be quite so

instantaneous over long dis

tances, and therefore losing some

of its overall effectiveness.

OVERALL

A real arcade look to the whole

thing is a big standout — more pri

mary colors, less grungy brown-

ness. Player names appearing
above the target in your crosshair

is a good gameplay addition. As

always, the action is fast, furious,

and frenetic. Already it plays as

classic Quake should, with the

graphical enhancements being the

major feature. It's fun enough to

keep us occupied until the final

thing ships around October.

WWriR
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Cool! Another excuse for us to blow off deadlines!!!
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Over the last month we've received numerous letters from our new

recruits, fresh from the ranks of PC Games (R.I.P.), saying how much

they've enjoyed getting to know us. From the bottom of our black little

hearts, we say "Mercy Buckets." We're glad to discover that despite your

somewhat shady past, you really are as obsessed with the same things

we are: Games and girls. Keep letting us know how we're doing. We'll

be devilishly at work bringing you the hard ̂ cts about the latest games

on the shelves (and searching for pom in the process).

I

THIS AINT YOUR LiTTl.e

BROTHeP S PC MAGI

What an awesome mag. The dif

ference from PC Games to PC

Accelerator is definitely notice

able ...

At first I thought, "Oh, great,

they are sending me some crap

unheard of magazine to fulfill my

subscription to my fave mag (PC

Gomes)," then i started reading

and now i know that this is just

as good and maybe even a better

magazine.

i particularly like the way that

you ever-so-subtly added lots of

hot babes, and integrated it very

well with the mag.

And thanks for the tips on how

to get away with gaming at work

...VERY HELPFUL...

The Konquerer

klashn@net2er0.net

Thanks Konquerer, fitting babes

ever-so-subtly into the magazine

is more difficult than you might

think. Here's a quick example of

the right and wrong way to do it. :

i have been managing a software

store for the last five years, i can't

say which, but I'll give you a hint:

Not EB. My point however, is that

in all my time in this business I

have been inundated with crappy,

uninformed, BORING magazines

devoted to PC games. Your maga

zine is fresh, well laid out, infor

mative, accurate, and funny as

HELL i can read it all month and

still find new stuff. It's rare that I

laugh out loud while reading a

game magazine, but it happens

all the damn time with PCXL All

other game mags should pack up

and quit, because the gods of

magazine making have arrived. 1

repeat: You guys kick ass.

Tony Pagano

Store Manager,

A big important retailer i can't

name because I don't feel like

losing my job.

It's always good to hear from our

fans on the retail side, especially

those who sell magazines, hard

ware, SOFTWARE, etc...

If there's one thing we are, it's friggin' subtle.

i just received my first trial issue

of PCXL Honestly, i found it to be

sexist, immature, not politically

correct, unfor^'ving, and reeking

of vile humor. So i thought you

would like to know what I'm going

to do with your invitation to sub

scribe ... Subscribe of course! I

love it! Keep up the good work.

jlM S.

Well, thanks jim. People often

describe us as "reeking of vile

humor," but it's rare that they

mean it in a good way. You do

mean it in a good way, don't you?

iNSUUTiNG RGADGRS CAN

BC FUN!

Why don't you just bugger off and

stop taking the piss out of us poor

sad Brits. Pick on someone else.

Rich

OK, Icelanders smell of bunk,

except Bjork, she's pixielicious,

not to be confused with "pixel:-

clous" (see glossary). Feel better?

You should put more porn where

you can see stuff. 1 paid $8.99 for
what?? Crap? PORN PORN

PORN!!!!!

Colby Cassens- Houston, TX

Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. and

Mrs. Cassens... Our readers!

LOVG SONGS AFTGR DARK

Once again. Official PCXL lyricist

H.E. Pennypacker pens another

beautiful melody... enjoy!

H.E. Pennypacker Presents:

"Rob's Song" in Q minor

But first a joke...

"What do a plumber and Rob

Smith have In common?"

Two words: "Pipe" and "crack."

The Rob Smith Song

(sung to the tune of "Why Don't

You Get a Job?" by Offepring)

Rob Smith, exec editor, Is a Brit.

He soys "Arse" every day;

He thinks Daikatana will be a hit,

Despite all those frikkin delays.

He sits on his ass and works his

hands to the bone,

Kilting thousands of Everquest
rats;

But when it comes to real life,

Rob is quite alone,

Cu2 he called Tribes a piece of

crap.

(Chorus)

Take it back, take it back, Rob,

lay offof the crack.
Why don't you just be like the

guys?

it's not right, it's not right, just

give up on the pipe.

AndJoin in a LAN game o/Tribes.

I guess bein'an editor was just

too much,

/ think that it's got to his brain,

i guess bein' an editor was just

too much,

He's played one too many a

game.

(Chorus)

RGAUITY CHGCK

You show Gordon Freeman on

page 30 in the line-up without

black-rimmed glasses. Gordon

always wears his glasses.

This is absolutely unforgivable

and an insult to Half-Life.

John Hamilton

We actually Photoshop-ed the

glasses off because of a company

policy which bars us from using

gratuitous pictures of Charlie

Sheen. We figured the resemblance

was a little too scary to print.

OUR KIND OF WOMAN

I'm not sure if many of your writ

ers are aware that beautiful

women have brains, nor do I care.

I've been reading your magazine
for several months, and have just

a few comments to make.

I only read It because my hus

band buys It, and it outlasts my
bubble baths on Saturdays. Most
copies are next to the tub and

have become wrinkled and rather

bent, usually from being acciden

tally dipped in the water while i



Ietters@pcxl.comFeeOBACK

reached for the beer or dinner my

man brings me, but sometimes

because 1 fall asleep.

Honestly, what got me inter

ested was that it was In the bath

room at the same time i was, and

we were both going to be there

for a while, i then discovered you

apparently piss off women. Cool,
i like being mad.

But how could i be mad? Your

attitude is exactly what i encour

age in men. My husband calls me

his goddess, now how the hell

could anyone be upset with a

magazine that obviously wor

ships women the way you do?

Fact Is, confident women LOVE to

be adored, it's the insecure ones

that write to whine. Bugger off.

Keep it up. i love when you dis,

make fun of, OR worship women.

Denise

Goddess of Beer, Bathing, and

Bagels, oh, and of Todd

Thanks for the letter, Denise. Coin-

cldentally we have in our posses

sion the only known picture of the

Hindu god of Beer, Bathing, and

Bagels... but not Todd.

mri

Damn! Thanks to your rating sys

tem, and your "perfect lo," I now

have sex dreams involving two

women, namely Christa Miller

and Claire Danes. Then i remem

bered that Christa stars with

Drew Carey, and that Claire had

to endure Leo Decrapio (sure,

HE'S manly), if that's the compe

tition, maybe it'll be more than a
dream someday.

Don

Ahh, hot girls with low standards:

# 4 in our list of reasons for living.

CRiM€ AND PUNISHMGNT

On page 83 of the May issue, the

profile of Jenna Jameson states

she Is best known for the "erotic

scene with a speaker in Howard

Stern's Private Parts." You idiots.

That's not her. That's just some
wanna-be. The real Jenna is the

one who gets naked In front of

Stern In the studio. Other than

that mishap, PCXL is the shit.

Keep up the good work.
Chris White

The management of PCAccelera-

torwishes to express its deepest

regret at the grievous error that

occurred on page 83 of the May

Issue. The entire staff was pun

ished and forced to watch a Jenna

Jameson movie marathon. We will

not make the same mistake twice.

i'm working right now at an inter

net provider company in Montreal

and i just purchased the May

issue. The whole issue rocks my

world, especially the play at work

section. I laughed so hard while

reading It that my hard Hard-Ass

Supervisor came and ripped the

magazine out of my hands before

reminding me that i'm being paid

to work. Minutes later i heard

him laughing. Maybe your maga

zine has turned him Into a gentle,

Hands-On supervisor. Keep the

good sense of humor and you've

got a loyal subscriber for life.

Due Thang Lieu alias Truman

Thanks. Now get back to work!

Your subscription check bounced!

i have the ultimate proof that Rob

Smith Is on crack: in the March

1998 issue of PC Games he gave

Quake 2 a C In multiplayer. A

lowly, pathetic Cl
eXXon

In defense of Rob, at that time.

Quake 2 multiplayer was a buggy

mess, and the score was justified.

But, if you are looking for proof

that Rob is on crack, just look at

his views on Tribes and the crack

pipes that regularly show up on

his desk late at night.

LOVe. QIA STYLE

My Beloved Gia,

i thought I'd take a shot at wooing

you, too. So here goes: i was born

In Paris in 1973 and have traveled

the world extensively (actually, St.

Louis, 1953. and I haven't left

Texas but once in the last 20

years).

i am manly and virile and have

been told that i have the appear

ance of a Greek god (scrawny, in
need of Viagra, long hair, skinny

legs and a pot-belly), in my spare

time i read Nietzsche and do

Impressionistic paintings while

listening to Wagner (look for Play

mate links, and scour PCXL hoping

for pictures of Jennifer Love

Hewitt).

Well, if you're not yet thor
oughly captivated, let me assure

you that i have the mind of a yogi

(occasionally cognizant of my sur

roundings), the heart of a saint

(crotchety and irritable), and the

physical control of a ̂ kir (enough
said about that, already).

As i am sure that you are the

fairest creature to ever grace

God's green Earth (actually, your

picture Is kind of blurry due to fail

ing eyesight - but you are beauty

incarnate, right?) I await with

bated breath your pronouncement
of true love.

My Undying Love (unless, of
course, 1 die laughing while read

ing PCXL),

Robin Selover

rselover@earthlink.net

From Gia,

Thank you Robin, 1 loved your let

ter. I would love to see you On

your dreams), and 1 think you

sound wonderful (they pay me to

write this, you know). Just send

me a letter and we will set up a

day and a time for a date. 1 am
open anytime after 6:00 PM Febru

ary 12, 2066 (unless 1 am not yet

dead, then 1 will postpone).
Thanks for reading,

PS: Funny is sexy... why else do

you think 1 work with the PCXL

guys... Have you seen the staff

photos? Eeek!

In this picture, Gia Is actually
not wearing pants.

PCXL IN PRISON

Hello folks,

i just finished reading the April

issue of PCXL and i thought it

was your normal mag until... 1

got to the "48 Hours of Hell." 1
don't think I have ever laughed

that damn hard. And to make

things worse i woke up some of

the inmates at an undisclosed

jail dormitory while at work

(where reading personal litera
ture is prohibited, and It's so

quiet you can hear mosquitoes

fart) and almost had grievances
wrote on me for the disturbance.

But I told them i would get

them a subscription too (lost 12

damn dollars) and there was

peace again. Keep up the excel

lent work fellas ... and, oh yeah,

the Starcraft doll (or marine) was
dazzling in the mid-length cut

with his Zergdate.

J.D.

deputy|d@f-a-s-Lnet

We're stiil confused. Are you on

the inside or the outside?

TRUST US

i was considering buying EA's

NASCAR REVOLUTION, until i

saw your review on it. You guys

saved me some cash, i just

wanted to say thanks.

Sincerely, CSmith

You're welcome, C. Some people

say we are too rough on bad

games, but we know you guys

would rather have the cold, hard

truth than candy-coated lies. It's a

matter of trust. (Not to mention

we like to take out our pent-up

sexual lustrations on these lowly,

pitiful excuses for games.)
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These sponsors make it possible for PC ACCELERATOR to exist. Without them we'd just

be a bunch of loud-mouthed fools. We appreciate their advertising, but if they make a

game that sucks, we WILLklllit. Nobody owns PCXL, but PCXL

Follow these three easy steps
to get all the product information
you desirel

o Go to: http://pcxt.lgn.coin/gamlng4ii
@ Select the product category from a complete list. Search by name,

or select the vendor's number From the list below for up-to-date
info on your favorite games.

Follow the format to receive all the info you desire. You will also
be able to access the vendor's websites From Gaming 411.
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Quake III: The Police Academy zt of GamesDl'ust finished playing the test demo of Quake III and I have to admit: I'm not that
impressed. It's supposed to signal a new wave of deathmatch-only shooters,
but from first impressions, the entire concept looks a little underwhelming.
Despite the considerable hype of Quake III and its competitor/sister Unreal
Tournament, both games seem like complete rehashes of their predecessors.

Sure, the graphics are appropriately varnished and the gameplay concept slightly
tweaked, but the core is about as fresh as George Carlin's "cutting edge" comedy.

I don't dispute how important these franchises have been in the past. I'm just saying

that Quake III is to Quake II what Police Academy 4 was to Police Academy 3 (not much

different, just a little prettier

— thanks Sharon Stone). Like

the star of those movies,

Quake's straightforward

deathmatch is the Steve Gut-

tenburg of videogames: Sim

ple, fun for the masses, and

harmless enough — but oh so

utterly vapid.

The weapon lineup is the

same as the one first intro

duced in Wolfensteln 3D and

enhanced by the countless

clones that have followed it.

Some may call it balance, but

after this many years, I call it

stale. Even the basic game-

play is the same, with literally

nothing added to the strategic level of the action (as if these shooters ever required

much in the way of strategy to begin with).

When I can set up flanking fire and turrets for a flag raid in Tribes, protect an

unarmed president in Capture the Flag, or frag my own squad in Rainbow Six, why
should I get excited about random, brainless kills? I can get the same adrenaline rush

in these other games, but

If much work Isn't done then Quake III could be

the biggest disappointment since Trespasser.

with the added experience of

teamwork and interaction

that goes beyond the rocket

launcher level. So why

exactly are they bringing us

the same exact gameplay we

saw seven years ago?

Think of it this way: in the

early days of cavemen, much

fun was had running around

hitting each other with clubs.

But eventually man moved

past that, joined teams,

found more intriguing

weapons, and evolved the

concept of random clubbing

to highly organized war. With

out this progression, we

would never have had the

Crusades, World Wars I & II,

or the 1995 Knicks/Bulls play

off series. Don't get me

wrong: I love Quake and

Quake II as much as the rest

of the guys, but I think it's

high time for computer

games to move on as well.

- DAN "BUBBA SMITH" EGGER

SGCOHD PGRSOM

Dan, get off my crack pipe. What are you think

ing? Get this: Quake llllUT = accessible, vis

ceral, speedy. Forceful and exhilarating. Those

are concepts any moron (even you) can get into

quickly and easily, and the primary reason that

Quake is leading the charge of gaming as a pro

fessional sport. I wouldn't knock Tribes (too
much) or Rainbow Six, but while they're first-

person, the similarities end there. And, they

ignore the pure rush that a frantic, highly skill
ful deathmatch offers.

There's something so very pure, so com

pletely extravagant, so dominatingly infectious

about being able to work on select hand-eye
coordination skills against other people. Who is

the fastest? The best mover? The most domi

nant strategist? Who commands levels the

best? Who can use audio clues to know exactly

where the other guy is, and to play the perfect

game of cat and mouse?

That's what Quake III is ail about — an

uncomplicated, Incredibly good looking, and

admittedly dumb experience. Isn't that what

everyone wants?

- ROB "THE ONE WHO KICKS DAN'S ASS AT

QUAKE Am QUAKE ir SMITH

TffRTPTOT-ITH^

Bigger, Belter, faster Barnes tor Eirls
>•> The Dreamy Guys of Games

John Romero, Dave Perry, Sid Meier, and John
Carmack show up in our exclusive pictorial

entitled "developers without any shirts." Read

how Romero keeps his flowing locks so shiny,

why the towering Perry doesn't mind dating
short girls, and exactly where Carmack's

superfluous third nipple really is.

BARBI6-C05M0 SLUM8€R PARTY

WIN A

DATE
WITH
MIKEf

Win a date with Mike

One lucky reader will win a date with PCXL

Editor-in-Chief Mike Salmon. The lucky girl will

experience a typical date with the boss: A

touching foreign film, an expensive dinner at a

French restaurant, hours of polite conversa

tion, and finally a night of platonic cuddling.

Barbie-Cosmo Slumber Party

Need a makeover? Well stop crying — the

PCXL staff is here to help. We put the two top

girl games to the test in the PCXL slumber

party. And, witness the first-ever PCXL pillow

fight, our version of Truth or Dare, and the ulti

mate gabfest, where we discuss the pros and

cons of stuffing our bras.

Special Friends drop by

No slumber party would be complete without a

few unexpected guests. Since this issue is for

the girls, we want them to feel like a few

friends will show up. Here are just three. Show

up next month to see who else drops by.
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Use the Heads-Up-Dispiay
and View Points Monitor to
track the war around you.

You choose the target. Destroy
entire buildings and rain rutitile
down on unsuspecting enemies!

Command your Lancemates to
ward-off the enemy while Mobile
Field Bases repair your 'Mech.

35 weapons and a new
targeting system let you pick

away at enemy 'Mechs.

S11999 HasQm Interactive. Inc. All RiglKs Reserved. MicroProse Is a trademark ol Hasbro or its atliiiates. BattieTech Material® 1999 FASA Corporation. MechWarrtor, BaiileTech. BatileMuch. and'Mech are tradem.irks or ret^tered
IrademarU of FASA Corpor^ion and Microsoft Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Used under license. Allotticr trademarks a/a the ptocerlvrri their respective holders.



In ih^Slst Century, there is no mercy. Join the Inner Sphere's strike
team as they prepare the annihilation of the deadly Smoke Jaguar Clan.
You'll have over 20 missions, 18 fully .customizable 'Mechs' to climb
into, and enough weapons to flatten a fountain range. Not only is this
the most immersive MechWarrior experien^ to date, but there's also
an ail-new target acquisition system, apd rnore battle environments

than ever before. But watch your back! ijrhlqAfight ls^or survival.

'DOWNLOAD
j  pAyabb
Bemo

I

Go to http;//pcxl.ign.coif/^ri^g4li::Product Number 99

In Store^i^^ow!

www.mechwarrior3.com



And, by the way,

^ *
e mention it plays movies?

Turn Your PC Into An Entertainment Machine! Ask anyone and they'll tell 1
you PC-DVD™ Encore 6X^is a better way to watch movies. And they're right. I
Because DVD movies use digital technology so you experience every action, every N C O
sound, and every color. But PC-DVD"* isn't just about movies. With PC-DVD™

Encore 6X, you can use all your existing CD's — because
Encore looks, works, and acts just like a CD-ROM B«^H:
drive. It runs your multimedia applications, plays Bl^M
audio CD's, and accesses encyclopedias. PC-DVD™ Encore 6X also allows you to access

^2||BB^^^ gigabytes of information — that's 25 times more than a CD-ROM. With all that extra
space, you get more words, more action, more video, and more sound, just add popcorn.

Visit our Website at www.soundblaster.com/ad/pcdvd/ for more information.

I Tuen PC l*ttp An €ml9rUtnfn0ft^4»critmf

creative; -""oxrs
WWW.SaUNDBLASTER.CqM

Go to http://www.pcxl.ign.com/gamlng411: Produ^ Number 21
©1999 Cteative Technology Ltd. All brand of product names listed are traderrarlis or registered trademarks and ate properly of their respective holders. If you're not on the net. give us a call at 1.8O0.898.1OQO for more information.

Awards shown are for PC-DVO' 5X with Oxr'2 lechnology.


